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LensCulture/Magnum/Datta Case  
 

Starting Date: 29 April 2017 
Initiators: Robert Godden on facebook.com 
Addressees: LensCulture, Magnum Photography Awards, Souvid Datta 
Reach: Facebook, Medium, Twitter, online photography magazines, personal blogs, Time, Petapixel, Reddit, 
Duckrabbit, international newspapers and magazines, NPR radio 
End date: 15 May 2017 
Status: Resolved 

 
Argument: Commodification of an image picturing a trafficked minor engaged in non-consensual sex with a client, used for an 
open call for a photography award on LensCulture.  
 

Objective: Removal of image, discussion of ethical conduct of photographer and the publishing platform. 
 

View: Use of image is in breach of human rights of trafficked minor and of Unicef’s “Principles for ethical reporting on 
children”, and could possibly constitute a criminal offence under British law. 
 

Outcome: LensCulture removed contested image from Magnum Photography Award open call webpage, and released a public 
apology. Datta admitted several cases of manipulation and plagiarism that were discovered after the publicity about the case 
grew. Several awards and prizes were taken away from him. He no longer calls himself a photojournalist.  
 
Case History 
 

LensCulture is an online, database-driven, commercial platform for photography with a large global audience. Together with 
Magnum Photos they organise the Magnum Photography Awards, a ‘pay-to-play’ contest. On 29 April, Robert Godden left a 
post on Facebook after receiving their call for entries, raising alarm over an image by Souvid Datta, a UK based photographer, 
that was used as a header to promote the award. The photograph depicts a trafficked minor engaged in non-consensual sex 
with a client in an Indian brothel. The girl is fully recognisable, while the client, seen from the back, retains his anonymity. 
Outraged at the violation of the girl’s rights, committed both by Datta and LensCulture, Godden called upon LensCulture to 
remove the image immediately, and to establish ethical guidelines for the publication of photographs of children in vulnerable 
situations, especially victims of human rights abuse.  
 

Benjamin Chesterton, production director at Duckrabbit, a multi-media production and training company, took issue and 
penned an emotional post on his widely read blog, calling it the commodification of child rape, and asking: “Does the 
photography world get any more fucked up than this?”  
 

Outcry ensued, from the entire industry and photo community, upon which LensCulture removed the image from their 
campaign site without any notification, issuing a public apology about having made an error of judgement two days later. By  
3 May, Souvid Datta had taken down his website, as it became known he had not only photographed minors being sexually 
assaulted, but – as was discovered by Indian social worker Shreya Bat – he had also lifted elements from Mary Ellen Mark’s 
work, and passed work by others as his own, rewriting their captions to suit his narrative.  
 

At that point, public outrage went viral on social and print media, radio and Petapixel, and the damage to Datta’s reputation 
was irreversible. Interviewed by Olivier Laurent for Time on 9 May, Datta responded to the accusations and issued his 
apologies. However, the interview was felt to be lacking in firmness of questions by many who had followed the debate, which 
helped to perpetuate the heated discussions on social media. Within three weeks, Datta had been stripped of previous 
honours and awards by various organisations, who quickly removed mention of him from their websites.  
 

Magnum Photos never engaged in the public debate about the controversy, but later updated their website with the following 
statement: “In light of recent evidence in relation to the practice of photographer Souvid Datta, we removed him from 
nominations for our Graduate Photographer Award 2017 on Friday, May 5th.” As of this date it is unclear whether LensCulture 
will establish or implement the ethical code of conduct that Godden called for.  
 

As in the Fatemi/World Press Photo case, the discussions tended to pivot more on issues relating to the economics that drives 
priorities in the photography industry, rather than on the inequality of benefits between the industry and the 
subjects/participants. This despite the repeated emphasis that was placed on this oversight by several participants in the 
debates.  
 

The lack of consensus over what an ethical code of conduct should comprise and cover, is now felt more acutely in the 
aftermath of both controversies. The Story of Mino, the case study accompanying this reader, discusses how this omission can 
be repaired.  
 

http://www.situations.fotomuseum.ch/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1557776437596990
https://www.unicef.org/ceecis/media_1482.html
https://www.unicef.org/ceecis/media_1482.html
https://www.lensculture.com/magnum-photography-awards-2017
https://www.facebook.com/lensculture/posts/10155156609177368
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1557776437596990
https://www.duckrabbit.info/2017/04/lensculture-commodification-rape/
https://petapixel.com/2017/05/03/photographer-souvid-datta-appears-plagiarized-mary-ellen-mark/
http://time.com/4766312/souvid-datta/
https://www.magnumphotos.com/theory-and-practice/rbb-graduate-photographers-award-2017-nominees/
https://www.fotomuseum.ch/en/explore/situations/30952


 

Robert Godden

Shame on LensCulture for using the image of a girl, trafficked into sex
work, with a client to promote their competition with Magnum Photos.

The girl (she was 16 years old when the photo was taken, thus making her
a child under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child) is probably
being raped (having been trafficked and coerced into working in a brothel,
sex with the client would not be consensual). Her face is clearly visible, as
are those of other girls in the series.

Publishing this image is likely in breach of UNICEF's "Principle for ethical
reporting on children", including;

‑ Guidelines for reporting on children

3. Always change the name and obscure the visual identity of any child
who is identified as: 
a. A victim of sexual abuse or exploitation.

‑ Guidelines for interviewing children

5. Obtain permission from the child and his or her guardian for all
interviews, videotaping and, when possible, for documentary
photographs. When possible and appropriate, this permission should be in
writing. Permission must be obtained in circumstances that ensure that
the child and guardian are not coerced in any way and that they
understand that they are part of a story that might be disseminated locally
and globally. This is usually only ensured if the permission is obtained in
the child's language and if the decision is made in consultation with an
adult the child trusts.

(As the girl is was still under the control of her traffickers when the photo
was taken it is unlikely there was a guardian able to give permission for
her to be pictured, nor could her consent be assumed to be free and
informed given her position.)

7. When in doubt about whether a child is at risk, report on the general
situation for children rather than on an individual child, no matter how
newsworthy the story.

(Even if the objective of this body of work is to raise awareness about sex
trafficking in South Asia it is in breach of UNICEF's Principles);

3. The best interests of each child are to be protected over any other
consideration, including over advocacy for children's issues and the
promotion of child rights.

In addition, the images in this series perpetuate the all too common
negative and stereotyped representation of sex workers, making the merit
of such images highly questionable as tool for positive change.

Maybe LensCulture know something I don't? Maybe the girl pictured is
now free, an adult, and has given her consent for the images to be used to
make others aware of this terrible crime? I some how doubt this but I'm
happy to be proved wrong. Otherwise, LensCulture should do the right
thing and remove this photo immediately and establish ethical guidelines
for the publication of children, particularly those in vulnerable situations
and/or are victims of human rights abuse.

April 29 · 
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235You, Benjamin Chesterton, Ramin Talaie and 232 others

153 shares 26 Comments

Shuchi Kapoor Absolutely agree with you Robert. I am also sick and tired of
this unimaginative narrative that continues to be considered as wow‑worthy
or significant, when it is telling us nothing new or showing nothing new and
definitely not changing anything for the girls. While I do like and follow other
works of Souvid, I am quite sad that he too follows the same approach. I find
this narrative similar to those of animals in the zoo, who have no say in the
context of the story.

 · Reply · 17 · April 29 at 10 03am · EditedLike

Shuchi Kapoor Sorry I meant Robert
 · Reply · 1 · April 29 at 10 03amLike

Bonnie Chiu Thanks so much for sharing this. Is there a way we can report
this and raise higher ethical standards in the photography industry? This is
really unacceptable. "Beauty" probably doesn't even know this has been
published with millions of viewers not knowing her identity!

 · Reply · 10 · April 29 at 8 30amLike

Robert Godden I'm currently writing an article on the ethics of
photographing social injustice. Hope to kick start a debate and
present some practical solutions.

 · Reply · 28 · April 29 at 8 53amLike

Tom White Robert Godden Next time you plan on being in Singapore
let me know and I'll see if I can get you down to Yale‑NUS college to
speak!

 · Reply · 3 · April 29 at 9 50amLike

Robert Godden Would be happy to. Hopefully in Singapore towards
the end of the year.

 · Reply · 1 · April 29 at 12 44pmLike

Tom White Will have to drag you away from Ox Lee for a bit..
 · Reply · 2 · April 29 at 2 41pmLike

Robert Godden Haha. Indeed but he's a pretty generous guy.
 · Reply · 1 · April 29 at 2 54pmLike

Tom White I guess he can come along as well...
 · Reply · 1 · April 29 at 4 49pmLike

Lina Manousogiannaki it seems to me that she is being used over and over
again...from the man on top of her, from the photographer looking for a place
in Magnum, from Lens culture to promote their business... and seeing this I
feel like I am part of a society; a bulimic monster, who will just consume,
throw up and move on to the next...meal...as nothing has ever happened...

 · Reply · 29 · April 29 at 8 49amLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Over and over again. Yes.
 · Reply · 1 · April 29 at 10 32amLike

Robert Godden Yes. And even drawing attention to these photos
makes me a little uncomfortable. But for me this type of photography
needs to become unacceptable. There needs to be a serious debate.

 · Reply · 7 · April 29 at 12 48pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Agreed Rob. I have spoken a lot about this.
It's very personal to me because I was physically, ritualistically
abused as a child. The idea that someone could be lurking in the dark
photographing that is really sickening and traumatic to me. The
worst... See More

 · Reply · 6 · April 29 at 1 28pmLike

Robert Godden Thanks for sharing. The UNICEF ethical principles
speak to this and I hope they will be followed more widely. The idea
that ethical codes, especially in relation to children, cannot be
drafted and applied just doesn't stand up to rigorous analysis. Too
many suspect photos are put out in the name of social change that
are totally unjustified.

 · Reply · 1 · April 29 at 1 46pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  The truth is some photographers are
predators. And kids need protecting from them too.

 · Reply · 5 · April 29 at 1 48pmLike

Hadas Itzkovitch Absolutely revolting, upsetting and so very wrong. This is a
violation of every possible ethical/ human rights law. not to mention the
photographer's choice to become not less than an abuser himself. Shame on
him shame on Magnum.

 · Reply · 6 · April 29 at 10 09amLike

Rowena Borja Francisco Oh my God.
 · Reply · 1 · April 29 at 10 31amLike
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Pooja Pant I remember seeing this entire series and thinking the same.
Horribel

 · Reply · 2 · April 29 at 10 56amLike

Jason Tanner Sandra Hoyn's work from last year, exactly the same issue. It's
attitudes and work like this that drove me to setting up my workshops on
Human Rights for Journalism. The concept of rights based approaches to
reporting on issues like this is lost on these 'photographers' and editors. It's
about getting pretty pictures at all cost and being rewarded by publishers,
platforms such as LensCulture and numerous other photo competitions. Just
deconstruct this image a little consider what and how this image was taken.
Consent on issues of like this and coverage of gender based violence is NOT
simply asking "can I take a photo'! Worryingly, both visual journalists and
editors see little issue with publishing images like this, editors too have to
take responsibility . There's a little bit of hypocrisy with this being supported
by Magnum Photos who run their own Photography and Human Rights
Fellowship with 'intensive training in the ethical use of photography in the
advancement of human rights'?

 · Reply · 13 · April 29 at 11 01am · EditedLike

Robert Godden Well said. I participated in the Magnum / NYU TISCH
Photography and Human Rights program in 2014. Part of the course is
taught by Susan Meiselas, who is also one of the judges for this
competition. I have a great deal of respect for Susan so I hope she'll
bring some much needed integrity to the judging.

 · Reply · 8 · April 29 at 11 45amLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Word. If you ever want the personal
perspective of someone who was abused as a child I am happy to
contribute. It is very important in understanding that further abuses
of a childs right is not the way to change the world. Work like this
should make the photographer a pariah, not be celebrated. If you did
this in the UK you would be committing a crime.

 · Reply · 5 · April 29 at 1 37pmLike

Robert Godden Yes, more often than not the power dynamics
between (privileged) photographer and (poor) subject are used to get
access and capture images that would not be possible, or ethically
acceptable, in some jurisdictions.

 · Reply · 3 · April 29 at 1 49pmLike

Hester Keijser Susan is here with me, and I brought it to her attention. Sent
her screenshots of your post. She's not aware of this, but concerned. Not
being on FB though, so if you want her reaction, email is the way to go.

 · Reply · 4 · April 29 at 1 49pmLike

Robert Godden Thanks Hester. Will shoot her an email.
 · Reply · 2 · April 29 at 1 50pmLike

Write a reply...

Benjamin Chesterton  Souvid. Thanks for your comments. You say 'The
image is part of a four year body of work investigating child sex trafficking
and forced prostitution in West Bengal, which I have waited to publish only
when fully realised'. That's not true is it because 1: It is published on your
website without any of this context and 2: You have entered it into an award
which means the work was published on the competition website. In both
cases if Beauty entered into this work with you on the basis that you would
present it properly and in context then I'm afraid you really let her down. You
should take responsibility for the fact a photo of a child being raped is being
used to sell a competition which you entered. All that is a far cry from what
you've written here.

 · Reply · 13 · April 29 at 5 25pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Adults are supposed to protect kids. Often from
themselves. And under any understanding this is a extremely vulnerable
young woman. At 16 you've got a hell of a lot of life in front of you to regret
having a picture taken that fully shows your face as you're being raped (not
the rapist!). That's if she even understands the internet. I'm sure she did have
the aspiration to change things. In which case its easy to make the argument,
no I do not have to photograph you being raped to elevate your story. I do not
have to enter the picture of you being raped into a photography competition
to elevate your story. A photography competition that sells itself by stating
'these awards aim to offer an unprecedented level of international exposure.'
Whose aiming for elevation here then Souvid?

 · Reply · 12 · April 29 at 5 54pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton replied · 2 Replies

Benjamin Chesterton  Souvid. I'm also wondering if you gave thought to
the fact there is more than one child who needs protecting here. Isn't it true
that Beauty has a child? Did you consider how traumatic it might be to see a
picture of your Mother being raped?
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 · Reply · 5 · April 29 at 8 29pm · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Also consider how far that photo has now travelled

 · Reply · 2 · April 29 at 7 47pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  That's just a few.
 · Reply · 2 · April 29 at 7 47pmLike

Kaveh Rostamkhani Sinthujan Varatharajah, would you like to weigh in your
opinion?

 · Reply · April 29 at 8 31pmLike

Robert Godden What disturbs me is that there are those out there
(photographers and editors) who can look at this photo and think it is OK, and
would be more than satisfied with the photographer's explanation. There are
a number of reasons why that is ‑ historically these type of images have been
deemed acceptable, concepts of subject consent are not well understood,
and the image as artefact often supplants the rights of the individual
pictured. But we can't avoid the fact that in part this image's acceptability for
some comes from who this girl is ‑ a poor sex worker from a developing
country. There is an undercurrent of racism and neo‑Orientalism going on
here that often occurs when picturing the suffering of distant others. For me
one test is to ask myself "If this was a member of my family would I be OK
with this representation?" Having said all that, surely there is a big red line
that should prevent any of us from ever considering publishing a photo of a
girl being sexually exploited? Right? The idea that the photographer has given
her 'a voice' does a disservice to those practitioners who have produced
sophisticated participatory projects that actually achieve this. It is time for the
apologists for this type of imagery to realise it is no longer acceptable.

 · Reply · 24 · April 30 at 10 04amLike

Hester Keijser "The idea that the photographer has given her 'a voice'
does a disservice to those practitioners who have produced
sophisticated participatory projects that actually achieve this." ‑ well
said!

 · Reply · 6 · April 30 at 10 24amLike

Benjamin Chesterton  If this was me. In this photograph. Would I
share it?

 · Reply · 1 · April 30 at 11 27amLike

Jason Tanner Why is that the person being raped has her dignity
stripped away? The perpetrator gets to hide his identity and keep his
dignity?

 · Reply · 6 · April 30 at 12 14pmLike

LensCulture  Apology 

On Friday evening, we posted a single photo from a long‑term (4+ years)
project on the subject of child sex trafficking and forced prostitution in West
Bengal. Our intention in sharing this work was to bring attention to an
important subject being covered through the work of a dedicated
documentary photographer. However, the way we presented the work took
the image out of context. We made a serious mistake in judgment. And
despite removing the post as soon as we realized the mistake, we want to
apologize to the photographer, the woman pictured, and to everyone who
found offense at the out‑of‑context post. 

Weʼd like to emphasize that we believe the work of the photographer was
carried out with great ethical care and in close collaboration with the subject
portrayed; by contrast, our own posting was hasty and presented the
situation without proper context. We apologize again for the careless nature
in which this work was shared. 

We encourage those who are interested in learning more about the topic of
“ethical reporting on children” to refer to the informative guidelines put
together by UNICEF: 

https://www.unicef.org/ceecis/media_1482.html 

Thank you Robert, for your honest and correct criticism.

 · Reply · 8 · May 1 at 1 07am

UNICEF CEE/CIS - Media centre - Ethical Guidelines
a page on ethical guidelines for media coverage of child rights issues

UNICEF.ORG

Like

Robert Godden So, let's be clear, you are apologising for using the wrong
image to promote your competition on Facebook but beyond that everything
else is just fine? You have no problems with how the photo came to be made,
what is pictured, its publication (including whether it breaks any laws), and
more generally how we depict and consume images of the suffering of
distant others (especially children)?

 · Reply · 34 · May 1 at 11 22am · EditedLike
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Nurul Huda Rashid Just to add my two cents. My issue with such images,
and series is, why does it need to exist in the first place? It's not about having
the image being placed "out of context", I think the context is pretty clear
regardless. The inability to realise what the real issue is here makes me
question what notions of 'ethics' is therefore being practised. I personally
have issues with such photographs being created in the first place. In
circumstances of such violence and abuse (sex trafficking, rape) the
presence of the image imposes an additional form of violence onto the victim.
She is thus not only abused physically, but visually as well. Anonymity is
granted to the perpetrator, his face is hidden, but the girl's identity is shown.
This, to me, further heightens the injustice faced by the women and girls.
Why is the language of the visual more often than not mediated around the
capture and representation of victimisation? The photography as a language
of suffering. Granted that in some circumstances it becomes a necessary tool
in bringing forth justice for the victims and survivors, but in this case, I truly
feel it perpetuates further injustice and victimisation. And having such
photography platforms use this as part of publicity further reveals how little
effort is being put into thinking about such issues. In fact, it feels like it sends
the message of how the grittier the photo, the better the story. It's
sensationalisation. It's a violent form of gaze. Having a camera is an
entitlement, but this does not mean that the photographer and community is
entitled to the stories of the women and girls. This, to me, is another form of
exploitation.

 · Reply · 21 · May 1 at 7 07amLike

Zhuang Wubin An earlier scandal concerning Sonagachi.  

https://www.solidarity‑us.org/node/261

 · Reply · 5 · May 1 at 8 02am

"Born into Brothels" Controversy |
Solidarity
“BORN INTO BROTHELS” won this yearʼs…

SOLIDARITY‑US.ORG

Like

Robert Godden Yep remember speaking to guys at Drik's Kolkata
office about this in 2009.

 · Reply · 3 · May 1 at 10 49amLike

Zhuang Wubin Robert Godden I visited Durbar n 2005/06 and stayed
at Suvendu's place.

 · Reply · 1 · May 1 at 12 02pm · EditedLike

Robert Godden Here is a link to Souvid Datta's explanation for his photos.
Make of it what you will. But when you read it consider these things: The
photographer continues to justify the photographing of a child being raped
("she functioned as more of a responsible and accountable adult than many
people I know") effectively dismissing the legal distinction of child/adult (NB I
advise against anyone using this defence in court); he chooses to deflect
criticism by calling those who question him as "deeply paternalistic and
presumptuous" despite many having years of experience working with
victims of trafficking, building successful counter trafficking campaigns
without using such images, and running projects using participatory
methodology; he justifies why such images were necessary at all by stating
he is a journalist "obligated to amplify the voices of those who need and
agree to be heard" despite the fact that this is a issue that has been known,
exposed, and worked on for decades (none of the human rights professionals
I have worked with in the last 18 yrs have ever felt "obligated" to expose the
people they work with in this way, and applied rigorous protection checks);
he talks at length about Beauty's consent for her image to be used now, but
nothing about the other children pictured in his series who are clearly
identifiable and are victims of trafficking (against the UNICEF guidelines). I
could go on, but for me the bigger, and more pressing question that concerns
many of us is "How can we build photographic projects that truly empower
those impacted by human rights violations? Enabling them to tell their own
stories in an ethical way that really changes things without being sensational,
using tokenistic participation, and stereotyped depictions?"
https://www.facebook.com/souvid/posts/10154995339780339

 · Reply · 11 · May 1 at 1 25pm · EditedLike

Robert Godden Some have pointed out that Souvid Datta's work on the
brothels in Kolkata are remarkably similar to those produced by Mary Ellen
Mark in Mumbai in 1978. The image used by LensCulture to promote its
competition is almost an exact copy of one of Mark's photos. For an activist
the question would be "Will another set of very similar images be an effective
intervention on this issue?" An especially important question given the ethical
and legal issues involved. But it is also of interest because of how things have
changed since Mary Ellen Mark shot "Falkland Road" and that picture,
including what society thinks are acceptable photos of children. For
photographers and publishers this is obviously important, but what is even
more so (unless they want to end up in prison) is how the law has evolved ‑
especially those related to protecting the identity of rape victims. In this case
the most pertinent is Section 23 of the Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences Act, 2012 (India), which defines a ‘childʼ as ‘any person below the
age of eighteen yearsʼ and contains a procedure for the media, including: (2)
No reports in any media shall disclose, the identity of a child including his
name, address, photograph, family details, school, neighbourhood or any
other particulars which may lead to disclosure of identity of the child. The
publisher and photographer would be jointly liable. If the individual is an adult
similar laws are in place to protect victims of rape (Section 228A of the Indian
Penal Code). In this case the individual can give consent for their identity (and
so photo) to be published. However, the law specifically stipulates this must
be given in writing (in the case of the individual being illiterate I imagine this
could be recorded on video). Similar laws exist in the UK under the Sexual
Offences (Amendment) Act 1992, Art.10(2). The days when photographers
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could take photos with impunity are pretty much gone ‑ even those of relative
privilege working amongst the disenfranchised. There are good reasons for
this ‑ the laws referred to above are their to protect people, especially
children. Photographers wishing to work on issues of injustice and help those
they picture need to do their homework, to protect those they work with, as
well as themselves.

 · Reply · 4 · May 3 at 4 14amLike

Sim Chiyin Holly Hughes on your ethics conversation
 · Reply · 1 · May 3 at 4 47amLike

Robert Godden
https://twitter.com/duckrabbitblog/status/859794236279054336

 · Reply · 1 · May 3 at 7 42pm

duckrabbit on Twitter
“.@souvid Can you explain why a person from a Mary
Ellen Mark pic in 1978 ends up photoshopped into your…

TWITTER.COM

Like

Ramin Talaie I keep saying "they learn photography, but they don't learn
ethics." Major awards and institutions need to have ethical standards that
look beyond a specific situation....in this case the photographer seems to try
to fix or hide this issue as I can not get access his twitter or website. Ignoring
these bad examples simply encourages others to do the same.

 · Reply · 6 · May 3 at 7 55pmLike

Robert Godden As you know only too well Ramin, Photoshop and
staging are the thin end of the wedge, and the area where most
unethical photographers get caught. How they treat their subjects is
rarely exposed. Look at World Press Photo's Ethical Code and you will
see nothing about the ethical relationship between the photographer
and those they photograph, not even children. Even Panos Pictures, in
a response to David Campbell in a 2012 blog post said they don't have
ethical guidelines for their photographers. Some people claim it just
isn't possible or practical, yet thousands of organisations have built
ethical standards, principles and guidelines for their organisations and
industries. Some NGOs have guidelines for the use of photographs so
how hard can it be? To not even try and come up with something
speaks volumes.

 · Reply · 5 · May 4 at 3 40amLike

Hester Keijser Very interesting observation. I worked with a rather
old school curator, with whom I often differ in opinion regarding this
question of including the ethics of the photographer in deliberations
to work with him/her (mostly hims). His argument is always that if the
image is good, he doesn't care about the ethics or personality of the
author. He says we're exhibiting work, not photographers. Whereas
I'm under the impression that he can't properly read the photographs,
because often they give enough clues about the integrity of the
maker.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 8 15amLike

Hester Keijser By the way, in a trailer for Masters of Photograph,
Datta says that he graduated in conflict, politics and ethics. So much
education not applied in the field.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 3 42pmLike

Robert Godden
https://www.facebook.com/daniele.volpe.566/posts/1908197796109484

Daniele Volpe added 2 new photos.

I'm not Mary Ellen Mark but also I have an issue with that "colleague".

Last november, a close friend of mine just warn me about a couple of
my pics (below) pos...

May 4 · 
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 · Reply · 4 · May 4 at 3 46amLike

Hester Keijser Did anyone save (copy pasted or screenshot) the motivation
Datto posted here and on his FB page? It has now been taken offline. Asking
for Joke Le Loup, from the Dutch Trouw newspaper, who is writing an article
on this matter, to be published tomorrow.

 · Reply · May 4 at 3 45pmLike

Write a comment...
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It's work like this that motivated me to establish these workshops.

The media has a critical role to play in our understanding of human
rights. BUT the potential outcomes and more importantly how the
media chooses to report on human rights comes with immense
responsibility and consequence. This is an example of how NOT to
cover a human rights issue.

Please share and read this post and the comments. I trust
MagnumPhotos will do the right thing, but we need photographers,
journalists and more importantly editors to step up and say that work
like this is no longer acceptable.

There are plenty of resources out there relating to ethics of reporting
on human rights issues, if you have any doubt about how you
approach, research, present work on human rights issues PLEASE
reach out and ask!!

Robert Godden

Shame on LensCulture for using the image of a girl, trafficked into sex work, with
a client to promote their competition with Magnum Photos.

The girl (she was ...

See More

April 29 · 
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4Benjamin Chesterton, Robert Godden and 2 others
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Human Rights for Journalism

Very happy to see events like this happening. A long overdue need for
more diversity in journalism and opportunities for women and
photographers of colour.

It's a good listen!

Gender Lens: Elevating Voices of Women Photographers and
Photographers of Color... See More
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 Benjamin Chesterton  Hester Keijser

You're not going to believe this. Look carefully and then read the caption.
Published on various news sites. Waiting on Souvid Datta to explain.

May 3 · 

      Comment Share

31You, Robert Godden, Ramin Talaie and 28 others

1 share 13 Comments

Arfun Ahmed Shawon hahahahahaha 
rip photoshop

 · Reply · May 3 at 7 08pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Hes taken down his website, twitter and facebook.
 · Reply · 5 · May 3 at 7 10pmLike

Arfun Ahmed Shawon such a shy stupid! 
hahahahaha

 · Reply · May 3 at 7 31pmLike

Hester Keijser You can still access a (portion of) previously cached
versions of his site via the wayback machine.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 12 43am · EditedLike

Chirag Wakaskar This is insane!!
 · Reply · May 3 at 8 00pmLike

Hester Keijser Whoa! First thing I see after landing. What an incredible fool.
 · Reply · 7 · May 3 at 9 46pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Yes. We chased down the caption in the office
today after a tip‑off.

 · Reply · 2 · May 3 at 9 47pmLike

Hester Keijser Hmm. This is quite embarrassing to all involved
 · Reply · 4 · May 3 at 9 51pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Hester Keijser Yes. Makes having the Fatimi
pics in the exhibtion seem even more stupid.

 · Reply · 3 · May 3 at 9 52pm · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton Hester Keijser And you know NYT's had to pull
some of Paloumi's Basu's pics.Ones that had featured at Format.

 · Reply · 2 · May 3 at 9 52pmLike

Hester Keijser Benjamin Chesterton, I just saw that. My goodness, I
can't even take a week off without the world falling to pieces.

 · Reply · 8 · May 3 at 9 55pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Every case totally unnecessary.
 · Reply · 3 · May 3 at 10 36pmLike

Furkan Temir Hey which photos can u share the link
 · Reply · May 4 at 12 15amLike

Hester Keijser https://mobile.nytimes.com/.../in‑nepal‑monthly‑
exile.../...

In Nepal, a Monthly Exile for
Women
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 · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · May 4 at 12 16am

Poulomi Basu, a documentary photographer…
LENS.BLOGS.NYTIMES.COM

Like

Alexandra Stock Amanda Mustard
 · Reply · May 3 at 10 15pmLike

Furkan Temir

 · Reply · 15 · May 3 at 10 26pmLike

Harry Rose I think it's important not to treat him with such hostility. Yes, it
was a stupid thing to do. But we have to bare in mind what he is feeling now.
People make dumb mistakes all the time and people steal other people's
images, claiming it as their own all the time.  

I think the photo community shouldn't go on a witch hunt for answers but be
a little more understanding as to why he felt the need to do this.  

The last thing I want to see is people bullying and ridiculing him online. We're
all better than that.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 12 13amLike

Hide 12 Replies

Benjamin Chesterton He set up a picture of a child who is a sex
slave being apparently raped. He justified this by saying she made
him do it. Many, many photographers and photography organisations
supported him in this whilst human rights activists were expressing
outrage. Who is bullying him Harry? He's not even here to have a
conversation with. I just see people wanting accountability in the
industry.

 · Reply · 11 · May 4 at 12 20amLike

Harry Rose I'm not saying anyone is bullying him on this thread. 

There are many intelligent and articulate people who will weigh in on
this. Yes, accountability. But I've seen enough comments on twitter
and other places which are pretty horrible. 

I think the pitch forks and burning torches flaring up all over social
should be put down and the whole thing handled maturely instead of
people being arseholes towards him. 

I'm not condoning what he's done and know what else he has done in
the past. But this could go ugly pretty quickly. I guess I'm more
concerned about his mental state right now than people feeling
outraged.

 · Reply · 5 · May 4 at 12 26amLike

Benjamin Chesterton I'm on twitter Harry and in all sincerity I've not
seen that from a single person I respect or know. I think your right to
be concerned and I tweeted asking for his friends to reach out to him.

 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 12 31amLike

Cloe Saohrek stop saying it is a mistake! Some photographers have
no ethics, its a shame, not a mistake. There is no excuse when it is
about ethics.

 · Reply · 6 · May 4 at 7 46amLike

Benjamin Chesterton Right. It's deceit. Over and over again.
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 8 11amLike

Rob Wetzer Wait what? A mistake?
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 8 36amLike

Andrea Stultiens What the maker of the picture has done seems to
me to be an action that is after an effect that may have a relation to
the reality photographed, but the signs do not really point in that
direction at all. If this is a method of making that suits him,
h... See More

 · Reply · 5 · May 4 at 8 40amLike

Hester Keijser I am starting to wonder if to this maker the career of a
photojournalist is based on choosing the right gaming tactics in a
virtual reality world ‑ one where you don't have to take anyone
serious because they are all players. But I also feel that the inability to
take anyone serious affects many more people than just this
individual.

 · Reply · 5 · May 4 at 9 09amLike

Andrea Stultiens exactly Hester... It unfortunately matches things
going on elsewhere (politics to just name something that could have
a certain significance but, if only, ... and quite a big part of journalism
and what happens on television and other mass media at large... ...
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let me direct my thoughts elsewhere. To where things matter to
prevent too severe a depression)

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 9 14am · EditedLike

Chirag Wakaskar As a photographer who more often than not is
dissatisfied with his own work and finds lack of opportunities as a
daily occurrence, to see someone cheating through the system and
going places is revolting. So yes, the witch hunt is necessary so that
people do realize this is unacceptable. Also curious what all the juries
were doing of so many grants attendees he was part of.

 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 9 34amLike

Hester Keijser Chirag, you seem to more upset about him being
more successful in gaming the system than about him photographing
a victim of child sex slave trade? And no, I'm not part of a witch hunt.

 · Reply · 5 · May 4 at 10 48am · EditedLike

Chirag Wakaskar Hester Keijser I am upset about the image
manipulation, about how the photo was arrived at, with the intention
to play to the system.

 · Reply · May 4 at 9 51amLike

Hester Keijser Harry, photographers don't steal other people's pictures all
the time and pass them as their own. I don't know what world you live in, but
that is not a normal approach at all. If that is normal to you, please wake up
and get the hell out of the palace of horrors you're in now. No need to
swallow this kind of behavior.

 · Reply · 15 · May 4 at 12 59pm · EditedLike

Hester Keijser replied · 4 Replies

Furkan Temir Maybe she was just a time traveller and he documented this
magic.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 9 30amLike

Paolo Patrizi http://masterofphotography.tv/photographers/souvid‑datta/

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 2 · May 4 at 9 55am

Master of Photography - Souvid Datta
Souvid Datta is one of the 12 contestants of the second
season of Master of Photography. Learn more about…

MASTEROFPHOTOGRAPHY.TV

Like

Hester Keijser "Graduated studying conflict, politics and law..."
 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 9 57amLike

Paolo Patrizi and the acting school of dramatic arts
 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 10 02amLike

Lisa Brambs quote from him in MOP website.

 · Reply · May 4 at 10 15amLike

Hester Keijser He's saying what he feels is expected of him. I do
wonder what he really feels right now.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 10 16am · EditedLike

Suvra Kanti Das Master of cut and pst
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 10 18amLike

Lisa Brambs Ok, agree. So, who or what sits on top of this upside
down full of shit pyramid that makes us young breed acting like
vampire? Not looking for a scapegoat, but I'd like to understand how
on earth this is possible. Just to make it clear here, I am referring to
the awful human being behavior of standing over a R A P I S T in the
supposed act of raping. This also includes the commodification issue.

 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 10 51am · EditedLike

Taco Hidde Bakker An escape goat 
 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 10 27amLike

Lisa Brambs Hahaha yeah ok, I like my automatic phone editor too:)
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 10 32am · EditedLike

Jørn Stjerneklar I thought I had seen it all. No so!
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 10 11amLike

Udit Kulshrestha
https://www.facebook.com/daniele.volpe.566/posts/1908197796109484 

And the can of worms opens up
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Daniele Volpe added 2 new photos.

I'm not Mary Ellen Mark but also I have an issue with that "colleague".

Last november, a close friend of mine just warn me about a couple of
my pics (below) pos...

See More
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LensCulture updated their status.

Apology ‑ May 4

We at LensCulture made a terrible mistake in judgment last Friday by
publishing an image depicting sexual violence against a young girl on our
Facebook page.

LensCulture would like to make clear that Magnum Photos, its members
and its staff had nothing to do with the selection or publication of the
offending image, and we would like to expressly exonerate the Magnum
Photos organization from any responsibility in this situation.

We condemn the lack of ethical standards used to create the photograph
in question, and we apologize for publishing the photograph (which should
never be published anywhere).

To compound our error, the photograph was used in relation to the
promotion of an ongoing photography competition, which was clearly
inappropriate and thoughtless on our part.

How could we let this happen? There is no acceptable excuse. During the
course of the photo competition, LensCultureʼs editors review incoming
submissions to the competition on a daily basis and select roughly six
images per day to feature in posts on Facebook. Typically, LensCultureʼs
editorial team goes through a multi‑step review process before publishing
submitted entries, but in this case the multi‑step review was not followed.
The post, which would have normally been flagged and not published for
its numerous problems, was published for several hours before we
removed it from Facebook. However, in the time that it remained visible on
Facebook (including re‑posts by others), it has caused much justified
critique, anger and concern.

LensCulture staff are reviewing international guidelines for ethical
reporting and photojournalism, and we will be applying a much more
rigorous editorial review process before publishing material of this nature
in the future.

We are sorry for our several errors in this matter, and we apologize.

—Jim Casper, Editor‑in‑Chief, LensCulture

May 4 · 

      Comment Share

107Leif Skoogfors and 106 others Most Recent

4 shares 31 Comments

Victoria S. Maidhof You're forgiven!
 · Reply · May 5 at 12 21amLike

1 Reply · May 19 at 6 13pm

Paul Rigas Horrible editing and judgement on the part of LC and Magnum to
say the least. The shot was set up at the expense of that poor girl. Give her
some help as a victim.

 · Reply · May 5 at 6 09amLike

1 Reply · May 7 at 5 16pm

David Griffiths Why didn't you question the image before you published it?
There are no circumstances under which this would be an acceptable image
to publish. The issues surrounding the photographer's plagiarism aside, you
published an image showing a crime and you used it as an advertisement for
your competition.

 · Reply · 9 · May 5 at 12 02am · EditedLike
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2 Replies · May 7 at 8 24pm

Terry Melser Photographing violence has a long history in photojournalism.
Without it violence and injustice are an abstraction. Such images should make
you uncomfortable. Sorry you feel offended.

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 1 44amLike

9 Replies · May 7 at 8 08pm

Luiz C. Ribeiro To little to late Lens Culture, start looking at the work of real
hard working photographers that don't get credit. Photo Editors at your
organization and others are at fault for not have flagged a fraud and literally
treating this so‑called photographer a venue to promote his fake stolen work.

 · Reply · 3 · May 6 at 8 17amLike

Sebastiano Nuccio I finally saw the photo, which I had seen in the original
post. Unfortunately we live in a ugly world and minor sex workers are reality in
many places in the world. Forced sex happens shamefully everyday, so how
hiding the truth can help it? I guess th... See More

 · Reply · May 5 at 6 12pmLike

Walter Homem No worries
 · Reply · May 5 at 2 34pmLike

Maria Guerberof it is clear that fighting betwen each other over facebook will
not release the people from their realities and it will not solve the matter of
abuse, instead, we should create a positive and productive debate in regards
taking action and dismantle netw... See More

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 12 06pm · EditedLike

Tewfic El‑Sawy Has someone lost his or her job over this lapse of
judgement? Or have we been so inured from accountability that an apology
cuts it?

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 7 23amLike

Jazz Rawlinson The fact that you ever even thought it appropriate in the first
place to publicly post an image of a trafficked girl being raped (let alone as
part of a Comp to make money) is deplorable. Sure, I'm glad you removed it,
but it feels a little too late to... See More

 · Reply · 6 · May 5 at 5 14am · EditedLike

Kathy Chapman Thank you LC. This is a much better worded apology. This
photographer, as it turns out, also has other serious charges against him,
including that of repeated plagiarism (which he has just admitted to). 

http://time.com/4766312/souvid‑datta/

 · Reply · 13 · May 4 at 11 51pm · Edited

Souvid Datta: 'I Foolishly Doctored Images'
He admits it. Now, Datta grants TIME his first interview
since the scandal broke.

TIME.COM

Like

Luisa Parodi Unfollowing
 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 3 37amLike

Sylvia de Swaan though I have submitted to lensculture competitions in the
past I have long felt that these competitions are more about making money
for the organization than to award the most sensitive work ...never again!!!

 · Reply · 14 · May 5 at 12 42amLike

Goran Pavletic Shame on you
 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 11 58pmLike

Robert Scolaro 
 · Reply · May 4 at 10 42pmLike

Sarah Vion Ñ
See Translation

 · Reply · May 4 at 8 11pmLike

LensCulture

After 150 years in upstate New York, a major knife company suddenly
moved their operations to China, leaving more than 500 people without
work.

A microcosm of the increasing strains on rural America: outsourcing, drug
abuse, straining social fabrics and more.

3 hrs · 
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Smita Sharma

Having worked on the issue of sexual violence in India, there are certain
Do's and Dont's that we need to adhere to. Even if the subject (in this case
a minor) agrees to be photographed, no one has the authority to reveal
her identity and show her face. The laws in India does not permit that and
its a punishable offence. Please read Section 228A of the Indian Penal
Code. https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1696350/ 
Also one needs to take consent of the minor's guardian to be able to take
her photographs.  
I think its time that we poke our conscience and think what photography is
all about and what is our purpose.

May 2 · 

LensCulture and the Commodification of Rape
Where to begin? Magnum Photos and LensCulture are running a photo
competition. One of those where you give them lots of money and in return if
youʼre one o

PETAPIXEL.COM

      Comment Share

59You, Robert Godden, Ramin Talaie and 56 others

3 shares 7 Comments

Mery Lop check out duckrabbit on this nauseating issue
 · Reply · May 2 at 9 11pmLike

Mery Lop https://www.duckrabbit.info/blog/

 · Reply · May 2 at 9 11pm

Blog - duckrabbit
Where to begin? Magnum Photos and LensCulture are
running a photo competition. One of those where you…

DUCKRABBIT.INFO

Like

Ayash Basu Being the complete novice on this subject (re: the laws) I've
myself wondered how it's possible to shoot some of the images that have
been taken. Laws and photographer perspectives aside, it feels like more
basic, human, personal responsibilities are at stake here.

 · Reply · 3 · May 2 at 11 52pmLike

Smita Sharma
https://twitter.com/duckrabbitblog/status/859794236279054336

 · Reply · 1 · May 3 at 7 07pm

duckrabbit on Twitter
“.@souvid Can you explain why a person from a Mary
Ellen Mark pic in 1978 ends up photoshopped into your…

TWITTER.COM

Like

Deepti Asthana What is this??? Like really..?
 · Reply · May 3 at 7 11pmLike

Shin Woong‑jae so shocking...I'm just stunned. What and who should
I believe?

 · Reply · 1 · May 3 at 7 11pmLike

Deepti Asthana I was terrified to see a few pictures from the series
because it just didn't feel right as a woman. But this is soo shocking..

 · Reply · May 3 at 7 12pmLike

Smita Sharma
https://twitter.com/duckrabbitblog/status/859846526432104448

duckrabbit on Twitter
“Its kind of amazing that Datta had this photo (front of
his website) to copy the McCurry photo (kid and…
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 · Reply · May 4 at 6 23am

TWITTER.COM

Like

Katia Repina When I shared this link a couple of days ago I was thinking in
you and your project. The same things can be shown with very different
approach and I am totally agree with your last sentence.

 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 6 42amLike

Hester Keijser Joke Le Loup
 · Reply · May 4 at 6 18pmLike
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Who can see this?

Hester Keijser

In which Souvid is mainly seen hitting himself over the head for ruining his
own career, and losing the trust of clients and friends, without a word
about being aware of having crossed legal lines when photographing
minors in the brothel. And in which Laurent seems to be letting Datto off
easy for not asking him about the most contentious part of the scandal.

May 4 · The Hague · 

Souvid Datta: 'I Foolishly Doctored Images'
He admits it. Now, Datta grants TIME his first interview since the scandal broke.

TIME.COM

      Comment Share

40Cop Shiva, Sayantan Acharya and 38 others

2 shares 12 Comments

Hester Keijser Also this by Jason Tanner on Medium: "perhaps you have no
business covering social justice and/or human right issues if you cannot
research, educate and understand your priorities in relation to photographing
human dignity." 

https://medium.com/.../ethics‑dignity‑and‑responsibility...

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 16 · May 4 at 7 10pm · Edited

Ethics, Dignity and Responsibility in Visual Journalism.
Editors, photojournalists, photographers of social justice and human
rights issues, we have a problem.

MEDIUM.COM

Like

Lisa Brambs Michele Smargiassi I just read your latest article as
Fotocrazia. In my humble opinion you should really 'translate' and
bring to the Italian readers the other and most important half of the
issue, which doesn't seem to appear at all in your account
of... See More

 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 2 31am · EditedLike

Michele Smargiassi · 207 mutual friends
Photographing minors in a brothel is not per se an infringement of
any ethical code in photojournalism. From Mary Ellen Mark herself to
Zana Brisk, many people made it with a strong ethical point. It
depends on why and how you do that. An unethical behaviour in
managing with photoshop and lies obvuously casts a deep shadow
on Datta' own why and how. IMHO.

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 7 16amLike

Bob Black Yes. Totally depressing. Hardly contrite or authentic in his words.
Totally oblivious and lacking an understanding of what he did.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 7 12pmLike

Rizwan Ali Dar Why couldn't he just stick to the ethics of a photographer.
Work hard and produce images that are your own. He's seriously screwed
himself

 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 7 12pmLike

Hester Keijser Joke Le Loup keeping you in the loop of our meandering
conversations.

 · Reply · May 4 at 7 14pm · EditedLike

Emine Gozde Sevim I particularly like "Now, Datta "grants" TIME his first
interview since the scandal broke. OBVIOUSLY REALLY DESPERATE TIMEs!

 · Reply · 13 · May 4 at 7 20pmLike

Vincent Bezuidenhout In a similar vain this article was just brought to my
attention regarding Magnum and Lens Cultures unethical competition add. I
find it astonishing how photographic practitioners get it so wrong so often,
perhaps the historic separation of photo from the other arts is a reason:
https://www.duckrabbit.info/.../lensculture.../

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 7 25pm · EditedLike
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Hester Keijser Vincent, you're behind the times. The Times interview
happened because of that article, among others.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 7 41pmLike

Katya Anokhina He is so good at excusing himself, but I would never believe
he didn't know what he was doing. How can you not know its wrong to steal
other people's work?

 · Reply · May 4 at 7 32pmLike

Hester Keijser "without much further thought,..." I think he knows, but
he seems unable to take anything or anyone serious, as Andrea
Stultiens already remarked earlier today.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 7 49pmLike

Andrea Stultiens Indeed. This performance is a confirmation of that
impression.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 7 50pmLike

Robert Stothard Infuriating
 · Reply · May 4 at 7 45pmLike

Hester Keijser A weasel meeting a pair of kid gloves.
 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 8 24pmLike

Ben Roberts Oprah Winfrey.
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 9 46pmLike

Hester Keijser Oprah? You know her? Are you FB friends?
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 9 47pm · EditedLike

Ben Roberts This interview was like when Oprah Winfrey does one of
her teajerk confessional interviews with a shamed celebrity.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 9 47pmLike

Julia Bradshaw Like with Lance Armstrong.
 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 10 33pmLike

Hester Keijser I am always grateful for not having a TV
 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 11 11pmLike

Ben Roberts I don't have a TV either thank fuck
 · Reply · May 5 at 4 14pmLike

Greg Marinovich This guy went into photography intending to lie and cheat
his way to a sordid bit of fame, and a fistful of dollars. Why does Olivier
Laurent not ask him about the rape of a minor? If it were really a youthful
error through his ignorance of photojournalistic ethics, when he could have
found this as easily as he found Mary Ellen Mark's images.

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 2 05amLike

Julija Svetlova Famous for all the wrong reasons:((( depressing
 · Reply · May 5 at 2 51amLike
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Hester Keijser updated their status.

In the Datto / LensCulture discussion, GUP editor Erik Vroons a few days
ago commented "that these strings of Facebook comments are not the
ideal way to get there" ‑ there being the place where such strings of
incidents would not happen.

In response to that I can say that this week, both Dutch newspaper Trouw
and US‑based NPR radio will cover this matter, thanks also to the outrage
that has spread through social media.

Talking to the reporter from de Trouw, Joke Le Loup, she mentioned that
she had not been able to reach either WPP or Jim Casper from
Lensculture, to give their comments. Both photographers involved have
gone off the radar almost completely.

So where does that leave the desire to sit down and have a real discussion
about these matters, if certain parties chose not to sit at the table when
they are asked for comment?

May 4 · The Hague · 

      Comment Share

60Miquel Gonzalez, Deepti Asthana and 58 others

Hester Keijser By the way, Erik Vroons, I do remember you said you liked my
blog Mrs. Deane a lot when I was still active and that you often went there to
find content for the GUP magazine. I don't remember if I mentioned it to you
then, but one of the reasons for me not keeping up the blog is that it was like
being my own unpaid intern, freely sharing work that others then could
monetize on. In that respect, Facebook has been much more kind to me, even
if I still do a lot of unpaid labor here.

 · Reply · 16 · May 4 at 4 41pmLike

Hester Keijser In other words: the monetization that FB operates
doesn't immediately affect my business.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 4 47pmLike

Neil Chowdhury I miss your blog 
 · Reply · 4 · May 4 at 5 18pmLike

Hester Keijser Find me a patron and I might consider rekindling it
 · Reply · 4 · May 4 at 5 19pmLike

Neil Chowdhury LOL patrons are pretty scarce these days.
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 5 20pmLike

Julia Bradshaw I miss it too. Never knew who was behind it before.
My blog roll got very small.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 6 54pmLike

Julia Bradshaw And thanks for writing it.
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 6 55pmLike

Gabriela Cendoya‑Bergareche I miss it too. But know well what it
means.

 · Reply · May 4 at 7 14pmLike

Ziyah Gafic i feel the same reg. my photography 
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 7 27pmLike

Lina Manousogiannaki it sounds to me that this comment you mention above
is just a subtle way to say: Hush the whole thing up, so people won't hear
about it. Let's keep it between our little community and pretend we will take
care of it." What seems difficult to comprehend here is that images like the
ones in question get financed, supported and promoted exactly for showing
what they show. And the mentality "sex sells" is not easy to shake in our
western world. This is not just about the photographer or what he has done,
this is also about our own mentality as society towards such imagery and I
don't know if these people have noticed but nowadays everything happens
online, so yes this is the place to post and comment!

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 4 58pm · EditedLike

Erik Vroons Dear Hester, your hard labor is very much appreciated
and I can relate to your freelance position – as mine, and that of many
others who contribute their opinion via Facebook, is not much
different. It is also a good thing that you address certain issues here
that deserve our attention, and I do agree that by doing so on
Facebook this can lead to further investigation and with that, extra
information – as in this case – comes to light.  

The downside of it all, as unfortunately has been proven again in last
few days, is that a short post often leads to a cacaphony of opinions
(or in this case – outrage) without it being very clear what it is we are
responding to, by lack of information or by failing to understand it in
context.  

What was at least not clear for me was if, by mentioning these string
of incidents, you meant to say that they should be understand in a
larger scheme of things; that there is a more fundamental issue that
lingers underneath. What I felt was lacking was in what way it exactly
refers to how institutions respond to a schism that arrives from their
competitions (I.e World Press Photo, Paul Huf Awards/FOAM, and
Lensculture) and how relevant it is to link this to a gender issue (i.e.
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that all these incidents concern the work of male photographers and
female subjects).  

That was all I was asking from you to elaborate on and I suggested to
do so in the form of an essay or blog – other than in just a few words.
But before you know it, I was being accused of defending the
photographer, and to offend you. That, to me, proofs the downside of
discussing these serious matters via Facebook messages. Most
comments then continued to mix up references to what Lensculture
did (posting a picture without consent) and how a photographer acted
when producing the work – which are two different issues with their
own ethical concerns. Just as plagiarism of a photographer is of
another matter.  

Fact is, these are all very complex issues that will not be resolved
when failing to have the same information at hand (difficult with
Facebook as not everybody is automatically connected to each other)
and also when lacking the patience to understand another
contributors' intentions. Yes, now there are others who followed up on
this 'case' – which is helpful – but that leaves aside that I still don't
know if you personally consider this string of incidents mentioned as
structural and institutional and also in what way the work ethics of
female photographers – Sandra Hoyn and before her, Mary Ellen Mark
– has lead to another approach to the subject at stake (leaving aside
of course that we meanwhile know that Souvid Datta has clearly
crossed the line by the act of plagiarism, but that was not yet known
when you published your initial post).

 · Reply · 6 · May 4 at 5 48pmLike

Iman Ghoshal Souvid's work circulated mainly on internet and social media. If
attacking on internet doesn't do any substantial damage to his unethical
nature of work then I dont know what else can. And he did exactly what was
expected from him. He went off grid. If he had anything to say on his behalf
why deactivate his FB page and completely disappear!

 · Reply · May 4 at 5 36pmLike

Hester Keijser Iman, there is a difference between FB and other social
media (gated communities) vs the internet (public space). They are
not one and the same when it comes to subjects being discussed.
Both of course are radically different from seeing eye to eye with
someone. Let's not lose those very important nuances.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 5 38pmLike

Iman Ghoshal I understand. But I also feel the storm that took place
on FB threads was necessary as well..

 · Reply · May 4 at 5 58pmLike

Ramin Talaie I agree that some of these conversations have not been
productive, but it is only due to social media that we are aware of these
issues. Datto has removed his entire footprint on social media and shutdown
his website. Fatemi never made a public statement about my report on WPP.
It is only b/c of social media that we are aware of such cases.The main
stream media and photo organizations have failed to properly addressed
these issues.

 · Reply · 9 · May 4 at 6 08pmLike

Robert Godden http://time.com/4766312/souvid‑datta/

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 3 · May 4 at 6 37pm

Souvid Datta: 'I Foolishly Doctored Images'
He admits it. Now, Datta grants TIME his first interview
since the scandal broke.

TIME.COM

Like

Hide 22 Replies

Hester Keijser Hm... But not a word about the rape controversy?
 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 6 42pm · EditedLike

Robert Godden Hester Keijser ‑ Maintain the integrity of the image,
not the rights of those in it.

 · Reply · 5 · May 4 at 6 44pmLike

Hester Keijser He doesn't seem to understand his most fundamental
error.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 6 46pmLike

Hester Keijser a true blind spot, for him, but apparently also for
Olivier Laurent, who hasn't asked him anything about that underage
sex worker and her rights to be portrayed. Then again, Laurent
doesn't seem to understand what is the problem really with the
Fatemi case either, as we have seen before.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 6 51pm · EditedLike

Lisa Brambs No question asked no answer given regarding the other
bit of the issue. Once again, photography only manages to speak
about its useless self. How disappointing.

 · Reply · 3 · May 4 at 6 51pmLike

Hester Keijser what did you expect from someone as Laurent?
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 6 51pmLike

Hester Keijser Joke Le Loup, it's a pity you couldn't speak with
Robert Godden before the closing of your deadline.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 6 53pmLike
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Hester Keijser Souvid is mainly seen hitting himself over the head for
ruining his own career, and losing the trust of clients and friends. Not
a word about being aware that he crossed legal lines when
photographing minors in the brothel.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 7 01pmLike

Jason Tanner I dont want to hijack this thread but there's some very
intelligent commentary here and I value the opinions of contributors. I
just posted some thoughts on this here:
https://medium.com/.../ethics‑dignity‑and‑responsibility... The Time
interview only serves to reinforce some of the observations I try and
make about responsibilities of covering issues like this. Thank you.

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · May 4 at 7 06pm

Ethics, Dignity and Responsibility in Visual
Journalism.
Editors, photojournalists, photographers of social justice and
human rights issues, we have a problem.

MEDIUM.COM

Like

Lisa Brambs I am puzzled. Beside who wrote the article, it is the Time
ffs....!! again, institutions who should 
set guidelines and standards totally fail in their self proclaimed
mission. What a joke. First they get messed around by someone
'learning to use photoshop' and give him prizes and recognition (this
is quite hilarious tho, as in: who actually works there?! They want
photographers to be taking pictures, making video, self funding their
work, writing, editing etc but they themselves are not capable to do
one bit of the work, hilarious!)  
Secondly, they only get moving, as well said above, if the integrity of
the image is at stake, while totally forgetting about the integrity of the
subject matter. 
But you know Hester, is down to people like you to make essays and
blogs and bring the good conversation up in the most appropriate
way regardless of how many walls you have to bounce off in order to
do it...

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 7 11pmLike

Robert Godden Hester Keijser Any journalist worth their salt would
have asked about the rape photo. Poor journalism, really sad.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 7 11pmLike

Lisa Brambs I got this

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 7 12pmLike

Hester Keijser Hmmm? what is that as a response?
 · Reply · May 4 at 7 13pmLike

Lisa Brambs Coming as a direct reply to my comment I would
assume so...

 · Reply · May 4 at 7 16pmLike

Hester Keijser Jason Tanner thank you, I cross posted it.
 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 7 16pmLike

Hester Keijser Lisa Brambs perhaps that is to be understood as the
question asking about the sex slave victim.

 · Reply · May 4 at 7 17pmLike

Lisa Brambs Yes of course.
 · Reply · May 4 at 7 27pmLike

Robert Godden Hester Keijser I despair at the moral vacuum that is
being exposed. In the world I work in this type of behaviour would be
beyond the pale.

 · Reply · 2 · May 4 at 7 42pmLike

Hester Keijser Robert Godden in my book it is beyond the pale too.
Let's see what NPR writes, or the Dutch newspaper.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 7 44pmLike

Hester Keijser Robert Godden, comparing the number of shares of
both Petapixel articles on the controversies surrounding Datta is also
depressing: 2165 shares of Benjamin's article against 13080 shares
for the one on plagiarism of Mary Ellen Mark. That's 6 times as much.
There's your moral vacuum.

 · Reply · 10 · May 4 at 8 05pm · EditedLike

Bob Black EXACTLY!
 · Reply · May 4 at 9 00pmLike

Robert Godden Hester Keijser Unfortunately, that doesn't come as a
surprise.

 · Reply · May 5 at 4 17amLike
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Ritam Talukdar HE totally saved himself from becoming a joke by vanishing
off the scene. Hope that will definitely save him from getting marked in the
public domain where his connections can be based or who may follow his
works as a whole. But then does it necessarily mean that on other social
media pages he can be marked easily? What about the pages on IG where
these sort of incidents hardly make a rise! Just asking!

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 8 52pmLike

Write a comment...
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Donald Weber

Well, I can't let this utterly mindblowing idiocy pass. There are so many
things wrong on every level, its self‑explanatory.

This Souvid Datta catastrophe revealed a system that has run rampant.
The notion of “good” is mainly structured by external mechanisms of
recognition; mechanisms that are mainly anonymous, opaque and beyond
control. These systems can include media outlets themselves, the awards
and prizes that foster exposure, and the praise we assert to each other
when an award or commission is bestowed.

This leads to a position of power from within for those who control these
infrastructures of recognition. Photographers, who have largely
surrendered themselves to the hegemonic corporate media, have been
relegated to a secondary, tertiary role. Very little corporate support for
long form storytelling, declining day rates, impossible contracts, etc.,
have lead the independent photographer to a nearly extinct state. The
only way to survive is to clamber for these external systems of
recognition: prizes, awards, etc., are the only surefire way to subsist and
maintain your presence within a tightly controlled infrastructure. Call it the
media‑awards complex.

We have never questioned what and how and why these rules were
instigated in the first place. There is no dialogue; we just accept it as
status quo. These mechanisms are what drives our profession and
controls its value, meaning and quality. This internecine network of
recognition in order to work has created a system where we are more
concerned with the image of the photography profession rather than the
profession itself.

We have become subservient to our corporate present. Even our
language, our dialogue, is subservient to an external mechanism that
imposes its authority UPON the profession rather than as a form of
integral collaboration. Look across social media and the standard reply of
“I am humbled to win…,” I am honored by the opportunity…,” – these are
all replies emphasizing our humble gratitude to an external system of
control, prostrating ourselves to a secretive, opaque system. Our
difference to external control prevents the profession and our own
careers from seeking further engagement with the world, which should
drive priority which in turn creates true value and meaning.

We need to be more concerned not with HOW to do photography, but
what photography does, or can be. This is an opportunity to seize this
definition of present‑day “good,” and rework its meaning: reframe it, re‑
contexualize it, and free ourselves from the mechanisms by which the
profession is structured, giving control to the photographers themselves
and most importantly, the participants with whom you collaborate to make
stories.  

May 4 · 

Souvid Datta: 'I Foolishly Doctored Images'
He admits it. Now, Datta grants TIME his first interview since the scandal broke.

TIME.COM

      Comment Share

218Davide Monteleone, Robert Wiedenfeld and 216 others

39 shares 13 Comments

Lise Straatsma hear, hear 
 · Reply · May 4 at 10 12pm · EditedLike

Manca Juvan to the point. well written.
 · Reply · May 4 at 10 15pmLike

Rob Wetzer What do you make of this, Hester Keijser?
 · Reply · May 4 at 10 19pmLike
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Hester Keijser did you check my timeline?
 · Reply · May 4 at 10 20pmLike

Rob Wetzer Yeah, have been the last days, but I might have missed
something. But that is the reason I wanted to point you to Donald well
written contribution.

 · Reply · May 4 at 10 22pmLike

Hester Keijser It reads as a summary of what has been posted
across several personal pages, tweets and articles on platforms like
Medium over the past weeks. In that sense, he voices what the
community has been saying with exasperation, tenacity, audacity,
encouraged by the fearlessness of people like Ramin Talaie, Robert
Godden and Benjamin Chesterton to name a few. And as Adriana
from Visura has stated, we need to have these conversations on
every level, within all pockets of this community. So in that respect, I
hope that this conversation continues, and that Donald Weber will
consider pushing the subject of ethics in his teaching at the KABK. I
would suggest taking on board what Jason Tanner has added in his
post on how to move forward on this.

 · Reply · 4 · May 4 at 10 48pm · EditedLike

Donald Weber I do not 'consider' this discussion with my students, it
IS the discussion. The deep dishonesty, fractures of representation,
mediation, systems of recognition and control, the possibility to
change from within vs. from without, etc., are all very much on the
plate of KABK Photography and specifically with my students. I
welcome and encourage honest debate and discourse surrounding all
these questions, and hope to add my voice to those you already
mention and from those we have yet to hear from.

 · Reply · 10 · May 4 at 10 57pmLike

Hester Keijser That's good to hear. Education is key, even if it
seemed to have made little difference for Souvid Datta, who
graduated in conflict, politics and law. Donald, are you already
working with guest speakers for your program, to come and share
their knowledge and experience with the students?

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 11 10pmLike

Donald Weber Yes it is, but I also believe that a lot of photography
programs are still concerned with HOW to do photography and not
what photography can be. I hope the KABK is beginning to shift in
this mindset, which then allows the student to exist without the
systems of control and instead affect institutional change as they
determine the rules instead of conforming to them. I actually teach
'Photojournalism' and I am sure most schools would have cardiac
arrest if they see what we discuss. But it is their institution and
profession to break and mold, all we can do is offer advice.

 · Reply · 9 · May 4 at 11 15pmLike

Hester Keijser Sorry to bother you, but how is this a reply to my
comment and my question about guest speakers? I've read your
words several times, but I cannot seem to find the connection.

 · Reply · May 5 at 1 21amLike

Benjamin Chesterton  There is an elephant in the room. It's called
staged rape. No mention here or on Time. Let's not just look inward.
Let's think about the damage done to the people in the pics.
Especially women.

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 1 21amLike

Donald Weber It's not an elephant. It's quite serious. Because it's not
displayed here doesn't mean it's not considered or discussed. Social
media isn't the only forum for communication.

 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 1 26amLike

Donald Weber Hester Keijser yes we do. I chose to answer the
section of the question that was relevant for discussion. We're
always interested in many voices.

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 1 27amLike

Ramin Talaie Donald Weber I think the point here is that Time
magazine is not social media. It stands for journalism and factual
reporting. Yet THE reason this Photoshop picture and others were
discovered was the photo of the rape of a minor published by
Magnum/LensCulture and promoted by others. Why was that left out
of the conversation by Lightbox?

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 1 31amLike

Hester Keijser Donald Weber yes, and how come that the question
of the staged rape is deemed not fit to be discussed on social media
by yourself, but your take on what is wrong with the current
systemics of power is?

 · Reply · May 5 at 1 35am · EditedLike

Hester Keijser Ramin Talaie I don't think that Donald knows why
Time chose to leave that out. Nor is it fair to expect he answer that
question. Unless you think it should be part of his overall analysis?

 · Reply · May 5 at 1 34amLike

Donald Weber I have nothing to do with TIME nor do I want to! Why
should I know? And I never said that this discussion was deemed fit
for discussion or not. I just said there are ALSO other ways to discuss
things! Just because in THIS post I do not mention a specific case
doesn't mean I carelessly disregard something. I was critiquing the
entire process of photojournalism as an utterly corrupted system.
The issue of rape is an effect, not the cause, of a broken system. I'm
interested in this specific kind of instance which shows the extremes
photographers will go to in order to heighten the dramatic effects of
a scene ‑ to stand out, to win prizes, to get work ‑ all because in
order to get assignments, they have to exist within these external
systems. Discussing the system first that allows totally amoral and
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unethical behavior to flourish is what I want to address here. It
doesn't mean I negate what he did and how his photograph was
used. There are infinite examples of abhorrent behavior, the case of
Datta and Fatemi just two grains of sand on the beach of corruption.
To focus on them is to give a pass to the others that also conduct
themselves in such a matter. I would hope I'm adding to the
conversation, not repeating.

 · Reply · 8 · May 5 at 8 43amLike

Andrea Stultiens Your words, Donald, they bring up the necessity of
other voices Hester brings up, also with me. This is more a general
remark than a call to you though.  

The corrupted system does have to be, and is, discussed. But also,
and arguably more importantly, alternatives need to be seen. People
who work in ways that may not meet expectations (content‑wise, in
aesthetics...) because who are outside of the system. How do 'we' (I
don't like the we thing, pretty much the only thing I didn't feel
comfortable with reading your statement above) open up doors, how
do 'we' recognise the value of what does not (yet) fit in 'our' future
improved, less corrupted system?  

My choice is to be outside of the system at least to some extend.
That opens up possibilities, and obviously closes other doors. It does
make me see and appreciate (some) others who for one reason or
another are also outside. Doing their thing. Finding audiences.
Somehow.  

(onwards...  Trying to stay optimistic.)
 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 9 41am · EditedLike

Donald Weber Yes, Andrea, I agree, but I read some comments and
see pointed specific remarks which I wish were addressed globally as
it pertains to an all encompassing argument. To stay specific means
we do not address the root effects. It's a 'bad apple' argument when
really, the whole forest was planted with poison seeds. Terrible
metaphor... but yes, the point is, it's quite possible to exist without
and still create something of value and meaning that connects to an
audience. And we're starting to see that you can go 'independent' (or
what Claire Pentecost calls the Public Amateur) and still maintain
relevance. As for we ‑ I use 'we' because I also once existed within
this system and prostrated myself to its mechanisms so I totally
understand. I like to use the past tense here because I hope that, like
you, have managed to find a degree of independence!

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 9 11amLike

Andrea Stultiens Yes Donald, there's plenty we agree on...  

I think I have chosen to be an advocate for specificity, and to do this
from a non‑institutionalised particular point of view. Accepting the
consequences of that is sometimes painful. But feels more true to me
and the world around me then being deeper 'inside', where a lack of
courage to face specificity is, I think, part of the root problem.  

Would love to find an opportunity to continue this conversation in
person. Beyond and outside of a chance meeting at a very much 'in
the system' photo event 

 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 9 39am · EditedLike

Hulda Sif Ásmundsdóttir Björn Árnason áhugavert !
 · Reply · May 4 at 10 35pmLike

Björn Árnason Mjög, þetta er svona með allt, tónlist, myndlist og
bíómyndir ofl. Það er oft meira hvern þú þekkir en hvað þú gerir...

 · Reply · May 4 at 10 57pmLike

Hulda Sif Ásmundsdóttir Fkn networkið meinaru? Jeps fer eftir hvar
þú ert og allt það.

 · Reply · 1 · May 4 at 11 01pmLike

Donald Weber I didn't know you spoke Klingon, Hulda.
 · Reply · 4 · May 4 at 11 27pmLike

Hulda Sif Ásmundsdóttir Haha now you know...
 · Reply · May 4 at 11 44pmLike

Timothy Fadek media‑awards complex, indeed
 · Reply · May 4 at 10 38pmLike

Donald Weber By the way, I hope Shehab Uddin will one day share his PhD
exegesis with us, where he talks about moving beyond referring to subjects
as subjects, but rather participants. Shehab‑bai, are you ready?!

 · Reply · 8 · May 4 at 11 37pmLike

Bob Black Yes!!! Exactly
 · Reply · May 4 at 11 52pmLike

Alan Hill Shehab Uddin is not on Facebook these days ‑ do you have
his email? p.s lets talk soon?

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 3 21pmLike

Donald Weber Hey Alan ‑ smart for Shehab. Yes, let's chat ‑ what's
good for you?

 · Reply · May 5 at 10 03pmLike

Czuko Williams Great, Donald!. So clear!!
 · Reply · May 4 at 11 38pmLike
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Fabrice Caterini Best contribution I've read so far. This case is, sadly, just the
tip of the iceberg in this 'industry'. If only nowadays photogs were caring
more about the people who trust them and share their stories against all
odds..Rather than running after a stupid will of recognition. Thanks Donald.

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 12 02amLike

Ledi Emezi Very well put
 · Reply · May 5 at 10 15amLike

Katlego K Tshuma Ah, man! 
 · Reply · May 5 at 9 17pmLike

Jim Rankin Yup, what Donald says.
 · Reply · May 6 at 3 50amLike

Song Chong YES
 · Reply · May 6 at 2 45pmLike

Alison Morley 4 Corners as Fred Ritchin has been saying for years!!
 · Reply · 2 · May 7 at 7 11pmLike
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Magnum Photos

In light of recent evidence in relation to the practice of photographer Souvid
Datta, we have removed him from nominations for our Graduate
Photographer Award 2017.

May 5 · 

      Comment Share

Most Recent414You, Alec Leggat, Harry Rose and 411 others

51 shares 52 Comments

Write a comment...

Suchandra Das You allowed a picture of trafficked child to promote your
business isn't that enough to bust you? Correct yourself first money sucker.
Souvid Dutta is any way another sidekick of yours.

 · Reply · May 10 at 5:53amLike

410,326 Views

Ritesh Uttamchandani Am just gonna leave this here, for those who can
actually identify the bigger problem these days - https://www.facebook.com
/MarketingMind.in/videos/1892843474323860/

Marketing Mind

Just for the awards.. 

 · Reply · 6 · May 8 at 9:33pm

02:38

Like Page
April 18 · 

Like

Sarah Alvarado I can't believe some people are feeling bad for this guy and
hoping he can salvage his career. There are no words to describe the level of
scum he is.

 · Reply · 5 · May 5 at 6:43pmLike

Alex Chan Agree. If you let him off the hook, he will think it will be okay
to lie as long as you make a big apology during a time's magazine
interview.

 · Reply · 1 · May 8 at 1:46amLike

Alex Chan Here is an idea, ask for the raw files to be submitted next time and
see how much "adjustments" were made before concluding if the photo is
worth anything.

 · Reply · 1 · May 8 at 1:40amLike

John Clere What a sad, sad story. I use Photoshop to alter the color and
contrast of my images, and the only manipulation I ever do is removing dust
and scratches from my film scans. That's where a real photojournalist draws
the line. If you do any more than those things, you're destroying the integrity of
your work, plain and simple. It's a shame to see otherwise talented people like
Datta fall into this trap.

 · Reply · 13 · May 5 at 5:09pmLike

Trevor Jones Is it not manipulation to alter the colour or remove
scratches, when or where do we draw the line in manipulation?

 · Reply · May 7 at 2:26pmLike

Rosário Marques He is an AMAZING photographer. Souvid Datta is paying
hard for his mistake. I hope he will recover from it and continue his carieer.
Other great photographers made similar mistakes. We are human, meaning
that we are not perfect. Good luck, Souvid Datta 

 · Reply · 8 · May 5 at 1:59pmLike

Hide 12 Replies

Bart Skowron ok, give me at least 3 great photographers as a proof
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work it's a mistake and makes you an "amazing photographer"?? Ok

 · Reply · 12 · May 5 at 2:24pmLike

Adria Torres Watching and exposing the face of a child getting raped
it's also a mistake? https://petapixel.com/.../lensculture-
commodification-rape/

 · Reply · 10 · May 5 at 2:36pm

 - 

LensCulture and the
Commodification of Rape  - pri…

PETAPIXEL.COM

private

 - private

Like

Stéphane Leger Robert kappa?
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 3:12pmLike

Nick St.Oegger Adria Torres I think a lot of people on here are missing
this article, or even that this was an issue a few days before this broke
about his manipulation. This is the problem, the manipulation is getting
turned into the bigger issue here. Thanks for sharing that!

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 3:51pmLike

Nick St.Oegger If his moral compass has been broken enough to
allow him to photograph child rape AND subvert other people's work
for his own benefit, I think it's pretty questionable whether or not he
deserves to "recover and continue his career." Can't you see the fact
that he is an "amazing photographer" is completely MEANINGLESS if
he gets "amazing" photos while acting in a completely immoral way?

 · Reply · 12 · May 5 at 3:54pmLike

Christopher Oates I hope he ends up working at a fast food
restaurant for the rest of his lying cheating life.

 · Reply · May 5 at 4:36pmLike

Stephen J Cummings Adria Torres have you seen his other phgotos?
 · Reply · May 5 at 7:26pmLike

Adria Torres Stephen J Cummings yeah, but how do I know if those
are actually his photos??: "He also admits to TIME that during this
dishonest phase of his career, he stitched, cloned, and combined
others photos. Datta also shared other photographers work as his own
and entered them in photo competitions. " https://petapixel.com
/.../souvid-datta-admits-doctoring.../

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 8:38pm

 - 

Souvid Datta Admits to Doctoring
and Appropriating Photos  - pri…

PETAPIXEL.COM

private

 - private

Like

Dietmar Gsell You must be his groupie? Or agent...?
 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 11:35amLike

Benjamin Chesterton http://www.bjp-online.com/.../report-why-
souvid-dattas.../

 · Reply · May 6 at 12:44pm

 - 

Report: Why Souvid Datta's image
theft is the least of the problem …

BJP-ONLINE.COM

private

 - private

Like

Gianluca Panella It was not a mistake. What are you talking about?
 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 1:44pmLike

Zea Mays Photographic a minor being raped seems to cause more outrage
that the act itself. From this girl's perspective, this photo showcased her
everyday life and what she has to endure each daym I doublt she would feel
any more violated by a photograph. However, she may have seen it as an
oppertunity to call out to the world, hoping someone would answer the call. As
for her being 16, I think we need to chill on our completely insular western
notions of age of consent.

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 1:04am · EditedLike

John Wyatt Datta should quit photography and either become a used car
salesman, or politician. Then when he manipulates facts, no one will be
surprised.

 · Reply · 6 · May 5 at 6:11pm · EditedLike

Stephen J Cummings he actually might have talent. why not forgive
and encourage him?

 · Reply · May 5 at 7:25pmLike

Andrew Yeoh He will make a conservative MP
 · Reply · May 6 at 9:30amLike

Ritesh Uttamchandani Why not encourage people who have talent
and do not cheat?

 · Reply · 4 · May 6 at 11:51pmLike

Eva-Maria Kunz Like TIME LightBox and LensCulture, so Magnum Photos
missed a great opportunity to take a stand what the REAL matter is. What does
it take to distance yourself from unethical behaviour?

 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 9:27pmLike

Marcos Martins Carol Duzze
 · Reply · May 6 at 4:38pmLike

Herbert Steele Now it's Mccurry's turn
 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 4:26pmLike

A. Keith Clarke For those of us who were/are not 'up to speed', a frank, and I
believe genuinely apologetic, conversation with Datta regarding this
unfortunate situation: http://time.com/4766312/souvid-datta/
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while she was being raped, taking a photo where she is clearly visible
and letting it get disseminated? Why is this not the bigger issue in this
conversation? Was it questionable that he misappropriated others work
because he felt insecure and wanted to get ahead? Yes. But that is not
the most ethically questionable, inappropriate, or important issue in this
conversation about this young photographer, and I think it's shameful
that this issue was not also raised in that TIME interview.

 · Reply · 8 · May 5 at 2:19pmLike

A. Keith Clarke I can't speak to that because I had never heard of him
twenty-three minutes ago. However, if your accusations are valid I am
totally in agreement with you.

 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 2:28pmLike

Adria Torres https://petapixel.com/.../lensculture-commodification-
rape/

 · Reply · May 5 at 2:31pm

 - 

LensCulture and the
Commodification of Rape  - pri…

PETAPIXEL.COM

private

 - private

Like

Nick St.Oegger A. Keith Clarke Ah. Yes do give the Petapixel article
about this a read.

 · Reply · May 5 at 2:39pmLike

A. Keith Clarke I won't be looking at that. In my view it gives a certain
validation, and continuity, to what he did to be promoting/sharing its
visual (if that is what I think it depicts).

 · Reply · May 5 at 2:44pm · EditedLike

Nick St.Oegger The article blurs out the image. It's also the only such
article I have seen that properly takes issue with Datta and LensCulture
about the content and use of this image.

 · Reply · 5 · May 5 at 3:00pmLike

Stephen J Cummings look. there are war photographers and shooters
like Eugene Richards who exploit death and tragedy.

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 7:27pmLike

A. Keith Clarke Good point Stephen.
 · Reply · May 5 at 7:29pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Thank you Nick. I wrote the article. This is
the real issue.

 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 12:46pmLike

Jay Chiu So stealing other people's work is bad, but photographing a minor
being rape is okay? Got it Magnum. Good to know where the line is.

 · Reply · 13 · May 5 at 4:20pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Word.
 · Reply · May 6 at 12:41pmLike

Marty Walker This is the most pathetic statement from your organisation in
relation to this photographer. Whilst there is talent in Magnum there also lies
agrogance, elitism and a total disregard for the subjects 'used' by most of your
photographers. Your reputation has suffered massively over this.

 · Reply · 15 · May 6 at 12:27am · EditedLike

Simon Ross Perfect way to deal with this - start your own collective.
Oh, that's right. We did. Videre. 100% bullshit free.

 · Reply · 4 · May 6 at 1:08amLike

Benjamin Chesterton http://www.bjp-online.com/.../report-why-
souvid-dattas.../

 · Reply · May 6 at 12:41pm

 - 

Report: Why Souvid Datta's image
theft is the least of the problem …

BJP-ONLINE.COM

private

 - private

Like

April Bartholomew As he should be. He copied and pasted a head from a
Mary Ellen Mark photograph to his. Who does that??
That's not just a mistake. That is a purposeful lie. The only reason he
"apologized" is because he got caught.
As a professional photojournalist I find his actions unforgivable and I hope this
ends his career of a "award winning documentary photographer." He's a liar.

 · Reply · 44 · May 5 at 2:13pmLike

Williandry Bahrun His name being present in an institution founded by
great photographers such as cartier-bresson etc. would be
unbelievably outrageous.

http://time.com/4766312/souvid-datta/

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 2:40pm · Edited

 - 

Souvid Datta: 'I Foolishly Doctored
Images'  - private
He admits it. Now, Datta grants TIME his first…
TIME.COM

private

 - private

Like

Williandry Bahrun https://petapixel.com/.../photographer-souvid-
datta.../
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John Gury That was more than a head. An ok PS job with the
horizontal flip but the lighting from the window is a big tip off.

 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 2:55pmLike

Stephen J Cummings one action can change a life. sad.
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 7:23pmLike

Sudipto Roy Stephen J Cummings - he has confessed to being a
serial cheat. What a disgrace

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 7:26pmLike

Albert Zablit Or that child rape photo.
 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 7:11amLike

Benjamin Chesterton http://www.bjp-online.com/.../report-why-
souvid-dattas.../

 · Reply · May 6 at 12:40pm

 - 

Report: Why Souvid Datta's image
theft is the least of the problem …

BJP-ONLINE.COM

private

 - private

Like

Benjamin Chesterton Let's not forget Magnum directly profited from his
work. A child rape shot used to drive business to their competition. At the
same time his photos used on the front page of the Magnum photo
competition website. And yet. Apparently. This has nothing to do with them.
Magnum are in contempt of the constituency of photogs who adore their work.
This is very sad indeed.

 · Reply · 8 · May 6 at 12:39pmLike

Debjyoti Bardhan This is inexcusable. He is very talented as a photographer,
but sadly not honest. While he deserves to be expelled from Magnum, I hope
his talents are not wasted. Shame on you, Datta, but best wishes for a new
honest start.

 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 12:21pmLike

Gonçalo Lobo Pinheiro Disgusting. This guy is a flop. Unfortunately, there are
many more, full of prizes in the pockets. Sad photojournalism, where are you
going?

 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 11:22amLike

Victor Dia it's all about money with Magnum. I experienced it myself. Not
gonna go into details here.

 · Reply · May 6 at 9:51amLike

Solêha Khawar Ayesha that photo you shared the other day re a sex worker.
This is the guy who took the photo. He has now deleted his facebook profile
too

 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 2:10am · EditedLike

Jaye-Anne Sartoretto It's all a big mistake you see. Misunderstanding. He
didn't mean to submit the photos merged with other photographers work,
Mary Ellen Mar included, ,and did not mean to enter the photos in contests,
claiming they were his. All a misunderstanding. Next, it will be fake news!

 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 11:56pm · EditedLike

Marco Mora What an asshole. And what about the ethical issue by your side
regarding allowing him to participate at the contest with a rape pic - that i
assume is fabricated, or worse, staged?

https://petapixel.com/.../photographer-souvid-datta.../
 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 11:47pm · EditedLike

Ian Ferguson Where do you draw the line .... some see those who use
autofocus as frauds ......

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 9:13pmLike

Marcelo Argolo http://raiot.in/souvid-datta-is-not-an-exception-he-is.../
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 3:55pmLike

Adrian Saker Thanks for posting.
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 9:03pmLike

Anindam Choudhury And Magnum Photos any explanation of you guys using
the image of a rape for advertising your contest?

 · Reply · 5 · May 5 at 8:44pmLike

Luigi Fortino Well done
 · Reply · May 5 at 8:42pmLike

Yankee Hank Cheating and lying have become so common in our life that
people think it is simply the way things are done. Shame on all of us for letting
cheaters win.

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 4:56pmLike

2 Replies · May 5 at 8:33pm

Vincent Girard Bellehumeur Magnum if you have a minimum of ethics, you
will also dissociate your self from Lensculture or maybe the fact that Souvid
Datta work got to travel tells us all we need to know about the nature of what
constitutes the photographic industry today.

 · Reply · 24 · May 5 at 8:31pmLike

Hans Roodzant So where does that leave Steve McCurry?
 · Reply · 6 · May 5 at 6:33pmLike

1 Reply

Sudipto Roy In Bengali (which is what unfortunately this guy is) we have a
tongue in cheek saying: "stealing is a major art, as long as you aren't caught".

 · Reply · May 5 at 7:27pmLike

Satyam Bora Devashish Gaur Saurav Bhattacharyya
 · Reply · May 5 at 2:26pmLike

Saurav Bhattacharyya i liked his photos...he is very good but it ethics
are ethics ....

 · Reply · May 5 at 7:01pmLike

Satyam Bora Yess
 · Reply · May 5 at 7:25pmLike
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Sebastián Riquelme Aglaia Berlutti es lo que te contaba ayer.
See Translation

 · Reply · May 5 at 7:02pmLike

Leica Diandra Jacobs what a despicable person
 · Reply · May 5 at 5:54pmLike

Corey Millar Link??
 · Reply · May 5 at 5:52pmLike

Ken Kelchtermans Good.
 · Reply · May 5 at 5:38pmLike

Christopher Oates You all at Magnum Photos should be ashamed of
yourselves for enabling this fraud because you liked his narrative more than
you like fact checking. It makes those of us who do honest work wary of
paying money to enter contests because our work is ignored because of
plagiarists like this guy.

 · Reply · 63 · May 5 at 4:34pmLike

Nick St.Oegger I hope your evidence includes what is discussed in this article
that a lot of people seem to have missed: https://petapixel.com/.../lensculture-
commodification-rape/

 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 3:56pmLike

Pudi Ravi Krishna @magnum photos may be you are guilty too. your editors
couldnt look thro the image and figure it out? http://raiot.in/souvid-datta-is-
not-an-exception-he-is.../

 · Reply · 5 · May 5 at 3:33pm

 - 

Souvid Datta is not an exception, he is the
rule  - private

RAIOT.IN | BY 

private

 - private
SUCHITRA VIJAYAN

Like

John Gury Hard to say now after this has been publicised but I bet if you did
some basic image search, like a photo contest group should do now given
what is going on, I bet this would have drawn hits to the original. However, I
would not bet that much against sharp eyed human content experts. What has
been going on in music is an interesting contrast. I've used several sites where
they have the capability of tracing sampled tracks back to the original - mostly
for people who collect royalties. Also obvious is this kind of search for
photographers leads inevitably to big sites that should do a better job not
selling stock rip off work.

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 3:23pm · EditedLike

Tanuja Sud This guy is a fraud. He's been doing this ever since he became a
"photographer"
https://www.google.com/.../souvid-datta/%3Fsource%3Ddam

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 3:19pmLike

John Gury Moreover, not only did he plagiarize the entire person but he made
up a narrative to go along with the character! "in the room of a veteran sex
worker, Asma, in Sonagachi (featured dressing in background). The two have
grown close over Radhika’s period here; she respects and learns from Asma’s
experience and matter of fact, survival attitude, while Asma feels a fondness
for Radhika’s unfettered ‘kindness, curiosity’ and innocence. Strong bonds can
often form within brothels as girls learn to support each other and find self-
empowerment through group assertion and collective experience."
Now THAT is special. Even if you were to have an open PS manipulation award
with attribution this would still be rejected.

 · Reply · 15 · May 5 at 2:58pmLike

Romina Rivadeneira What about what started it all just a few days ago???
https://petapixel.com/.../lensculture-commodification-rape/

 · Reply · 7 · May 5 at 2:56pmLike

Bharat Vyas Brilliant. Shravya Kag emantaav? 
 · Reply · May 5 at 1:28pmLike

1 Reply

Sara Cucè Ma Tha Micali !
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 2:13pmLike

Ben Beer I applaud the decision. Bravo.
 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 2:11pmLike

Summer Leondale whats so big deal
 · Reply · May 5 at 1:48pmLike

Subhamita Kaajol Poddar but the question is will the grant pass on to the
next deserving entrant or will it be a "better luck next time " for all.. ? ..

 · Reply · 6 · May 5 at 1:24pmLike

Andrew Ballerini Right!
 · Reply · May 5 at 1:20pmLike

David Pierson As you should've. He's slippery.
 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 1:18pmLike

Subhamita Kaajol Poddar great news...
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 1:09pmLike
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Hester Keijser added 3 new photos — with Benjamin
Chesterton and 3 others.

Here is the article in the Dutch newspaper Trouw on the Datta
controversy. It's a lot to translate, so that will take some time (or help).
Basically, it sums up what the controversy is about ‑ the brothel / rape
images and the photoshopping of Mary Ellen Mark. However, no mention
of the other photographers whose work Datta appropriated.

Now with links, which makes it easier to an online translation app:

https://www.trouw.nl/…/foto‑s‑topfotograaf‑datta‑onethisch…/

https://www.trouw.nl/…/ethische‑dilemma‑s‑bij‑persfotoweds…/

It's not an opinion piece (as I expect the NPPA one to be that will arrive
later today) but it relates the unfolding of the events. Some of the main
protagonists were given room to express their views. I have a few lines as
well, but I want to add that some nuance of my words ‑especially with
regards to the qualifications of the gatekeepers and jury members ‑ was
lost due to brevity. Benjamin Chesterton was also asked to comment, but
the reporter told me she regretted having to drop his contribution after
Jim Caspar and Datta himself responded (she uses a quote from the Time
interview). The newspaper decided not to republish the images in the
brothel which I feel is the right choice, but because of that, the visual
emphasis of the article is more on the aspect of photoshopping.

The only thing I am not sure of, is what the readers of the newspaper are
going to carry away from this piece. Of what exactly has it informed them?
Will it make the reader more aware of the need to fact check, to look
critically and with an independent mind? Or will they gloss over it and see
their lack of trust in journalism confirmed again, from a different angle?

PS Interestingly enough, Lars Boering speaks about the Fatemi case, and
mentions that their research has found three different versions of witness
testimonies, and asks: who to believe in this case? WPP in that case
decides to believe the photographer, is his answer. This, I feel, is rather
questionable, again because the naked girl in the photograph is not heard
and not taken serious when she protests against being called a prostitute.
That's the whole problem of sexual harrassment once over again, isn't it?

May 5 · The Hague · 

      Comment Share

50Heinrich Völkel, Paola Brivio and 48 others

Annakarin Quinto 2nd option I believe; other option needs education,
especially on social media, eventhough you receive the image of "lesson
giver" or "moralizer" in return

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 11 39amLike

Hester Keijser Is there anyone in my network who would be willing & able to
translate this article in English for the wider audience? I am afraid I have no
time today. Other deadlines are waiting.

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 11 46amLike

Mahesh Shantaram I just now spoke to a journalist from the Asian Age. The
question was framed as "story about Souvid Datta blah blah blah
photoshopping. How much is too much?" I did my best to shift the base of
the problem from photoshopping to the question of representation of the
vulnerable, etc. Let's see where it goes.
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 · Reply · 5 · May 5 at 12 00pmLike

Hester Keijser The moral void has proven to be six times harder to
cross than the common outrage over a relatively simple case of theft.
I wish you luck.

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 12 02pmLike

Ibi Ibrahim insane!!!
 · Reply · May 5 at 12 12pmLike

Hester Keijser PS If WPP decides to believe the photographer over the
testimonies of the witnesses, then why did they need to investigate the case
in the first place? And why, if they found three different witness testimonies,
did they not decide to take the award away, because how can you show this
work in exhibitions without obscuring the fact that the work is ambiguous, to
say the least?

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 12 17pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Journalism 101. As an editor/publisher you
have to be able to defend the work. Until the point you cannot defend
the work. Then you have to take it down.

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 1 03pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Believe the guy on the basis of not having spoken to
the woman. It's 2017 Lars Boering.

 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 1 01pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  That's an abuse of power.
 · Reply · May 5 at 3 24pmLike

Hester Keijser Benjamin Chesterton if you don't tag him in your
comment, he won't see this.

 · Reply · May 5 at 3 24pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  I did try. He's untaggable to me.
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 3 25pmLike

Hester Keijser Lars Boering, why can't Benjamin Chesterton @you...?
 · Reply · May 5 at 3 36pm · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Can only find this on Visura

 · Reply · May 5 at 4 45pmLike

Hester Keijser what do you mean with 'can only find..' In relation to
what did you make the comment?

 · Reply · May 5 at 4 56pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  I thought they had withdrawn the grant.
When I searched this is what I found.

 · Reply · May 5 at 4 58pmLike

Hester Keijser Benjamin Chesterton they suspended future grants
for the rest of the year, and are studying how to proceed in Datta's
case.

 · Reply · May 5 at 4 59pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  I found it. Thanks.
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 5 09pmLike

Hester Keijser Latest status: “The Alexia Foundation stands for
honesty and integrity in the stories we fund,” said Dr. Peter and
Aphrodite Tsairis, Alexia Foundation co‑founders. “We demand that
our grant recipients respect and adhere to the highest standards of
photojournalistic ethics. That is why we have terminated our
relationship with Mr. Datta and have removed his project from our
website and files. In addition, an asterisk will be placed next to his
name on the list of Alexia grant recipients indicating these
transgressions.”  

http://www.alexiafoundation.org/.../on‑honesty‑and.../
 · Reply · 2 · May 5 at 8 49pm · EditedLike

Ramin Talaie Don't know anything about this publication and can't read
Dutch, but at least they discussed the rape picture and its publication unlike
the TIME LightBox article which ignored that part.

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 6 00pmLike

Hester Keijser Ramin, did you try using google translate?
 · Reply · May 5 at 6 09pmLike
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Ramin Talaie Hester Keijser will do!
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 6 09pmLike

Frank Vellenga So a total outsider in the photo industry is the only one that
noticed. It was Shreya Bhat, a social worker who works with women in sex
work. She was based in Sonagachi in 2014, but now works in Bangalore". Are
not the photo editors the ones you should have noticed something was fishy
about Souvid Datta's pictures. They do get paid for doing their job.
Apparently photo‑editors are not doing their job.

 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 10 56amLike
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Donald Weber shared Magnum Photos's post.

That's it, that's all you've got to say? It's like Starbucks telling me they're
currently out of whipped cream for my iced cafe frappucino pumpkin spice
unicorn banana butter coffee with sprinkles. I'll just come back tomorrow
when it's back in stock... in other words, just enough to appease
sycophants but beyond that nothing. Once again, photojournalism prides
itself on a slam dunk extinction of a photographer - the bad apple is gone,
let us get back to business as usual. And therein lies the problem, waiting
for the next idiotic scandal, outrage from a 'community,' photographer
apologizes (or rather, declares it was 'art' all along), everybody pats each
other on the back because we've solved the latest problem... etc. again
and again. The real issue are not those grains of sand, but the whole
goddamn beach itself.

Magnum Photos

In light of recent evidence in relation to the practice of photographer Souvid
Datta, we have removed him from nominations for our Graduate Photographer
Award 2017.

May 6 · 

May 5 · 

      Comment Share

Andrea Stultiens, Wendy Marijnissen and 103 others

Stella Kramer Agreed!
 · Reply · May 6 at 2:39amLike

Líam Maloney storm the beaches
 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 5:09amLike

Oliver Vodeb They should remove the award itself too.
 · Reply · May 6 at 6:19amLike

Valerio Berdini Don't forget they did say absolutely nothing about Steve
McCurry's scandal, as if their most successful "photojournalist" promoting
cloned photos was not enough to bother. This is worse, and just two lines, and
it sounds it's more because it's Datta (I mean not famous so good escape
goat) then because they acknowledge the seriousness. I fear you're right
Donald, the whole industry needs to reflect about where photojournalism has
landed, why, what can be done, who can do it and when. Let's go back from
the 5Ws and begin again from there.

 · Reply · 3 · May 6 at 9:49am · EditedLike

Hannamari Shakya What they are doing right now, is just hiding their heads in
bushes. Time to speak out. McCurry + co cannot become the norm. They just
need to fight the fight now.

 · Reply · May 6 at 9:28amLike

Jan Rosseel education...
 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 10:00pmLike
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Davide Monteleone

This is the same guy in the current and latest scandal on photojournalism
practice! Again, as I already said, beside the insane stupidity of individual
responsibility, this tells us a lot about how photography and projects are
judged today and how low the bar is nowadays. Aesthetic spectacular
imagery and pr abilities are privileged assets to recognition rather than
intellectual practice and professionalism. International jurors and
improvised editors judge, encourage, and grant prizes and money and
recognitions to improvised "talent" without raising questions or
awareness. Suspicious or institutionalized "entity" took the place of
newsroom and fact checker in "selecting"the "right" project and the new
uprising stars of documentary photography. Lot of media and editors just
follow the trend without paying attentions of what they are submitting to
the eyes of large audience, not simply the small and selfish photo
community. The profession became so selfish that a lot of photographer
don't even ask them self what will be the consequences when their photos
leaves the privacy of their hard drive to become part of the extremely well
connected world we have today. Maybe we should start thinking about the
practice of taking pictures before thinking about how to take pictures.

May 5 · 

Master of Photography - Souvid Datta
Souvid Datta is one of the 12 contestants of the second season of Master of
Photography. Learn more about the photographer and discover his work here.

MASTEROFPHOTOGRAPHY.TV
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272You, Brenda Burrell, Annakarin Quinto and 269 others

33 shares 12 Comments

Cristian Munteanu very well said!
 · Reply · May 5 at 9 34amLike

Hester Keijser That's exactly one of the things I've been talking about with
the reporter at Trouw newspaper for an article that will be out today.

 · Reply · 9 · May 5 at 9 35amLike

Davide Monteleone looking forward to read it Hester Keijser
 · Reply · 1 · May 5 at 9 37amLike

Hester Keijser Me too, but I am not sure how in depth it will be in the
end. Much depends on editors in chief still. The NPR piece should be
out today as well, and I am expecting that one to be quite on point.

 · Reply · 3 · May 5 at 9 38am · EditedLike

Nanni Fontana please share it when possible
 · Reply · May 5 at 2 25pmLike

Simone D'Angelo One of those pigeons is mine!
 · Reply · 26 · May 5 at 9 42amLike

Gabriele Orlini I agree with you Davide, and in particular when you say: "The
profession became so selfish..." ... this is precisely the point of the matter.
my2cent

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 9 46amLike

Daria Birang The problem with some people is that success is more important
than integrity and or quality. Extremely ambitious people without talent will do
anything to be successful

 · Reply · 21 · May 5 at 9 59amLike

Davide Monteleone Right Daria, and ambitious editors and jurors will
grant them for the same reason.

 · Reply · 17 · May 5 at 10 01amLike

Katya Anokhina Master of photoshop
 · Reply · 6 · May 5 at 10 13amLike
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Donald Weber It's not also just a case of ambition but a subservient attitude
of "that's how we do it." Which then leads to an ever declining spiral where
nobody has any moral obligation. It doesn't help when there's what, just a few
corporate media outlets left th... See More

 · Reply · 12 · May 5 at 10 25amLike

Davide Monteleone correct Donald...it is what a like to call a "visual
colonisation" I wonder for example how useful is promoting
diversification of the imagery when the final result is to transform
diversity into the homogenisation.

 · Reply · 7 · May 5 at 10 31amLike

Daria Birang Isn't all journalism walking on the fine line of fake news
and interpretation of facts? The world is obsessed with fame and
prizes and celebrity. Having success and likes is far more important
than integrity and reality. This is how our world now turns, but I'm a
believer in that the truth will always win in the end

 · Reply · 4 · May 5 at 10 47amLike

Rasmus Degnbol How he was not caught a long time ago is really our
communitys real problem, and also the recent interview granting him the
victim role is just beyond. There is no excuse that can justify this behavior in
any way, none.

 · Reply · 8 · May 5 at 10 32amLike

Paola Brivio Giustissimo Davide condivido
See Translation

 · Reply · May 5 at 10 37amLike

Hester Keijser Varoufakis "in Washington for a meeting with Larry Summers,
the former US treasury secretary and Obama confidant. Summers asks him
point blank: do you want to be on the inside or the outside? “Outsiders
prioritise their freedom to speak their version o... See More

 · Reply · 14 · May 5 at 10 57am · EditedLike

Marina Chichi Well said...it's incredible! where is the true photo? there is now
only photoshop! Where is the beauty to know people who you took photos of
them?

 · Reply · May 5 at 2 53pm · EditedLike

Olga Bubich Totally agree.
 · Reply · May 6 at 10 02pmLike
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Asim Rafiqui

You can't understand Souvid Datta's ethical transgressions and aesthetic
theft without understanding the needs and demands of the industries he
works for. From international 'white saviour' NGOs, to international 'green
profit' corporate media conglomerates scrambling for the most
sensational, the most hysterical, the most extreme imagery and visual,
photographers and photojournalists work in an environment where the
'extreme' is constantly in demand and the exaggerated consistently being
paid for.

None of the discussions – not Time Magazines bizarrely sensitive interview
with Datta, or NPPA's statements, or Magnum's cowardly 'distancing'
address the structural realities of an industry that has now reduced itself
to one long animalistic howl for content and for sensationalism. I
remember well the fake teddy bears being thrown around in rubble during
the last Israeli attack on Lebanon because photographers knew that those
were the images the agencies wanted to see and were anxiously using. I
remember well the images that AFP stole from a photographer's Twitter
feed, then lied about, then tried to sue him out of it, and then tried to claim
innocence. I remember well the Palestinian photographer's constantly
being told by editors at agencies to only shoot images that show men with
guns. The pressures aren't only self‑created. They emerge in a context
where photographer's learn to produce what sells, what gets published
and shown. And what wins awards.

It is easy to blame Datta. He isn't the first who has come back with
pictures of naked Black / Brown children that major publications and
agencies and NGOs have then used to sell their products, and to raise
their funds. The Black / Brown body and its use for Western profits has a
long history and a long legacy. Just as the Black / Brown immigrant was
once core to Europe's progress and modernity, necessary for its
construction and its industries, useful towards it fantasies of itself, the
Black / Brown body remains an exploitable object.

What we are not discussing are epistemologies and ontologies that have
legacies in colonial structures of power and racist generalisations. What
we are not seeing or trying to understand is the political and cultural
power that permits us to go and photograph Black / Brown bodies in the
ways that we can, and in ways we would never had they been White. From
Robin Hammond's work on the mentally ill in Africa, to Datta's
documentation of sex workers, we see transgressions that are only
permissible because privilege, power, and presumption permit it.

What is needed here are not some training programs to improve 'ethical'
understanding. What is needed here is serious re‑education of how to
cope and be in this world. We are living through a resurgence of White
supremacy, of racist ideas of 'cultural clashes', of a return to celebrating
Empire and the 'civilising' mission. We are still mired in the racist
ideologies of 'modernist development' and its structural roots in colonial
history that requires White NGO workers to go out and 'develop' society to
be more 'like the West' or be forced to 'reform'.

Photojournalists operate with deeply racist structures of thought and
methods of production. They carry within them deeply ingrained ideas of
their 'modern' and 'advanced' selves, and constantly 'read' other people,
their conditions, their struggles and their deprivations as simply 'not yet
Europe'. Photojournalists impose moral and ethical standards that they
assume are 'universal' because they are European, and yet remain
ignorant of the specific histories of those moral and ethical standards that
would reveal how they only mean and apply within their specific context.
Photojournalists are constantly silencing the other, erasing their histories,
veiling structural truths, and removing all evidence of our role in a people's
destruction and devastation. They do it not just because they are ignorant,
they also do it because that is what sells … NGOs want silence victims,
broken bodies, dependent voices, pleading faces, outstretched hands.
Media wants barbarism, deviancy, hysteria, brutality, blood and gore to
capture our clicks, to entice us with the latest 'extreme' behaviour of 'the
other', to capture our attention. And those who deliver are well
compensated – those who can pander to these demands, are well
awarded. The misogynist Arab male, the helpless Muslim woman, the
screaming / contorted African face, the animalistic Black man, the corrupt
Russian oligarch and so on and so forth – the troupes are many.

I have written frequently about the repetitive nature of stories here:

http://www.asimrafiqui.com/tsh/?p=7151

and here: http://www.asimrafiqui.com/tsh/?p=907

and here: http://www.asimrafiqui.com/tsh/?p=5837

As Edward Said once argued:
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"…Around the colonized there has grown a whole vocabulary of phrases,
each in its own way reinforcing the dreadful secondariness of people who,
in V.S. Naipaulʼs derisive characterization, are condemned only to use a
telephone, never to invent it. Thus the status of colonized people has been
fixed in zones of dependency and peripherality, stigmatized in the
designation of underdeveloped, less‑developed, developing states, ruled
by a superior, developed, or metropolitan colonized who was theoretically
posited as a categorically antithetical overlord.…Thus to be one of the
colonized is potentially to be a great many different, but inferior, things, in
many different places, at many different times.

(Edward Said, ‘Representing The Colonized:Anthropologyʼs Interlocutorsʼ,
Reflections On Exile, Page 294 & 295)

My most extensive engagement with the failed epistemologies of
photojournalism is here:

http://www.asimrafiqui.com/tsh/?p=6030

Suchitra Vijayan has already made this argument in her own elegant way.
(see:
https://www.facebook.com/suchitra.vijayan/posts/10156088049051679)

"Souvid Datta's work independent of the current controversy of plagiarism
and the absolute disregard for ethics is deeply orientalist and euro‑
centric. You might ask how a brown man photographing, brown‑bodies
can be orientalist? But Eurocentrism has "become naturalised common
sense". It is not just a culmination of education for erasure, it is also a
point of view from a place of immense privilege. Here Datta follows the
same tropes of, "representing the other", "bearing witness" and creating a
body of work meant for the West, it's grants and privilege of being
accepted by its gatekeepers."

These epistemologies are not about being White or Black. They are
intellectual constructs that most any and all trying to break into the
mainstream Western media must adopt or unintentionally carry. There is
an arrogance, and near racist disregard for Black / Brown bodies and the
way we can use them, represent them and speak about them. NGOs, and
media organisations will tolerate the most egregiously inhumane, immoral,
unethical and brutal treatment of Black / Brown bodies. World Press Photo
gave awards to Marco Vernashi even when it was known that he was
paying families to exhume their children's bodies so that he could make
photos. Even the Pulitzer Center got in on the act and refused to withdraw
its support because the sensationalism that Vernachi generated was
selling and winning awards.

You can speak about and represent a Black man, you can behave in lesser
countries, in ways you would never ever even consider within the West.
And you can exploit our sense of cultural superiority and our presumptions
of being more 'modern' more 'enlightened' and more powerful and
influential, to create narratives that continue to trespass, humiliate, exploit
and devastate.

Datta fell into a trap that was set for him – and is being set for so many
young photographers from 'the Third World'. It is a trap where they dangle
all sorts of awards and gifts, recognitions and celebrations, to convince
young photographers to excavate the rubbish that the West needs. Arab
women photographers, South Asian poverty photographers, Africa
barbarism photographers are constantly being celebrated and shown for
as long as they offer us the very racist and reductive representations we
here in the West needs. Those who do not, never get invited, are labelled
as troublemakers, and silenced by simply not being shown or exhibited or
published or given invitations to seminars and panels.

The enticements are hard to avoid. To ignore. The effusive words, the
glamour and pomp, the attention and ego‑stroking that goes to convince
young photographers who would otherwise wallow in obscurity in their
own media spaces is very hard to resist. Datta fell into this trap – he
started to believe his own hype and the industry was more than happy to
feed it to him – 30 under 30, 10 over 20, best of the Brown, top of the
coloured or whatever other awards that were being handed out. While
entirely ignoring any self‑reflection of our bias, our prejudices, our
denigrations, or dehumanising and our silencing.

Photojournalism is comfortable in its mission to 'shed light', or to 'bear
witness', but both postures veil their positions of power, and if Foucault is
any sort of guide, ignore the ways in which power and the knowledge
produced to sustain and maintain it, are close companions.

Datta isn't alone. There are Magnum photographers currently working who
have gotten trapped in this game and arranged, set up, manufactured or
coordinated photographs. And the editors know it. The industry knows it.
It has even colluded with 'arrangement's e.g. its decades long gleeful
participation in the American military's media censorship and management
program known as 'embedding'. Major media outlets used censored and
manufactured images for years to give us a false and misleading idea
about our wars, to hide the millions killed in them, to paint a false narrative
about the achievements in Afghanistan and Iraq and elsewhere. And they
are still largely doing it because it has become habit, and it has become
impossible to admit that we lied.
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Datta got greedy. Vernashi got greedy. There are many more that escape
sanction than those who get caught. We all know this – we, the
professional photographers, know this. We know our colleagues who do
what they do, and we see it all around us. We know those who lied about
'al‑Qaida' in Iraq during the war just to get onto radio station interviews or
pitch themselves as 'important'. We know those who rush to get into the
spotlight. The spotlight is a marvellous place to be because it is that 15
minutes of fame that ego‑driven photographers desperately want. It is
that 15 minutes of relevance that later helps them explain their strange
choices in life.

This isn't an ethics problem. This is fundamentally a structural problem
closely related to Western presumptions about the world, its own
modernity, its mission in life, its ideas about the value and worth, use and
place, of Black / Brown bodies, and how it consistently believes that all
people, all lives, and all societies are merely lesser forms of its own,
struggling to become more like it, and if different, then in need of 'reform'.
And until that moment, they are unworthy of moral and ethical
considerations generally applied in the West, and unworthy of historical,
factual and individual consideration, engagement, seriousness and
understanding generally applied to a Western individual.

This isn't a training problem. It is an educational, intellectual and
epistemological one.

On Things Shown And Those Hidden – The Travails Of
World Press Photo
What ails World Press Photo? Well, if you were to read the online comments, and
the public statements being made by representatives and spokespersons of…

ASIMRAFIQUI.COM | BY ASIM RAFIQUI

      Comment Share

205You, Mari Chi, Davide Monteleone and 202 others

116 shares 21 Comments

Katja Heinemann I tried sharing this, as well, but it's private.....
 · Reply · May 6 at 12 49pmLike

Asim Rafiqui its public now
 · Reply · 13 · May 6 at 12 50pmLike

Bharat Bhirangi 'Be honest'. That needs to be the most unequivocal
message. No other words will help. Wake up.

 · Reply · 3 · May 6 at 3 29pmLike

Tanumay Naskar replied · 1 Reply

Latif Hossain Zeeshan Khan, Syeed Sumon, Rifat Esha, Farheen Khan: you
might be interested?

 · Reply · May 6 at 4 05pmLike

Syeed Sumon replied · 2 Replies

Bob Black Hester Keijser, Benjamin Chesterton, Donald Weber
 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 4 47pmLike

Hester Keijser replied · 1 Reply

Benjamin Chesterton  It was great that BJP at least reached out and got an
Indian woman's perspective on the Datta pics. http://www.bjp‑
online.com/.../report‑why‑souvid‑dattas.../

 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 5 08pm

Report: Why Souvid Datta's image theft is
the least of the problem
It's the scandal of the season ‑ a young Anglo‑Indian…

BJP‑ONLINE.COM

Like

Benjamin Chesterton replied · 2 Replies

Benjamin Chesterton  Give her an award.
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 · Reply · 13 · May 6 at 6 26pmLike

Chirag Wakaskar Fahrinisa Fatima Oswald please take a look.
 · Reply · May 6 at 8 11pmLike

Munazza Anwaar So true. And beautifully written. cudn't have said it better.
 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 10 02pmLike

Denise My Powerful, thought provoking and important words. Thank you for
taking the time to write all of this down and to challenge the status quo so
eloquently.

 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 10 49pmLike

Dimitri Mellos This is an exceptional, and exceptionally articulate, analysis,
and a breath of fresh air amidst the mire of stupidity and collusion that has
generally surrounded this discussion. However, I will disagree with you on one
point: your analysis of the sys... See More

 · Reply · 6 · May 7 at 1 03amLike

Linda Kuo replied · 1 Reply

David Jazay Thank you, you found good, sensible words for something that
needed being said. For a while.

 · Reply · May 7 at 1 31amLike

Marvi Lacar Veejay Rius Villafranca Tammy David Hannah Reyes Morales
 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 2 49amLike

Robert Wiedenfeld replied · 3 Replies

Marvi Lacar Ruddy Roye Russell Frederick icymi
 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 4 27amLike

Fredrik Naumann  Ok, throwing myself into the lions den here... Well here
goes. So the racist Western media/structure has brainwashed most
photojournalists? Leaving Dattas around the world apparently trapped in a
system, unable to work act ethcially and independently?... See More

 · Reply · 2 · May 7 at 2 31pm · EditedLike

Fredrik Naumann replied · 9 Replies

Elena Del Estal Ginebra Penya
 · Reply · May 7 at 11 23amLike

Sascha Brooksbank Leila Denniston
 · Reply · May 7 at 1 30pmLike

Tseliso Monaheng Bots'onyana
 · Reply · 1 · May 8 at 2 20amLike

Joost van den Broek Ben Krewinkel, Nicole Segers, ook interessant voor
jullie?

 · Reply · 2 · May 8 at 4 04pmLike

Ben Krewinkel replied · 1 Reply

Dinesh Khanna Anusha Yadav ... Do read Asim Rafiqui's post ...
 · Reply · May 8 at 5 51pmLike

Jon Anderson Best thing I've read on the subject. While I understand the role
that personal ethics must play in this arena, that sort of argument is
dangerous because it eclipses "the structural realities of an industry that has
now reduced itself to one long anim... See More

 · Reply · 1 · May 9 at 11 41pm · EditedLike
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Dayanita Singh

This is not adding up, @souviddutta got consent from a minor girl to
photograph her being raped. Was she being raped in the first place or was
the whole exercise a set up by the photographer ? He seems to be
standing above the 'rapist'it would seem from the angle of the photograph
? Could magnum not see this set up? I think the whole photo was a set up,
and the rape story added to the caption to make it more "appealing' to a
magazine/award. It makes me sick to even write this. Here is the photo
https://twitter.com/duckrabbitblog/status/858285695017902080

duckrabbit on Twitter 
“Bravo @MagnumPhotos @lensculture Using a photo of a likely trafficked
child sex slave being… 
TWITTER.COM

May 6 · 

duckrabbit on Twitter duckrabbit on Twitter
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95Benjamin Chesterton, Helfried Valenta and 93 others Top Comments

14 shares 27 Comments
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Dayanita Singh Ethics remain the same for all. Perhaps photojournalism will
soon be called docu drama. Perhaps there is a way for a photographer to
combine their own images, to make a stronger statement. or even make an
entirely set up situation to make his/her point, as film makers do. Regarding
sex workers photography, I am making a suggestion above.

 · Reply · May 8 at 7 12amLike

Udit Kulshrestha Even then, a minor should not be subjected to such
an ordeal. We are human beings first and our subjects and their
dignity needs to be respected in accordance to the law of the land and
ethical guidelines of the domain. And it doesnt take much to be
ho... See More

 · Reply · 2 · May 8 at 7 30amLike

Dayanita Singh Udit Kulshrestha I absolutely agree with you. Working
with sex workers is a very complex situation, and I sometimes wonder
if photographers need a workshop before they start working with sex
work. It is loaded with possibility of things going wrong.

 · Reply · 2 · May 8 at 7 40amLike
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Udit Kulshrestha If I may, this is what the POSCO law states as this
act was carried out in India:  

Section 23 of POSCO gives for the punishment for disclosing the
identity of the victim.... See More

 · Reply · 3 · May 8 at 7 48amLike

Ryan Lobo Photojournalism can never be 'docu‑drama' because docu
drama is about making up a story/the truth as you might think it or
want it to be. This goes against journalistic ethics.

 · Reply · 1 · May 8 at 9 57am · EditedLike

Udit Kulshrestha Ryan not in the newspaper or journalism parlance.
But I think Dayanita is suggesting it as a story telling approach.
Christina De Middel's afronauts is an example of that.

 · Reply · 1 · May 8 at 3 46pmLike

Ryan Lobo Ah I stand corrected.
 · Reply · May 8 at 4 12pmLike

Hester Keijser Dayanitha, I think that it is helpful to extend your definition of
rape. If the girl has been trafficked as a minor into the sex trade, and has been
forced to work in the brothel for years, she will probably have been broken
inside so badly (she says somewhere else that she feels dead) that for her
these rapes have become routine. Just because this happen several times a
day, doesn't make it any less a rape. It would explain though why you see her
hands as 'relaxed' on the back of her rapist.  

Benjamin, can you add a few words to explain why you used the word in your
article?

 · Reply · 11 · May 6 at 9 42pmLike

Dayanita Singh yes that is right Hester Keijser, a resignation to rape,
and ofcourse any sexual contact with a minor is rape. But this photo
feels set up, and actually derivative of a mary ellen mark photo that
souvid was probably trying to emulate.

 · Reply · 5 · May 7 at 5 06amLike

Apurba Das So what is the matter of contention then, plagiarism or
faking/ setting up frames? How did Marry ellen take the photo?

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 9 11amLike

Hari Adivarekar Dayanita, emulate is a very kind way of putting it.
Photo rape whilst photocopying.

 · Reply · May 7 at 11 39am · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Dayanita. No question the photo is set up in
my mind. It's a direct copy. We know Datta does this with work. Plus
other photos in the sequence show this. The guys anonymity was
kept. That's an agreement.

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 11 34am · EditedLike

Hari Adivarekar Exactly! It's journalism 101 to not name or identify the
rape victim. Why is it that rapists always get away so easily?

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 11 39amLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Hari Adivarekar Right. In the UK this is a
crime. Even to name a survivor of sexual abuse is a criminal offence.
The photographer, in many photos, is purposely giving the man, or
men, anonymity. Then you have to ask youself why he was in a
shower taki... See More

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 1 00pm · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Of course his defense has been 'she made
me do it'. Literally.

 · Reply · May 7 at 12 59pmLike

Udit Kulshrestha Souvid's photographic Bio reads having studied
International Law and conflict in 2014, and his LinkedIn shows him
having worked in the Independent (politics and economics desk), an
editorial internship at Magnum for 2 months and For the Guardian
News a... See More

 · Reply · 2 · May 7 at 5 51pmLike

Hari Adivarekar Benjamin Chesterton Yes, it would seem no second
look was given because he was already established in the eyes of the
gatekeepers. The message seems to be, do what ever it takes
(human decency be damned) to get through those damn gates. And
once you're... See More

 · Reply · 1 · May 8 at 3 28am · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Right. He's basically saying she was more
grown up than me. He blames her for his abuse of her. The photo won
an award in 2014.

 · Reply · May 8 at 10 37amLike

Dayanita Singh Yes ofcourse‑ thanks Girish Shahane sex with a 16 year old is
statutory rape.

 · Reply · 3 · May 7 at 5 39amLike

4 Replies

Dayanita Singh Here is the photograph of Mary ellen mark 'Falkland road' that
Souvid dutta was trying to emulate.
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 · Reply · 12 · May 7 at 5 34am · EditedLike

7 Replies

Udit Kulshrestha Either ways it's demented and exploitative. 

I would go on to say photographing the client with the minor sex worker and
revealing her identity makes him party to the rape both in the UK and India. It
wrenches my gut if you are suggesting he orchestra... See More

 · Reply · 4 · May 7 at 4 31amLike

Hester Keijser Update: I prepared a PDF binder collecting the articles and
posts I found regarding this case. It's 263 pages, 15MB and I can send copies
through messenger, upon request. Many people asking for it to use in classes
and workshops. It's not a pretty document per se, but might be useful,
especially because things tend to get so hard to trace on social media. Have a
lovely day, wherever it finds you!

 · Reply · 2 · June 15 at 4 21pmLike

Paolo Patrizi http://www.aljazeera.com/.../sonagachi‑asia‑largest‑red...
 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 10 26pmLike

Manjari Sharma This makes me absolutely sick to my stomach
 · Reply · 4 · May 6 at 9 34pmLike

Fahim Ahamed On point
 · Reply · May 6 at 9 39pmLike

Ritesh Uttamchandani  Asim Rafiqui Suchitra Vijayan.
 · Reply · 4 · May 6 at 9 49pmLike

Amit Bose Thanks for shifting the debate back to where it should be. And
why should platforms like magnum and lensculture use it to invite entries to a
contest..

 · Reply · 5 · May 7 at 7 13am · EditedLike

Neil Greentree Maybe this is just another fake bad P/shop photo from our so
called photographer Souvid Datta. Why is anyone giving him awards? This is
pathetic.

 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 10 07pmLike

Rocío Moriones Disgusting in either case. Voyeurism disguised as social
criticism.

 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 10 26pmLike

Ryan Lobo Respectfully, Even if the photograph was set up with regards to
both Mary Ellen Mark and Souvid, does that make it any less despicable? If
Mary Ellen Mark and her team set up photos like this, its downright
condemnable too. If the child was white would that have gone down so easy?
Truly, even if the photo was set up, what does that reveal about the
photographer? Setting up a rape scene with a child? What next? i think the
fact that the child is brown has a lot to do with it.

 · Reply · 5 · May 7 at 10 36amLike

Sumit Kathuriaa Deep n True!
 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 5 36pmLike

Hari Adivarekar Maybe one of the points of this discussion, beyond our
obvious disgust is to figure out how we as a community in India (at least) can
change this? Of course, we change it with our own practices but as a larger
whole how can we heal this mess and move forward, wiser and better?

 · Reply · 2 · May 7 at 11 31am · EditedLike

Joshua Barton In any other field of photography, authenticity is the first pillar
of an "ethical" shot. Could you imagine faking a photo finish to a race? Or
...this (below) . The fake news part of it is a blemish for the photographer, a
total discredit on Magnum, and just an insult to intelligence. The bigger
matter, ‑of life is art, even the seamy side ‑ is also just trounced here. It is not
capturing sexual exploitation but, effectively, participating in it. She was paid
to let him do that shot. So was the john. It's about as deep and meaningful as
a Pepsi ad.

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 11 35amLike

Rahul R Ranadive Some of the most celebrated names from American
photography from 60s onwards have dealt with sexuality. Can we question
that also and its various implications or just beat around the souvid Dutta
situation.

 · Reply · 7 · May 7 at 12 03amLike

Ryan Lobo Spot on.
 · Reply · May 7 at 10 21am · EditedLike
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Mayank Gautam It's a rip off of one of the photos from Mary Ellen Mark's
Mumbai brothel series. His other photos also look posed.

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 6 25amLike

Biswajit Das Second you Mam absolutely. 
What the heck in the name of creativity is going on.

 · Reply · May 7 at 5 05pmLike

Reeta Devi Sick
 · Reply · May 7 at 9 35amLike

Taru Jain Nijen This is shocking!
 · Reply · May 7 at 10 27amLike

Nijen Pv What's making it even more disappointing and depressing is
the fact of it coming from magnum! What to trust what not to? What to
follow what not to?

 · Reply · 1 · May 7 at 10 34amLike

Divya Sachar Absolutely appalling.
 · Reply · May 7 at 7 59amLike

Rahul Saharan Harvarinder Singh Alka Sharma Chetan Saini
 · Reply · 2 · May 6 at 9 56pmLike

Prakhar Pant Akshay Nagpal
 · Reply · May 6 at 9 25pmLike

Adil Jain Ashish Chawla KT Deux
 · Reply · May 7 at 2 48amLike

Elina Banerjee Parth Gupta
 · Reply · May 7 at 7 34amLike

Morbid Xinxira Devadeep Gupta
 · Reply · May 7 at 7 51amLike

Write something on this Page...

Dayanita Singh shared Teju Cole's post.

Italo Calvinoʼs book “Invisible Cities,” in particular the chapters on
“Continuous Cities” and the idea, as Cole puts it, that “there is actually
just one big, continuous city that does not begin or end: ‘Only the name of
the airport changes.ʼ” He continues: “What is then interesting is to find, in
that continuity, the less‑obvious differences of texture: the signs, the
markings, the assemblages, the things hiding in plain sight in each
cityscape or landscape.”

Teju Cole

Another beautiful close reading, this one from the LA Times. Grateful,
grateful.

http://www.latimes.com/…/la‑ca‑jc‑teju‑cole‑20170615‑htmlst…

21 hrs · 

June 16 at 6 03pm · 

Teju Cole uses his camera and his writing to pry open
the cities he visits in 'Blind Spot'
Teju Cole's latest work is a blend of text and image that adds up to more than
the sum of its parts

LATIMES.COM
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Hester Keijser shared Magnum Photos's post.

Robert Godden, thank you for starting the ball rolling in this case, and
Benjamin Chesterton for giving it an extra push in the right direction. One
week after I brought this to the attention of Susan Meiselas in Istanbul,
Magnum has issued a statement distancing themselves from Souvid Datta.

Sadly, but perhaps not surprising, there is no mention of how they feel
about their collaborative partner LensCulture, which used the image of
child rape in an advertising campaign for the joint Magnum awards.

For those who have said to regret that the ordinary theft of other people's
work for his own seems to have overshadowed the much graver issue of
crossing the line in photographing a victim of child sex slave trade, I
recommend reading the comments on the Magnum statement, because
there are enough people protesting against just that.

Now let's keep having conversations about ethical behavior vis a vis the
subjects and their rights. Making this topic part of training programs for
photographers, like e.g. Robert Godden, Jason Tanner and Donald Weber
have advocated, is one step in the right direction.

Being vocally critical towards a photographer's work or an editor's pick
which you encounter along the way, is something we can all do
individually. Not to needlessly bring down colleagues or to police people,
but because taking care of the integrity of photodocumentary work can be
a community effort, which will benefit all those involved: the ones
appearing in the images, the makers of these images, the ones selecting
and disseminating them, and ultimately the viewers.

Magnum Photos

In light of recent evidence in relation to the practice of photographer Souvid
Datta, we have removed him from nominations for our Graduate Photographer
Award 2017.

May 6 · The Hague · 

May 5 · 

      Comment Share

38Miquel Gonzalez, Reyad Abedin and 36 others

Benjamin Chesterton  Haha. That's it.
 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 12 05pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton  Let's not forget the post was up for three days. This
means @MagnumPhotos will have directly financially profited from the
business it brought in. Let's also not forget the pictures were featured on the
front page of the Magnum photo competition website. And yet none of this
has anything to do with them. Magnum are showing contempt for the
constituency of photogs that love them.

 · Reply · 9 · May 6 at 12 35pmLike

Hester Keijser Or / And their late action expresses how low the award
and their collaboration features on their agenda. It clearly wasn't dealt
with as a priority.

 · Reply · 3 · May 6 at 12 42pm · EditedLike

Rizwan Ali Dar Excellent work. Hope he's realised he's screwed himself as a
photographer probably for life.

 · Reply · May 6 at 12 47pmLike

Hester Keijser That's not the kindness with which Chesterton
responds to this case, when he says he would like to sit down with
Datta over a pint and talk about what person he really would like to be
instead of what he has become.

 · Reply · 5 · May 6 at 1 01pmLike

Rizwan Ali Dar Yeah I can see that also, but he still has a lot to
answer for also

 · Reply · May 6 at 1 44pmLike

Hester Keijser Of coure he does, but we don't need to nail him on the
cross of selfrighteousness for it.

 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 4 58pmLike

Rizwan Ali Dar Yeah agreed. I was merely saying because it may be a
while before he's trusted to work and with other photographers
working hard to create bodies of work how would they feel if let's say
in a couple of months it's forgotten and he's back at the forefront?

 · Reply · 1 · May 6 at 5 06pmLike

Hester Keijser I am happy to see Asim Rafiqui taking my suggestion for a
training program (as one of the steps) apart and digging down further by
explaining what kind of labor is needed to drive our conversations forward.  

https://www.facebook.com/asim.rafiqui/posts/10154330071166150
 · Reply · 5 · May 6 at 12 59pmLike
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Hester Keijser

So interesting that neither Robert Godden nor Benjamin Chesterton who
made this issue their concern and who did most of the legwork in
explaining what was so very wrong about Datta's work, were asked to
comment. Instead, its mostly industry insiders who get to repeat after
them, now that there's no risk involved anymore in taking a stand.

Also interesting that Time Lightbox did not write a similar article after the
Fatemi controversy, in which Olivier Laurent sided with WPP's response
and manner of handling the embarrassement. FWIW, that case isn't
entirely closed yet either.

May 10 · The Hague · 

Souvid Datta: Photo Industry Questions Itself After
Scandal
The photo of a rape calls for new safeguards

TIME.COM
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35Brian Kennemer, Indrajit Khambe and 33 others

Olmo Gonzalez Moriana This text appears to me with this promo... It´s
pathetic.

 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 10 38amLike

Olmo Gonzalez Moriana http://www.huffingtonpost.com/.../iconic‑
kissing‑sailor...

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 2 · May 10 at 10 38am

Is This Iconic Photo Actually A
Depiction Of Sexual Assault?
Touted as an " ...

HUFFINGTONPOST.COM

Like

Hester Keijser Actually, reviewing the action in the photograph and
reading it now as sexual assault is a (perhaps bitter) sign that times
have actually changed and that in these days more awareness exists
for the integrity of the female body.

 · Reply · 4 · May 10 at 10 43am · EditedLike

Dalia Khamissy but isn't it all those photo editors, big names in the photo
industry that pull up a photographer and make him/her feel invincible, a diva,
thinking that they are superior, that they are saving the world... and then
suddenly pull him/her down to save their asses? i've lost hope to be honest!
read that quote (and article!) i put that Garcia Marquez said in a workshop
years ago!

 · Reply · 9 · May 10 at 11 19amLike

Hester Keijser Dalia, you've always been exceptionally on point. Do
you mean what Olmo Gonzalez Moriana said? If not, who is Garcia
Marquez?

 · Reply · May 10 at 11 35am · EditedLike

Dalia Khamissy no i mean the article you posted! the first article by
olivier and now this! everybody condemning the photo now! those
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grants and awards! the most beautiful photo pageant etc. the way
photographers have been acting lately! the false info in their
capti... See More

 · Reply · 8 · May 10 at 11 44amLike

Leonie Marinovich The only reason Olivier Laurent did a follow‑up piece was
to somehow stay relevant after the collective outrage of photojournalists and
the reaction from some industry insiders. There are too many of his kind,
waiting to first see which way the wind blows before taking a stand. I've long
ago lost my respect for him and his publication.

 · Reply · 7 · May 10 at 12 41pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Exactly right.
 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 2 58pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton

 · Reply · May 10 at 4 39pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton

 · Reply · May 10 at 4 39pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Never asked him. Or even worse agreed not to
talk about it and didn't state this in article. Either way 'his answers will
be part of a larger report on these photographs' was just simply not
true. Cause there were no answers.

 · Reply · 4 · May 10 at 4 41pmLike

Yunghi Kim Nah.. only with the crowd who preach "post modern
photojournalism." Rest of know what we are about and love the craft.  

Headline:  
"Shaken Photojournalism Industry Questions Itself After Souvid Datta
Scandal"

 · Reply · 4 · May 10 at 2 18pm · EditedLike

Nina Berman Apparently Olivier did reach out to Benjamin but didn't get a
reply ‑ if you want to read my full response as only a small bit was quoted ‑
you can see on my FB page Hester Keijser

 · Reply · 2 · May 10 at 12 57pm · EditedLike

Hester Keijser Nina, thanks for putting your quote in more
perspective. I also read your post on different approaches to covering
sexual violence. I wondered if you had seen this article in which Ritesh
Uttamchandani talks about finding his right angle to visualizing the
distress of sex workers in another ‑ but similar ‑Indian brothel than
the one where Datta made his work. I found it honest and profoundly
moving. http://www.openthemagazine.com/.../to‑capture‑a‑brothel‑
s...

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 4 · May 12 at 12 42pm · Edited

To Capture a Brothel’s Heart | OPEN
Magazine
Photographing the ceilings of the cleanest…

OPENTHEMAGAZINE.COM

Like

Hester Keijser PS Olivier could easily have mentioned or quoted
either Benjamin or Robert.

 · Reply · May 10 at 3 15pm · EditedLike

Nina Berman Hester Keijser yeah, this work is really good, thanks for
sending. I will show it to my students. He thought about how to do it
and it's powerful and moving without being sensationalist

 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 4 28pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Nina Berman Very good article in the New York
Times today. Thanks for writing and sharing thought provoking work.
The ending is killer. Plus we do see. Your words build images in our
minds that are hard to shake.

 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 4 33pmLike

Nina Berman thank you for opening eyes and standing strong
 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 4 52pmLike

Udit Kulshrestha Yes, Thank you Benjamin. There are a few
developments in India on this. Will keep you posted.

 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 5 29pm · EditedLike

Dalia Khamissy Hester, thanks for sharing Ritesh's article!
 · Reply · 1 · May 11 at 12 52pmLike
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Ritesh Uttamchandani Hester Keijser, thank you for sharing my
piece. The photos and story are not about the same brothel that
Souvid photographed. My photos are about a brothel in Sangli, about
600 kms from Bombay. Almost every Indian city/major town has a
brothel, some sm... See More

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 3 · May 12 at 12 20pm

Condom Madam | OPEN Magazine
How one sex worker reformed a brothel in Sangli
by counting condoms collected in a bucket

OPENTHEMAGAZINE.COM

Thankful

Hester Keijser Ritesh Uttamchandani thanks for reminding me! It was
hanging in the back of my head while I wrote that. I have updated my
comment now.

 · Reply · May 12 at 12 42pmLike

Robert Godden Hester, I think Peter at HRW made the point as well as I
could. I hope that those who supported this work through grants etc., and
saw that image, take time to reflect. Now we need to come up with practical
suggestions on how to produce socially conscious images that contribute to
positive change in an ethical way (where 'subjects' become 'participants').
We also have to discuss the politics of these type of images, but I'll leave that
for a more considered piece of writing.

 · Reply · 5 · May 10 at 1 04pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton I refuse to talk to Time. After these pictures they ran
on FGM where the girl was fully identifiable. The photog also has a close up
the girls vagina being cut on her Facebook page
https://www.google.co.uk/.../blood‑fear.../%3Fsource%3Ddam

 · Reply · 4 · May 10 at 1 39pm · EditedLike

Hide 13 Replies

Hester Keijser Whoa!
 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 1 31pmLike

Hester Keijser The things that surface when you ask questions....
 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 1 31pmLike

Nina Berman damn
 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 1 35pmLike

Leonie Marinovich In the piece it is mentioned that the village didn't
want the girls identified ‑ and yet, here we find them on the internet.

 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 1 38pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Right. I raised all of this. They just threw
awards at the photog. Olivier is a massive part of the problem.

 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 1 41pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton After this I gave up speaking about the issue.
What was the point. If the community couldn't see the issue here and
instead elevated the photographer it was not one I wanted to be a
part of.

 · Reply · 2 · May 10 at 1 43pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton I showed these pics last night. And the one on
Facebook (we hid the girls vagina) during my talk and asked someone
in the audience to defend it. Silence. And yet still there they are.

 · Reply · 2 · May 10 at 1 45pm · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton So yeah. Time. Thanks but no thanks.
 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 1 45pmLike

Ritesh Uttamchandani Harsha Vadlamani
 · Reply · May 10 at 2 46pmLike

Udit Kulshrestha Samar S Jodha
 · Reply · May 10 at 5 31pmLike

Juliet Piper what upsets me more is that NOTHING is said or shown
of the people making a difference on the ground. This being a perfect
example. My dear friend Patrick Ngigi who has been working
endlessly to change minds in Masaai communities and saving girls
from this should be having this type of coverage, not this. He takes
young girls in, before they are circumcised most of the time and a
whole work on change on the elders is also done to abolish old
practices. Patrick is Masaai himself. But that would be covering a
positive story... TIME cant be asked to share a positive story nor can
most glossies. Also, the Masaai do not share their intimacy, they do
not allow private spaces to be photographed.... how did this
photographer gain access and take these I seriously wonder. Patrick
please take a look at the link https://www.google.co.uk/.../blood‑
fear.../%3Fsource%3Ddam to have this investigated. It's utterly
pissed me off. Thanks for sharing Benjamin.

 · Reply · 2 · May 12 at 6 11pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton This is exactly right. What I said here:
https://twitter.com/duckrabbitblog/status/860059576057704449

 · Reply · Remove Preview · May 12 at 6 31pm

duckrabbit on Twitter
“Can we talk about why we made him a hero
and not her? Why we don't see people like her…

TWITTER.COM

Like
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Udit Kulshrestha Semeiyan Lulu Mashua Sharp pl look at this
representation on FGM

 · Reply · May 12 at 6 35pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton I liked the article. It was misleading to say the
photoshop controversy came first. It was exposed as a result of the article I
wrote in Petapixel. We were approached on the photoshop image and Oliver
Sharpe went to work and found the offending caption. It's terrible that the
interview with Data was done on the basis that he did not answer any
questions on the rape. At the very least a refusal to answer questions on this
should have been included. I believe Olivier is just quoting from his original
statement in the article. I was really pleased to read Nina's comment. Also
Maggie was very open and I appreciated that greatly.

 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 1 37pmLike

Hester Keijser The comments here have made me soften my initial, slightly
cynical reaction about this (second) article, which for me seemed not much
different from the first, in which Olivier takes on the role of confessional
partner for Datta, like a small town pastor. And in the second one, he's
playing the same part for what he calls the industry insiders. Both sides have
now exonerated themselves after a bit of soft flaggelation. Does he consider
the case now closed, I wondered? Good to see not everyone involved thinks
the same way, and recognizes the need for change.

 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 1 53pm · EditedLike

Leonie Marinovich "Soft flagellation" LOL
 · Reply · 1 · May 10 at 1 47pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton By the way Olivier lied
https://twitter.com/olivierclau.../status/860951273595645960

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · May 10 at 3 01pm

olivierclaurent on Twitter
“@AnooBhu @splashlondon @timepictures
@duckrabbitblog I asked the questions during…

TWITTER.COM

Like

Hester Keijser Benjamin Chesterton Unless there will be a third
article publishing in the coming weeks?

 · Reply · May 10 at 3 03pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton No.
 · Reply · May 10 at 3 16pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton This https://mobile.nytimes.com/.../how‑
photojournalists.../...

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 4 · May 10 at 3 18pm

How Photojournalists Cover Sexual Violence Against
Women
The controversy over a young photographerʼs depiction of a teenage girl
forced into sex work raises questions of how to respectfully document
victims of sexual violence.

LENS.BLOGS.NYTIMES.COM

Like

Alec Leggat I wonder why this isn't getting more likes. The crime of
trafficking people for exploitation is a complex transnational nexus of
duplicity, coercion, threat and actual violence. It is perpetrated by
some very "creative" people who continually find new ways to avoid
disruption of their activities. It's good to see someone who asked,
what's the story here?

 · Reply · 3 · May 10 at 8 41pmLike

Deepti Asthana I don't know from where the photographers and editors get
the idea that they may treat marginalised women from developing countries
as they wish! And also have this assumption that these people will never
develop so much to have the communication with the outside world. Don't
they realise that they are doing more harm than good by sensationalising
these pictures, which fails the primary purpose of a doing a story.. Can they
behave in similar way while covering stories in the US or England ?

 · Reply · 5 · May 10 at 4 42pm · EditedLike

Ziyah Gafic It's coming from decades of successful and unsanctioned
practice of media abuse.

 · Reply · 5 · May 11 at 1 12pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Ziyah Gafic Right.
 · Reply · May 11 at 1 13pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton They cannot behave like this in the UK Deepti.
It's a criminal offence and the law is usually enforced.

 · Reply · 3 · May 11 at 1 14pmLike

Deepti Asthana It is a criminal offence in India too, pity that it
wouldn't be actioned like many other unreported/reported crimes. It
is inhuman and should be looked down upon by photo editors, the
only way to stop encouraging the photographers who are specifically
focusing on award worthy issues.

 · Reply · 3 · May 11 at 1 22pmLike
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Juliet Piper photographer wants to be published ‑ looks at what is
currently being published ‑ therefore pays fixer to get into sensitive
areas ‑ fixer pays brothel owner ‑ photographer takes pictures ‑ gets
published and... back to the beginning. 
How still today editors (not all of them, I know a few beautiful souls
doing that job) still think they have no play in what goes on in the
images they publish is just stupefying How one can lie to oneself and
hide behind the "I'm making the world aware of this terrible thing"
bullcrap is just mindblowing.  
it's as if, on a non human scale, one was fighting to save the oceans
and dishing out water in plastic bottles at the general assembly. (I am
not comparing btw, just putting it to such a level that even the
Oliviers in the world could understand)

 · Reply · 1 · May 12 at 8 36pmLike

Benjamin Chesterton Be good to hear what Newsha has to say
 · Reply · May 12 at 6 33pmLike
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Hester Keijser updated their status.

I ran into one of my FB friends over a dinner, and she mentioned that she
had been following the conversations on my wall re. the LC and WPP
controversies. She is someone with years of experience in both cultural
governance and business management, so I asked her what was her view
on the matter, given her own background. 'That it is such an old
fashionedly male world, and by that, I mean the most male kind of
maleness that exists in organizations. Even the kind of imagery that is
produced or gets promoted is male, there is no space for any other kind of
voice.'

I explained that those of us voicing our concerns were looking into making
chances to that situation and asked her, what she would do in that case.
'Run', she said, 'just run from it.'

Of course that wasn't the end of our conversation, and we actually did
speak about what measures should or could be taken to deal with a
situation where people were clinging on to their positions, people who
were not very likely to make room for changes that would mean less
power for them. But that first response made me feel (in the way a brick
wall makes you feel when you hit it full speed) how much effort we will still
need if we want things to be done differently. To be continued.

May 11 · The Hague · 

      Comment Share

54Karma Tohme, Manca Juvan and 52 others

Bob Black Too bad you cant see this show which opens tonight. One
counter: https://www.facebook.com/events/385460708519948/?ti=icl

Muse | Contact Photo Featured…
Thu 7 PM EDT · Toronto, ON, Canada
Art ⋅ Film · 775 people

 · Reply · Remove Preview · May 11 at 11 44pm

MAY

11

Like

Bob Black Líam Maloney, Shaunna Thatcher, Rachel Wine, Chloë Ellingson,
Marta Iwanek, Laurence Butet‑Roch, Michelle Siu, Hannamari Shakya,
Hannah Love Yoon, Jen Tse, Donald Weber

 · Reply · May 11 at 11 52pm · EditedLike

Brenda Burrell I think she's right. On the one hand we have a duty to address
injustice like these and Benjamin is always very articulate and responds in just
the right way BUT where is everybody else? The noise around it all has been
pathetic and on they go, on and on, just the same. It is exhausting.  

I decided a long time back to run from it and instead have dilly dallied on the
sidelines but this kind of stuff has pretty much turned me off my own
practice. It's a toxic profession that allows, condones, rewards, applauds
child rape and again I am ashamed of everybody for allowing it to happen or
turning a blind eye which is the same thing.  

Honourable exceptions of course, but so few.
 · Reply · 2 · May 12 at 12 00amLike

Alec Leggat There is a maleness to it but that doesn't mean the intrusive
practice is exclusive to men. Ben was talking about his concerns at the Photo
Forum event on London and a young woman brought up Donna Ferrato's
work on domestic violence which I've always found problematic. I'd like to
hear more voices too but I'd also like more analysis and insights into practice
and motivations and how business models incentivise particular ways of
working. I've worked in civil society organisations for over 15 years and I
know how complex the issues are. I wonder what benefit sensationalist
imagery has for the usually female victims of violence that we vent our moral
outrage on.

 · Reply · 1 · May 12 at 12 14amLike

Hide 42 Replies

Brenda Burrell No benefit Alec.
 · Reply · 3 · May 12 at 12 16amLike

Alec Leggat As I suspected.
 · Reply · May 12 at 12 17amLike

Hester Keijser Alec, it isn't only about the intrusive practice or the
rape images. It's the whole machinery in which they feature and get
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condoned, awarded and shared. And indeed, it is not only men, but it
is well known that women can also adhere to standards set by males,
especially if they are ambitious.

 · Reply · 6 · May 12 at 12 19amLike

Brenda Burrell It's the whole edifice. I suspect it's corrupt from top to
bottom.

 · Reply · 1 · May 12 at 12 20amLike

Alec Leggat I know. That was my reference to business models. I
think schools of photojournalism are implicated in this too and I know
that they have their business development plans which will produce
even more photojournalists. But, there's always an alternative,
however small by comparison that might be.

 · Reply · 3 · May 12 at 12 24amLike

Brenda Burrell I made an official complaint about severe cases of
sexual harassment of young women photography students by male
staff and got precisely nowhere. I was told in no uncertain terms
that's what the industry is like so they'd better get used to it.  

I kid you not.  

And how on earth do you move on that when the very foundation of
the profession assaults and abuses young women? I'm talking about
17 year olds here.

 · Reply · 3 · May 12 at 1 55am · EditedLike

Hester Keijser Likewise, I reported evidence of sexual harrassment
of female photographers by a managing director to the owner of a
place where I worked, and I got nowhere either. The boss expressed
being annoyed that I had shared the evidence with him.

 · Reply · 3 · May 12 at 12 31amLike

Alec Leggat However, there is more discussion about ethics in the
sector but it is likely to take time to pervade the collective
consciousness.

 · Reply · May 12 at 12 34amLike

Brenda Burrell Where is there this discussion though Alec? Glimmers
of insight fade like fireflies and the argument has to be made over
and over again until we are completely exhausted with it.

 · Reply · 1 · May 12 at 12 36amLike

Alec Leggat I know that Lewis Bush has discussed it in some of his
Disphotic blogs. I know that it has been discussed in the occasional
event in the arts. I know feel that I am grasping at straws but in my
professional life I work with charities to help them think through the
values that inform their work. I should point out that I am a glass half
full kind of person.

 · Reply · 2 · May 12 at 12 40amLike

Brenda Burrell So am I. Charity sector organisations on the whole
outlaw this kind of behaviour in their organisations, sexual
harassment is taken seriously, sexual violence is actioned. In
photography it's endemic and nothing is done except tiny pockets of
talk.

 · Reply · 3 · May 12 at 12 43amLike

Hester Keijser Brenda Burrell which is exactly the reason I want to
talk to as many people as possible inside and outside the industry
what we can do to tackle this in a systematic, constructive manner
that brings results.

 · Reply · 1 · May 12 at 12 48amLike

Benjamin Chesterton Brenda Burrell. I have been writing an article
about the toxification of photojournalism for a while (that's the title).
Got sidetracked. But this is exactly the right word. And because it is
toxic I think its best stepped away from. That's why I stopped writing
about this stuff a few years back. I've been encouraged by a few
good souls. And really so many people in the industry are being
abused in one way or another right now that I've probably had a bit
more support because they've kind of reached a tipping point. They
are basically waking up to the fact that its a big ponzi scheme. You're
paying to keep people at the top. Mainly administrators, business
owners, award givers, grant makers, with pretty much fuck all chance
of really benefiting. Sorry for the rant.

 · Reply · 2 · May 12 at 1 16am · EditedLike

Brenda Burrell Hester ‑ Main problem is the casualisation of the
profession. Part time, amateur, self employed, minimal or zero
oversight.  

But yes. I agree.
 · Reply · 3 · May 12 at 1 16am · EditedLike

Hester Keijser Add to that the trans/international nature of the
industry, which makes it very hard to tackle individual cases across
borders.

 · Reply · 2 · May 12 at 1 17amLike

Brenda Burrell Benjamin please don't apologise.
 · Reply · 1 · May 12 at 1 17amLike

Benjamin Chesterton And Lens culture by the way still have a picture
of a child being assaulted and about to be gang raped, on their
website, which they then ask you to share on facebook to help the
photog get exposure.

 · Reply · 3 · May 12 at 1 17amLike

Brenda Burrell Exactly Hester.
 · Reply · 1 · May 12 at 1 17amLike

Brenda Burrell I know they do Benjamin. There's a lazy hegemony of
consent around it all. It's murderous.
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Donald Weber

I am trying to compile as many articles and thoughts regarding the latest
idiocy in photojournalism to provide a discussion with my students. I have
duck rabbit's initial story, TIme (2nd article, not interested in the mea
culpa), the Raiot blog, some commentary by Asim Rafiqui, just trying to
get as many points of view as possible. Please tag me or send me or
suggest some POV that perhaps I have (probably) missed. Hester?

May 14 · 

      Comment Share

51Peter Evans, Lisa Brambs and 49 others

1 share 40 Comments

Gareth Tibbles Grant, would you be able to assist Donald please? Thanks in
advance.

 · Reply · May 14 at 7 37pmLike

Grant Scott I have retweeted all I have come across via @unofphoto
on Twitter

 · Reply · 2 · May 14 at 8 07pmLike

Donald Weber Thanks Grant will check it all out.
 · Reply · 2 · May 14 at 8 35pmLike

Donald Weber I just got Nina Berman's article, certainly a crucial article to
explore.

 · Reply · 2 · May 14 at 7 39pmLike

Matilde Gattoni This one https://medium.com/.../two‑scorpions‑crossing‑a‑
stream...

 · Reply · May 14 at 7 56pm

Two Scorpions Crossing a Stream –
Vantage – Medium
Photographers are constantly squeezed. We shouldnʼt…

MEDIUM.COM

Like

Jacobia Dahm http://www.robjohns.blog/photojournalism‑ethics‑souvid.../

 · Reply · May 14 at 8 14pm

A Breakdown of Ethics in the Fine Art of
Photojournalism-a time to see reality -…

ROBJOHNS.BLOG

Like

Jacobia Dahm https://blog.photoshelter.com/.../the‑ambiguity‑of.../

 · Reply · May 14 at 8 16pm

The Ambiguity of Pressing the Shutter –
Ethics in Photojournalism
In the heat of the moment, photojournalists shoulder a…

BLOG.PHOTOSHELTER.COM

Like

Jacobia Dahm https://medium.com/@cla.../fuck‑photojournalism‑
105e19b0c0d9

 · Reply · May 14 at 8 16pm

Fuck Photojournalism – Clary Estes –
Medium
If you were to ask me whether or not I was surprised…

MEDIUM.COM

Like

Hester Keijser Jason Tanner, Robert Godden, Shreya Bhat
 · Reply · 2 · May 14 at 8 16pmLike

Grant Scott You might also find this of interest which I wrote for World Press
Photo https://witness.worldpressphoto.org/the‑photograph‑taken...

 · Reply · May 14 at 8 32pm

The photograph taken and not taken –
Witness
“The best photographers know what not to…

WITNESS.WORLDPRESSPHOTO.ORG

Like

Diane Smyth I put one on BJP which heavily quoted Benjamin and Shreya
http://www.bjp‑online.com/.../report‑why‑souvid‑dattas.../

Report: Why Souvid Datta's image theft is
the least of the problem
It's the scandal of the season ‑ a young Anglo‑Indian…
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 · Reply · 1 · May 14 at 8 50pm

BJP‑ONLINE.COM

Like

Amanda Rivkin Tell your students: we need better clichés 
 · Reply · 2 · May 14 at 8 55pmLike

Ritesh Uttamchandani  https://scroll.in/.../souvid‑dattas‑photos‑of‑sex‑
workers...

 · Reply · May 14 at 9 01pm

Souvid Datta’s photos of sex workers have
many problems – plagiarism is just one of…

SCROLL.IN

Like

Ritesh Uttamchandani  Of course, if you wish to show your students a
terrible example of half baked opinion by a misinformed writer ‑
https://thewire.in/.../souvid‑datta‑photography‑plagiarism/

 · Reply · 1 · May 14 at 9 14pm

Souvid Datta's Plagiarised Photos Point to
an Industry That Needs Higher Standards
Why did none of the judges who studied Datta's work…

THEWIRE.IN

Like

Mahesh Shantaram But he quoted Sontag. So it can't be that bad,
right? 

 · Reply · May 20 at 4 26pm · EditedLike

Ritesh Uttamchandani  Mahesh Shantaram abhi sab log intellectual
hai to kisi ko to bewakoof banna padega 

 · Reply · May 20 at 4 27pmLike

Laura Beltrán Villamizar Can we join this class?!!
 · Reply · 1 · May 14 at 9 20pmLike

Laura Beltrán Villamizar 
 · Reply · May 14 at 9 20pmLike

Donald Weber Please do!
 · Reply · May 14 at 9 23pmLike

Donald Weber Actually you would add a good voice, seeing the
"other" side...

 · Reply · 1 · May 14 at 9 23pmLike

Laura Beltrán Villamizar I'm actually about to write a piece on this
topic, Donald. I'm so outraged now, I need to come to my senses
before publishing it. But yes, Id' love to be part of this.

 · Reply · May 14 at 9 35pmLike

Ritesh Uttamchandani
http://www.columbiamissourian.com/.../article_d176bb0c...

 · Reply · May 14 at 9 47pm

CPOY responds to Souvid Datta photo
scandal, sees opportunity to reiterate ethics
A U.K. journalist had multiple awards rescinded after…

COLUMBIAMISSOURIAN.COM

Like

Donald Weber Personally, I think part of the problem is this reiteration
of ethics, it shouldn't be a "company" response, but needs to come
from within the photographer themselves. A huge issue I find is the
prostration or rather abdication of the individual agency... See More

 · Reply · 4 · May 14 at 9 56pmLike

Ritesh Uttamchandani  Agreed, but I have just one really simple
concern these days. Can someone enforce a worldwide ban on the
vignette tool? Its really getting out of hand. *pun intended*

 · Reply · May 14 at 10 09pmLike

Murat Tueremis http://www.npr.org/.../outcry‑over‑photo‑showing‑the‑
face...

 · Reply · May 14 at 9 51pm

Outcry Over Photo Showing The Face Of A Girl
Allegedly Being Raped
A firestorm has erupted over the ethics of using that image on Facebook
to promote a photo contest — and the broader issue of how Western
media depicts young women and girls in poor countries.

NPR.ORG

Like
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Ritesh Uttamchandani  A discussion thread on reddit where they analyzed
a dodgy photo of his from China ‑
https://www.reddit.com/.../awardwinning_photographer.../

 · Reply · May 14 at 9 59pm

Award-winning photographer Souvid Datta
appears to have plagiarized •…

REDDIT.COM

Like

Ritesh Uttamchandani  https://www.slideshare.net/.../the‑vanishing‑girls‑
of...

 · Reply · May 14 at 10 19pm

The Vanishing Girls of West Bengal by
Souvid Datta
1 The Vanishing Girls of West Bengal by Souvid Datta…

SLIDESHARE.NET

Like

Scott Brauer http://www.alexiafoundation.org/.../on‑honesty‑and.../

 · Reply · May 14 at 10 22pm

On Honesty and Integrity: Statement on the Removal of
Souvid Datta's Work From Our Website | Alexia
Foundation : News
The Alexia Foundation has long been a leader in helping photographers
pursue their passion to develop serious documentary photographic
projects. We have proudly funded student and professional
photographers for more than 27 years. One of those students was Souvid
Datta who received a student Award o...

ALEXIAFOUNDATION.ORG

Like

Arianna Rinaldo https://mobile.nytimes.com/.../how‑photojournalists.../...

 · Reply · 1 · May 14 at 11 08pm

How Photojournalists Cover Sexual Violence Against
Women
The controversy over a young photographerʼs depiction of a teenage girl
forced into sex work raises questions of how to respectfully document
victims of sexual violence.

LENS.BLOGS.NYTIMES.COM

Like

Stella Kramer Ken Jareke on Medium
 · Reply · May 15 at 12 38amLike

Oscar B. Castillo Hi Donald, could be interesting to take a look at the results
of that compilation and your ideas and class discussions about it. If there is
some kind of essay where you put your thoughts together or a video of the
debate please share it if possible. T... See More

 · Reply · 1 · May 15 at 3 10amLike

Brennan O'Connor http://www.nearbycafe.com/.../guest‑post‑23‑robert.../

 · Reply · May 15 at 7 11am

Guest Post 23: Robert Dannin on Steve
McCurry « Photocritic International
Robert Dannin, who as Magnum Editorial Director from…

NEARBYCAFE.COM

Like

Rob Wetzer http://www.robjohns.blog/photojournalism‑ethics‑souvid.../

 · Reply · May 15 at 8 00am

A Breakdown of Ethics in the Fine Art of
Photojournalism-a time to see reality -…

ROBJOHNS.BLOG

Like

Andy Levin My point of view is that people should look at the work and
decide for themselves....

 · Reply · 1 · May 15 at 8 37amLike

Rien Swagerman https://witness.worldpressphoto.org/where‑do‑we‑go‑
from...

 · Reply · May 15 at 9 04am

Where do we go from here? – Witness
A wake‑up call for visual journalism in the “post‑factual”
era

WITNESS.WORLDPRESSPHOTO.ORG

Like

Andy Levin The problem of course is he won grants and contests and
someone inevitably lost an opportunity because of his cheating....but as
"photographs" at least they are interesting, maybe in a voyeuristic way.....?
Humans are so tortured.....it pretty sad to read all the hand wringing.
Sometimes maybe we need to just enjoy life a little bit?

 · Reply · May 15 at 9 18am · EditedLike
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Jacobia Dahm And maybe also look at the UN guidelines for reporting on
children: https://www.unicef.org/ceecis/media_1482.html

 · Reply · 1 · May 15 at 9 32am

UNICEF CEE/CIS - Media centre - Ethical Guidelines
a page on ethical guidelines for media coverage of child rights issues

UNICEF.ORG

Like

Andy Levin Normally the policing would involve a reporter? This is how we
worked when this was actually a business.....the reporter for LIFE for
example.. Of cause I guess things are much different now and sadly so it's
just a shell of what it was...which really is a problem.

 · Reply · May 15 at 10 46am · EditedLike

Diane Smyth An interesting aspect of the whole case for me was seeing how
the internet reconfigured before my very eyes as organisations who had
previously run Datta's images/Datta himself removed the work and his name.
Strictly speaking, when you update a page you should write a note saying
what's been done ‑ but this isn't what happens in practice. Take a look at the
Magnum Graduate Photographer Award page for example ‑ Datta was
originally nominated for the award, but was removed from the shortlist after
this affair came to light. Magnum has officially stated that. However on the
page on their website re the Graduate Photographer, it is not mentioned.
There's the list of the 50 shortlisted photographers ‑ but 49 names, one
having been removed. https://www.magnumphotos.com/.../rbb‑graduate.../

 · Reply · 1 · May 15 at 12 32pm

Announcement: The Graduate
Photographers Award 2017 Nominees •…

MAGNUMPHOTOS.COM

Like

Diane Smyth This aspect of it all has been very interesting to me ‑ it's easy to
think of the internet as a record, but of course it's not a record in the same
way as a printed text as it can be updated. Without wanting to be too
melodramatic, I couldn't help but ... See More

 · Reply · 2 · May 15 at 12 33pmLike

Jason Tanner Thank you Hester. I'll send you what I have Donald. Suchitra's
article http://www.suchitravijayan.com/archives/923 and her FB post, I have a
feeling she has a lot more wisdom to contribute to the discussion.

 · Reply · 2 · May 15 at 1 42pm

Souvid Datta: Photography, plagiarism and
the politics of grants

SUCHITRAVIJAYAN.COM | BY SUCHITRA VIJAYAN

Like

Max Hodges Probably overkill to include too much Donald just the Duck
Rabbit article alone should be enough for lively debate. sometimes scientists
learn more from studying a single cell than the whole lion.

 · Reply · 1 · May 16 at 12 25am · EditedLike

Max Hodges I'd be interesting in discussing that duck rabbit article
with you myself. Many of her concerns seem unwarranted to me. As a
young person I was exposed to many social/political ideas through the
bands I listened too. Not everything done for "money" is ... See More

 · Reply · May 16 at 1 05am · EditedLike

Andy Levin He
 · Reply · May 16 at 1 45amLike

Andy Levin We need to talk about caste in India and the plight of
those born into brothels.....even the photo story itself which aside
from Doutta's absurd plight, has some value IMO

 · Reply · May 16 at 1 47am · EditedLike

Andy Levin Big problem too much talk, to much hype, too few
photos.......chicken come home to roost so to speak.

 · Reply · May 16 at 1 48amLike

Tarun Bhartiya http://raiot.in/steve‑mccurry‑before‑photoshop/

 · Reply · May 19 at 4 40pm

Steve McCurry before Photoshop
Manipulation for Steve McCurry has not just been…

RAIOT.IN | BY SATISH SHARMA

Like

Tarun Bhartiya http://raiot.in/does‑steve‑mccurry‑stage‑his‑candid‑
moments/

 · Reply · May 19 at 4 40pm

Does Steve McCurry stage his candid
moments?

RAIOT.IN | BY ADITYA ARYA

Like

Tarun Bhartiya http://raiot.in/steves‑oriental‑curry/
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 · Reply · May 19 at 4 41pm

Steve’s Oriental Curry
Shortest & sharpest review of Steve McCurry's…

RAIOT.IN | BY ASAD ZAIDI

Like

Angeniet Berkers https://medium.com/.../ethics‑dignity‑and‑responsibility...
really liked this one

 · Reply · May 21 at 12 36pm

Ethics, Dignity and Responsibility in Visual Journalism.
Editors, photojournalists, photographers of social justice and human
rights issues, we have a problem.

MEDIUM.COM

Like

Hester Keijser Donald Weber, it would be awesome if you can share the
crowd‑collected articles as a reader here. I'm hoping you compiled them in a
PDF file or something handy.

 · Reply · 4 · May 24 at 10 10am · EditedLike
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Hester Keijser added 4 new photos.

Many things have been said about the Datta case, which for me still
centers on questions how to responsibly and respectfully engage with the
women and girls who are made to work in the sex industry. More than a
few commenters pointed out that more effort should be invested in
finding what could work, instead of pointing fingers at what clearly
doesn't.

Nina Berman wrote an article about her careful and conscious practice,
and Ritesh Uttamchandani's account of being on commission to an Indian
brothel was much shared on social media. Then my friend Arfun Ahmed
Shawon pointed me to an older series by Shehzad Noorani, who had
spent over 13 years photographing in brothels all over South Asia (besides
covering many others areas of life.)

It took me some time to track more information about his "Daughters of
Darkness", which won the Mother Jones International Award back in
2000, and found this interview insightful with respect to questions that
were raised over the Datta controversy (and with a longer throwback
shadow to Fatemi's case as well). It's well worth reading. Noorani seems
down to earth, genuinely humble and wary of the hubris that the hunger
for fame can bring.

"I usually donʼt go back and look at my own images too much and admire
them. That would make me feel like I am ‘somebodyʼ and I know I am not.
To me they are images of people, some are great images, because
everything including light, moment, frame, accident, came together, while
some are not so great, but still they are almost ALWAYS images of
people."

"I was just genuinely interested and shot images whenever I felt I had the
opportunity to do so. Since it was not really an assignment, there was no
hurry or deadline. I did not even know what and why I was doing whatever
I was doing. I was just experiencing life and capturing it as it unfolded.
One other thing that also worked for me is the fact that I really and
genuinely respected those girls and women in the brothel. It felt to me as
they were my sisters and mother, thus, there was no question about trying
to show anything gross, reality or not."

https://creativebangladesh.wordpress.com/t…/shehzad‑noorani/

May 25 at 1 07am · 

      Comment Share

71Jeevani Fernando, Philippe Calia and 69 others

Marta Dahó Rina Panyella
 · Reply · 1 · May 25 at 6 42amLike

Ziyah Gafic Shehzad is a great soul
 · Reply · 4 · May 25 at 7 12amLike

Hester Keijser Anyone with eyes can see that in the work.
 · Reply · 2 · May 25 at 10 10amLike
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Ronny Sen added a new
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Richard. The F16s music
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Mumbai. 2017”

Dragana Jurisic reacted to
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Hester Keijser "I donʼt try to hide anything about myself or pretend that I am
just like them. I am not, at least economically I am often much better off,
humanly maybe not." ‑ That's a world of difference with how Sandra Hoyn
speaks about her time (just one month) spent walking through the Bengali
brothel, and who said that the girls were 'like friends' to her and that it was
hard for her to watch them being with 'clients'.  

I am not sure if people have grasped the extent to which Hoyn is completely
blind to seeing what is fundamentally broken about her position and role in
that situation, including the words she finds to describe her experience, and
which can lead senior editors (like Ruth Eichhorn) to defend that series by
arguing that at least she didn't photograph the girls being in the act. I think
Hoyn could benefit so much from a few sittings down with a person like
Shehzad. 

Isn't it about healing from something you didn't even realize was broken?
That's what makes me sadder than you may have gathered from my words.

 · Reply · 5 · May 25 at 1 57pm · EditedLike

Benjamin Chesterton I have another example to add, which I think is terrific.
This time a young man documenting his Mother. The words are well worth a
read: http://www.privatephotoreview.com/2012/07/facing‑ones‑own/

 · Reply · Remove Preview · 4 · May 25 at 11 12am

Sankar Sarkar | Facing One’s Own -
PRIVATE photography & writing
The picture reflects the dialogue with my mother…

PRIVATEPHOTOREVIEW.COM

Like

Benjamin Chesterton Shared with me by Udit Kulshrestha
 · Reply · May 25 at 11 18amLike

Jeevani Fernando You have written this as sensitively as Shehzad would
have Hester. Agree wholeheartedly.

 · Reply · 2 · May 25 at 2 01pmLike

Hester Keijser  thank you
 · Reply · 1 · May 25 at 2 04pmLike
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subscribe

365,825 readers
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NEW TO REDDIT? CLICK HERE!

Ask a Question!

"How to recreate this photo/style?"

Submit a Gallery

Submit a Photocritique

Submit a Self-post

Submit a Link

Welcome to /r/photography! This is a place to
politely discuss the tools, technique and
culture of the craft.

The Rules
Posting images is only allowed as self-post,
and only when the intent is to start a
discussion or to ask a photography-related
question (using the photo as an example
for the discussion, linked within the text of
the self-post). If you just want to share an
image or get critique, use subreddits like
/r/pics, /r/itookapicture, and
/r/photocritique.
For equipment purchasing advice and other
questions about your individual situation,
please ask in the most recent Official

Award-winning photographer Souvid
Datta appears to have plagiarized
submitted 1 month ago * by DaddyKoolAid

Edit 3: He has now admitted to
doctoring and stealing images from
2013 to 2015.

I foolishly doctored images,
inexcusably lied about others’ work
being my own and then buried
these wrongdoings in the years
that followed.

He does seem to be claiming his more
recent work is legitimate, though.

Thanks for the heads up, /u/gerikson.

I think what makes me most angry is
the thought that by deceitfully winning
all those grants, awards and exposure
he has probably deprived some people
of their dream careers in photography,
and consequently us of their work.

I tried to post this as a link, but it said
it had already been posted. However I
have searched, and can't find
anything. Apologies if this is a repost.

https://petapixel.com/2017/05/03/ph
otographer-souvid-datta-appears-
plagiarized-mary-ellen-mark/

The evidence is pretty damning, and
his subsequent deletion of his entire
web presence certainly doesn't inspire
confidence in the authenticity of his
other work, either.

It's very sad. The career of what
looked to be a fantastic photographer
who had a lot to offer has probably
been ruined.

Edit: /u/BrunoMarx has also pointed
out that he may have stolen entire
images from other photographers as
well:
https://twitter.com/duckrabbitblog/sta
tus/859926054907113473

Edit 2: /u/Fraggeist has spotted that
the man in this photo looks 'very
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Question Thread posted regularly (also
stickied to the top of the subreddit and
linked in the sidebar). This includes longer
and more advanced questions, not just
beginner questions. Separate posts with
questions are allowed if they are applicable
to a broader discussion, but the same are
also allowed in the question thread. When
in doubt, post in the question thread only.
When seeking purchase recommendations,
please be specific about how much you
can spend.
If you want to sell a photography item to
redditors or want to buy a photography
item from a redditor, please use
/r/photomarket.
We do not allow blogspam, ads, shortlinks,
self-promotion (including seeking votes for
your contest entry, crowdsourced funding,
and referral links), circlejerking,
karmawhoring, or DAE/ITAP posts.
No personal attacks of any kind. Violations
may result in a ban.
Use the flair system only for your portfolio
and nothing else! Not allowed for example:
Gear, blogspam, shortlinks.
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[–] rideThe  152 points 1 month ago 

Oh. My. God.

I'm actually less shocked by everything that is
wrong with the act itself (the glaring
plagiarization, photoshopping, etc., all terrible
especially for the genre of photography he's
into—documentary) than by the fact that the
guy seriously believed he could get away with
inserting the work of Mary friggin' Ellen Mark
into his own and thinking nobody would
notice. That's truly breathtaking. And even the
fabricated caption... Oh, the human mind is so
fascinating.

Welp, that's the abrupt end of that career,
buddy!
permalink embed

[+] [deleted] 1 month ago (19 children)

[+] [deleted] 1 month ago (2 children)

[–] [deleted] 5 points 1 month ago 

It's such a shitty photoshop too...
permalink embed parent

[–] BrunoMarx  54 points 1 month ago* 

I met Souvid Datta a few years back at The
Guardian Student Media Awards. Was very
impressed by his photography, we had a nice
chat, and I kept an eye on his career since
then. To find this out is extremely
disappointing.

I do remember being a bit puzzled by that
photo when I first saw it but I wrote it off as
some kind of weird reflection. I wasn't familiar
with M.E.M's Falkland Road series so I didn't
connect the dots. This series was pretty early
on in his career, but he used it to win grants,
from a $10,000 one from Medium, multiple
ones from Magnum, as well as a spot on the
Eddie Adams workshop. It's really puzzling
how various photo editors/judges on grant
committees didn't recognise it at all early on,
that it took someone who works with those
sex workers to actually blow the lid on the
whole thing.

He has also completely stolen work from other
photographers:
https://twitter.com/duckrabbitblog/status/859
926054907113473
permalink embed

shopped'.

best
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message the moderators

IRC veterans: connect to
irc.snoonet.org:6667  and join  #photography

MODERATORS

qgyh2
randomb0y
Maxion
frostickle
f22
prbphoto
photocomp2013
PhotographyMod
funwok
kqr

...and 9 more »

[–] mysticsika  23 points 1 month ago 

Well that's the final nail in the coffin,

As much as I cant fully comprehend or
condone it I could of felt some sympathy
for him manipulating images before his
popularity and career took fully off on the
back of them later. But throw into the mix
him stealing other photographers hard
work in its entirety and I would merrily
grab my best pitchfork and peasant attire
and join the mob. #peasantlife
permalink embed parent

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 14 points 1 month ago 

It is a real shame - he undoubtedly has
talent, but it looks very much like he's
squandered it.

I imagine the judges didn't spot it because
they must see so many images that they
probably notice similarities all the time,
and just put it down to that.

And that blatant stealing, if true, is even
more deplorable.
permalink embed parent

[+] [deleted] 1 month ago (1 child)

[–] dave_the_n00b  26 points 1 month ago 

Okay, I thought on the 2014 Photo, the woman was a painting/graffiti on the wall. Now it
makes sense.
permalink embed

[–] paganifuzz  11 points 1 month ago 

same here... thought it was a poster!
permalink embed parent

[–] Transplanted_Cactus  8 points 1 month ago 

Right? It doesn't look like a person standing there. More like a cardboard cutout. Which
should have been a pretty big tip off that something wasn't right with that photo.
permalink embed parent

[–] kingtauntz  14 points 1 month ago 

I mean photo shopping and making something up is just plain wrong but ripping part of an
image by someone so famous...
permalink embed

[–] gerikson  13 points 1 month ago* 

I posted that link but maybe it's been removed later...

Edit Automod zaps petapixel links, apparently.
permalink embed

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 9 points 1 month ago 

Sorry - I searched for Datta and nothing came up. Reddit search isn't great.
permalink embed parent

[–] gerikson  7 points 1 month ago 
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No worries! I'm interested in seeing how this develops.
permalink embed parent

[–] bluesatin  17 points 1 month ago* 

Yeh Petapixel got banned for spamming/self-promotion reasons a while back, I can't
remember the exact details but I know Petapixel kicked up a huge tantrum about it and
threatening the mods about it; and we all know how well that works when the mods
showed everyone how much they were acting like a child.
permalink embed parent

[–] Flacvest  13 points 1 month ago 

It doesn't even look like a real person in the photoshopped image. It looks like art that was
painted on the door.
permalink embed

[–] bolanrox  2 points 1 month ago 

kind of like the Mourning brother photo someone posted earlier
permalink embed parent

[+] [deleted] 1 month ago (5 children)

[–] daniellinphoto  10 points 1 month ago 

Why do so many of these presumably great photographers try to commit career suicide in as
flamboyant of a manner as possible?
permalink embed

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 13 points 1 month ago 

Maybe doing it is how he made his career in the first place.
permalink embed parent

[+] [deleted] 1 month ago* (5 children)

[–] gerikson  9 points 1 month ago 

Apparently the suspicions were well-founded.
permalink embed

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 8 points 1 month ago 

Thanks - I've updated the main post with your link. Hope that's OK.
permalink embed parent

[–] gerikson  3 points 1 month ago 

Totally fine by me!
permalink embed parent

[–] levital  63 points 1 month ago 

The career of what looked to be a fantastic photographer who had a lot to offer has probably
been ruined.

You make it sound like it's not entirely his fault.
permalink embed

[–] nattfodd  44 points 1 month ago 

A lot to offer? Sorry, but if you resort to such extreme deception as photoshopping from
other people's photos, you are just a selfish piece of shit hurting the entire profession. I
hope he never works as a photographer again.
permalink embed parent

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 18 points 1 month ago 
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A lot to offer?

Yes - but I used it in the past tense. He clearly has talent, so it's a real shame he has
done what he's done. It's his own stupid fault, but it's still saddening.
permalink embed parent

[–] BobDucca  5 points 1 month ago 

Does he clearly have talent? How do we know that?
permalink embed parent

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 12 points 1 month ago 

He had a lot of good stuff, and I'm assuming not every single one of his
photos has been doctored or stolen.

But maybe I'm wrong.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  5 points 1 month ago 

in photoshop at least?
permalink embed parent

[–] b19pen15  1 point 1 month ago 

Not even though. It's such an odd photoshop job.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  2 points 1 month ago 

It's such an odd photoshop job

jobs there's at least 2 in the China article that are faked, with another
2 or 3 questionable ones, and thats out of 15 or what ever photos.
permalink embed parent

[–] Roolerk  4 points 1 month ago 

While you're not wrong I think you're misunderstanding the statement. He DOES have
a lot to offer, but... Well he's not really actually offering shit for that he ca. Go fuck
himself
permalink embed parent

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 14 points 1 month ago* 

I certainly didn't mean it that way.

Edit: I can't help but smile at how the top post is a comment on my grammar wording.
Never change, Reddit.
permalink embed parent

[–] fixurgamebliz  11 points 1 month ago 

Your issue is word choice, and diction, not grammar.

"has probably been ruined" implies that some external force ruined his career. In fact,
his own plagiarism did that. If you wrote "His career... has probably been ruined by his
own actions," it would make more sense in proscribing responsibility, but it would be a
cumbersome sentence, because you'd be using phrasing that implies one thing, and
then you need to use extra words to clarify.

Compare: "It's a shame that a fantastic photographer who had a lot to offer on his
own merit has, in all likelihood, ruined his career."

Not trying to bust your balls, just trying to explain. This is why people have editors.
permalink embed parent

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 14 points 1 month ago* 
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Thanks. I know I made errors in my writing - I just honestly didn't think to worry
about such nuances when I knocked this together, given the context. But Reddit
sure does enjoy highlighting mistakes!

I'm just sorry it's distracted from the actual story so much. Next time I'll be sure
to proof-read before posting. Or better yet, leave it to someone more qualified to
post!
permalink embed parent

[–] TheNo1Yeti  2 points 1 month ago 

Dude, just ignore the grammar reich. They are gonna nit pick no matter what
you do. Post, ignore the plebes, move on with life.
permalink embed parent

[+] [deleted] 1 month ago (1 child)

[–] merkaba8  7 points 1 month ago 

It's not just about grammar when your word choice drastically alters the meaning of
your sentence.
permalink embed parent

[–] blackmist  2 points 1 month ago 

That picture wasn't even that good after he'd over-processed it.

How much of the rest of his stuff did he swipe from others?
permalink embed parent

[–] Floatography  3 points 1 month ago 

hey, Steve McCurry managed to magic away his blatant photo shopping of multiple
images, maybe this guy can too.
permalink embed parent

[–] Nothing_is_art  -2 points 1 month ago 

As far as i know he merely retouched. Like stamping away a stop sign and such things.
Which is frowned upon / not allowed in his genre but actually i don't mibd it in travel
(in journalism it's obviously a problem)
permalink embed parent

[–] Floatography  5 points 1 month ago 

he went beyond retouching. He moved entire people, deleted people from scenes,
expanded his crop with the clone tool and claimed that his "technicians" did it and
that he was allowed to do it anyone since it was personal work.
permalink embed parent

[–] Nothing_is_art  1 point 1 month ago 

Lying about it is dumb But what i meant: he did not take anyones

Sorty I'm a fangirl >•>
permalink embed parent

[–] Fraggeist  8 points 1 month ago 

The photo with the mourning brother in his series about pollution in China looks also very
shopped. I am sure he did this many times and it just became a habit.
permalink embed

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 10 points 1 month ago 

This one? The area immediately around the man certainly does look odd.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  7 points 1 month ago 
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never saw that image before, but even not knowing the story at hand i would think
that looks worse than some things i shopped back in 99.
permalink embed parent

[–] mysticsika  6 points 1 month ago 

with hindsight that looks like some top notch craptastic cut and paste effort!
permalink embed parent

[–] Fraggeist  4 points 1 month ago 

Yes. It also makes no sense, that the man is slightly out of focus, but the grave is
pretty sharp. His shadow looks weird too...
permalink embed parent

[–] DaddyKoolAid [S] 1 point 1 month ago 

Good spot. Would you mind if I added it to the main post, so other people can
see? It's a bit buried down here.
permalink embed parent

[–] Fraggeist  2 points 1 month ago 

I wouldn't mind! Go ahead.
permalink embed parent

[–] earthsworld  2 points 1 month ago 

There's also a fake sun/lens flare further down in that series... the one with
the cop and card players.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  1 point 1 month ago 

and his color balance seems off?
permalink embed parent

[–] asianfatboy  5 points 1 month ago 

Yeah the man isn't even wearing anything you'd find in China. That's a Barong Tagalog, a
traditional formal attire in the Philippines.
permalink embed parent

[–] earthsworld  2 points 1 month ago 

yup, that's definitely a composite. Also, further down is an image with a cop on the left and
people playing cards at a table... the sun and lens flare have been added in post.
permalink embed parent

[–] Fraggeist  9 points 1 month ago 

In this one the men in the back look very off too. Just look at the guy in the upper
right corner. He looks like he is walking into the glas shielding the model.
permalink embed parent

[–] earthsworld  7 points 1 month ago 

Looks like it's even worse than that. The guys in the background might actually be
there, and it's the foreground person who has definitely been composited in. A few
of the wrinkles on the sleeve have been badly masked and there are mistakes
where the arm intersects the red ribbon on the left. Here's a higher res.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  3 points 1 month ago 

what do you think of the boy doing a spot on Cris Angel / David Blane?
permalink embed parent

[–] PhillipMB  1 point 1 month ago 
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If anyone else didn't get it right away like me: the running kid has somehow
disconnected his shadow from his body. Damn.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  1 point 1 month ago 

he also looks like he is floating, and is very blurred though that could be from
him shooting at a lower ISO, but given the circumstances..
permalink embed parent

[–] TollTrollLOL  7 points 1 month ago 

Its ok guys.

Sal Cincotta does it too. It just good business. Time is money, and shooting your own photos
takes time.

http://imgur.com/H0wSeU7

Source https://www.facebook.com/salcincottasr/photos/t.643080927/10152290769410602/?
type=3&theater

Stock photo http://imgur.com/fF1YdDI

Source https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/scary-trees-roots-dark-forest-71086381?
irgwc=1&utm_medium=Affiliate&utm_campaign=TinEye&utm_source=77643
permalink embed

[–] bolanrox  2 points 1 month ago 

he has better PS skills thats for sure
permalink embed parent

[–] lookup_discover  6 points 1 month ago 

Just ridiculous. There are no shortcuts to anywhere worth going.
permalink embed

[–] bolanrox  3 points 1 month ago 

I think he took Picasso a bit too literally?
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  6 points 1 month ago 

I am sure the kid is just jumping, but you have to wonder as he is floating..
permalink embed

[–] asianfatboy  3 points 1 month ago 

Edit 2: /u/Fraggeist has spotted that the man in this photo

So I reversed image searched that photo and found an article. It's supposed to be in China. The
man kneeling is wearing a Barong Tagalog. A traditional formal attire in the Philippines.

Even without that knowledge that looks like amateur photoshop work. The lighting and shadow
on him isn't even right.
permalink embed

[–] redflcn  2 points 1 month ago 

Nothing is sacred!
permalink embed

[–] VoidCake  2 points 1 month ago 

why this sudden change of heart? do you think it was the phantom thieves?
permalink embed

[–] cwk84  2 points 1 month ago 
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I don't understand how all award winning photographers have horrible pictures. The pictures in
the link are horrible and just from looking at them, you can tell it's a fake composite. Am I
missing something? Who gives a peep about awards anyway. I don't even know how you can
get them Lol. My fav photographers don't have awards and their work is dope and legitimate.
permalink embed

[–] andrewspear  1 point 1 month ago 

Some awards are pretty fucking important. PDN 30, World Press, etc.
permalink embed parent

[–] cwk84  1 point 1 month ago 

How do you get those? Do they approach you through your social media accounts or
do you have to submit work?
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  1 point 1 month ago 

he got his first award / grant after posting the first picture on his blog.
permalink embed parent

[–] cwk84  1 point 1 month ago 

There are so many talented photographers out there and they didn't get an
award. Seems like a pretty nitpicky system.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  1 point 1 month ago 

pretty much, yeah some skill + ton of blind luck
permalink embed parent

[–] cwk84  1 point 1 month ago 

http://resourcemagonline.com/2016/02/the-jake-olson-rabbit-hole-
goes-much-deeper-than-that-facebook-comment/63808/

This a-hole also won awards. I don't understand for what, though. He
uses JD's actions and overlays, I believe. That's exactly Jessica
Drossin's style but he won awards for it and then he thinks he's
something important and special. He sells all kinds of LR presets and
stuff. People really need to stop buying that crap so that
photographers like him won't be able to make it.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  1 point 1 month ago 

Or dotta's photoshopping
permalink embed parent

[–] andrewspear  1 point 1 month ago 

PDN 30 you have to be nominated. World Press you submit work.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  0 points 1 month ago 

guess it is the difference between an artistic shot and a capture the moment snapshot.

IMO subject matter, aside his stuff looks like snapshots, even compared to other
Photojournalist works. His stories drive the power and the photo is there to document it I
think
permalink embed parent

[–] bubbaluggs  2 points 1 month ago 
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permalink embed

[–] brainchasm  3 points 1 month ago 

Can't. Currently holding Datta's Pepsi.
permalink embed parent

[–] bolanrox  1 point 1 month ago 

i wonder if he flies united?
permalink embed parent

[–] brainchasm  3 points 1 month ago 

No way. Delta with car seats all the way.
permalink embed parent

[–] algo  2 points 1 month ago 

The image he created is terrible I guess it's all in how you sell it.
permalink embed

[–] em_por  2 points 1 month ago 

For me, the main question remains why an obviously naturally talented photographer need to
do this?
permalink embed

[–] [deleted] 1 point 1 month ago 

Only a step down from Frankie Hopkins, because at least he admits it
permalink embed

[–] OnlyOnceOccluded  1 point 1 month ago 

Sousvide Datta
permalink embed

[–] Higuana  0 points 1 month ago 

not surprised.
permalink embed

π  
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How Souvid Datta’s unethical behavior is exposing
photojournalism’s lack of ethics

MAY 7, 2017MAY 7, 2017 �
For me, it all started last Monday, when I came across a post, by BENJAMIN CHESTERTON,
entitled  LENSCULTURE AND THE COMMODIFICATION OF RAPE
(https://www.duckrabbit.info/2017/04/lensculture-commodification-rape/), in which the author
addressed a photo-contest created by Magnum Photos and LensCulture. The core of the problem was,
as the title put forward, the photograph chosen to promote that competition. After shit hit the fan
(we’ll get there in a moment), LensCulture published an apology in which they state that
(https://www.facebook.com/lensculture/posts/10155156609177368) 1) Magnum Photos had
nothing to do with the choice of that image (although they promoted the author in their page and had
previously awarded him); 2) They claim it was clearly inappropriate and thoughtless on [their] part. 

The photograph in question was taken by Souvid Datta (b. India 1990) and depicts a “trafficked
child sex slave being raped”, as Chesterton puts it. Chesterton chose not to publish the photograph
and I’ll follow his steps, for I think that’s the only ethical take on this. To sum it up, the photograph
shows a view above a bed, where we see the back of the rapist on top of the child, who is looking
away. So not only is the girl being exploited in real life, now she’s also exploited through the
photographer’s gaze and, as a consequence, through everyone else’s gaze. It’s Chesterton’s opinion
that if it weren’t for “human rights activist (formerly of Amnesty) Rob Godden  [who] pointed out
how indecent the use of the image was
(https://www.facebook.com/robert.godden.5/posts/1557776854263615), it would still be being
shared on Facebook”. And then again, Chesterton resumes:

This is a horrific case where one abuse, one exploitation has been heaped on another. Where a real
human, with a real story, real children and real feelings is reduced to clickbait for a shitty
competition in which you can trade your soul for exposure.All for $60.

Although,  initially, LensCulture issued an apology in which they were still justifying the
photographer’s approach (https://www.facebook.com/lensculture/posts/10155145334127368),
stating they believed the work of the photographer to have been carried out with great ethical care
and in close collaboration with the subject portrayed, they then reviewed their position (under a lot
of pressure, of course) and editor-in-chief Jim Casper wrote the following:

LensCulture staff are reviewing international guidelines for ethical reporting and
photojournalism, and we will be applying a much more rigorous editorial review process before
publishing material of this nature in the future. 
We are sorry for our several errors in this matter, and we apologize. 

MENU



Original Mary Ellen Mark
photograph from the project

“Falkland Road”.
“Transvestites getting dressed
in a courtyard.Falkland Road,

Bombay, India” , 1978.

Datta’s photograph, labelled
as folows: “Radhika, 17, in the
room of a veteran sex worker,
Asma, in Sonagachi (featured
dressing in background). The

two have grown close over
Radhika’s period here; she
respects and learns from
Asma’s experience and
matter of fact, survival

attitude, while Asma feels a
fondness for Radhika’s
unfettered ‘kindness,

curiosity’ and innocence.
Strong bonds can often form
within brothels as girls learn

to support each other and
find self-empowerment

through group assertion and
collective experience.”

But then, what looked like a common ethical problem – how often do we see victims being
objectified by photojournalists?  – turned into an even bigger scandal. In the National Press
Photographers Association‘s website,  Melissa Lyttle wrote about the following events regarding
Souvid Datta’s work (https://nppa.org/news/opinon-looking-souvid-dattas-transgressions). Let me
try and sum it up:

1. Following the LensCulture/Magnum Photos usage of Datta’s image, Shreya Bhat, a social worker
who once worked with the same sex workers Datta claims to have photographed, exposed
his  plagiarism of a Mary Ellen Mark photograph
(https://petapixel.com/2017/05/03/photographer-souvid-datta-appears-plagiarized-mary-ellen-
mark/), sharing her story with Chesterton and PetaPixel, by email. Now, when I look at
this  particular image, I can’t help but wonder  about the attention it got, when it first started to
circulate and enter competitions in the context of a series entitled  “In the Shadows of Kolkata”.
Wasn’t it obvious? Doesn’t the figure on the back look like a spectrum?

2. Because that photograph was
part of a series that had  earned
Datta an award  of excellence in
the College Photographer of the
Year
(https://www.cpoy.org)  (CPOY)
Documentary category in 2013, it
triggered a bigger wave of
indignation and consequently the
CPOY published a statement
justifying the  rescission of that
award (https://www.cpoy.org/?
s=Home&utm_source=poyi&utm
_medium=poyifacebookfridayapr
es&utm_content=SouvidDatta).
There, the CPOY calls for younger
generations to be more
responsible, stating that: Now,
more than ever, the integrity of our
profession demands adherence to
journalistic ethics. CPOY calls on
you, as student photographers, to
put ethics at the core of your
being and your work. What CPOY
does not  explain is how they
failed to notice this very poor
manipulation and this raises
subsequent questions, namely:
How carefully do these judges
look at photographs? As
MICHAEL ZHANG
(https://petapixel.com/author/

michaelczhang/), from PetaPixel, concludes: “Over  the past several years, Datta has collected a
number of prestigious awards and grants in photography. They include the PDN 30
(http://pdn%2030/) in 2017, the Pulitzer Centre Grant (http://pulitzercenter.org/people/souvid-
datta) in 2016, the Getty Grant for Editorial Photography
(http://wherewestand.gettyimages.com/gi_grants/grants-for-editorial-photography/#recipients) in

2015, PDN Annual



© Souvid Datta. © Souvid Datta. © Souvid Datta.

© Souvid Datta. Near the
centre of Tianjin in northern

coastal China, a man
scavenges for scraps of metal

at one of the several vast
landfill sites used by

corporations and small
businesses alike. A

wastewater pipe is visible,
and in the background looms

a cluster of new, luxury
apartment blocks.

© Souvid Datta. Early on the
1st of January 2014, a man

stands on the Bund
promenade overlooking

Shanghai’s futuristic financial
district shrouded in a smog of

air pollution.

© Souvid Datta. A street
scene in Beijing. While

environmental problems
continue to burgeon within
the country most citizens
remain oblivious to the

urgency and details of this
human cost to national

development.

2015, PDN Annual
(http://www.shutterloveonline.com/contest_galleries/photoannual/2015/Gallery.php?
ShowCase=208#208-Souvid_Datta) in 2015, and Magnum Photos 30 Under 30 Award
(http://www.bjp-online.com/2015/02/magnum-30-under-30-winners-announced/) in 2015. He’s
also one of the 12 contestants on this year’s “Masters of Photography” reality TV show
(http://masterofphotography.tv/), by Sky Arts.” 

And this is where things get really complicated, because can the same industry that promotes a
certain kind of photographic approach now behave like this is a scandal, only because
manipulation and appropriation are clearly recognized as ethical transgressions? Besides all that,
why were his works worth awarding and promoting in the first place? What is his originality?
What is it that we need to see about the violent abuses of sex workers in Kolkata that Datta had
managed to expose? Take, as another example, Datta’s project China: The Human Price of Pollution
(http://souvid.org/album/china-the-human-price-of-pollution.html), which was chosen by
Magnum Photos for their 30 under 30 award: what is it about this project that is truthful, original and
worth seeing?

3
.

Daniele Volpe (http://www.danielevolpe.com), a photographer
based in Guatemala, wrote a Facebook post exposing Datta’s

appropriation of some of his photographs



© Daniele Volpe. Daniele
says: “I took the picture of
man with hat in a remote

mountainous region of north
Guatemala, not in a

Guatemala City’s slum as
Datta said. He is a genocide
survivor and this picture is

part of a short coverage I did
in 2010

(http://www.danielevolpe.co
m/?page_id=360).”

© Daniele Volpe. Daniele
says: “The photo of the man

with weapon is in my
Instagram feed

(https://www.instagram.com
/p/yAF82oSDIl/).”

appropriation of some of his photographs
(https://www.facebook.com/daniele.volpe.566/posts/1908197796109484?pnref=story). Nothing is
simple in this story, for Daniele, himself, acknowledged he had known about this since last
November and had failed to act accordingly. How can this be? Why did the photographer hesitated to
expose this appropriation? Would it be an error to assume that this relativism, this individualism, is
also part of the problem. Why do people forget that when it comes to human rights  (and labor
related issues, for that matter), one person’s action is always consequent?

4. Datta agreed to talk to Olivier
Laurent
(http://time.com/author/olivier-
laurent/), from Time, and there
he confessed
(http://time.com/4766312/souvid-
datta/):

The first thing I want to do is take
responsibility. In 2013-15, [when I
was] aged 22-24, I foolishly
doctored images, inexcusably lied
about others’ work being my own
and then buried these
wrongdoings in the years that
followed. Now these images are
resurfacing, they threaten to

undermine any work I have legitimately pursued since and,
crucially, all the trust that the people in my photos, my
collaborators and supporting institutions placed in me. I am so
profusely sorry for this. I hope to begin making amends…

But what I find most surprising about this interview is why Olivier
Laurent chooses to pose the following question: “Can we still trust

that work?”  Is it really something the author should answer? Doesn’t this question expose
something else that is corrupting the idea of truth in photojournalism? Let me try and explain. In
answering that questions, Datta says the following:

From here on, I do not know what will happen to me or the stories I have followed. I fear above
all that they may remain untold. My credibility has been fundamentally challenged, and I
understand the serious implications of that in an industry where credibility counts for
everything.

I want to suggest that maybe Laurent and Datta are missing one point, that is: 1) we don’t need to
see the face of the victims exploited in a photograph to know about sex-trafficking; if a
photographer goes on to do that, then he better level with the victims and show us the place he
occupies in that framing. If there is truth, I have little doubts it is “in” the author’s approach and
no ethics is more important than his. The credibility will derive from there, from that truth.
Unfortunately, the photojournalism industry has allowed the nominal value to become a bigger value
than it should be. If photojournalism wants to be ruled by ethics and truth, it can’t really abide by the
art market’s rules at the same time. They are not compatible, as everyone in either field knows. 

And we’ll go back to the beginning and to Chesterton’s words. In a conversation with Diane Smyth,
from British Journal of Photography (http://www.bjp-online.com/2017/05/report-why-souvid-
dattas-image-theft-is-the-least-of-the-problem/), Chesterton argues against “the need” to see the sort

of imagery Datta was first and foremost, doing and, secondly, being awarded for:



of imagery Datta was first and foremost, doing and, secondly, being awarded for:

There’s this idea you should be able to photograph anything, but this photography doesn’t
threaten people who work in [and control] this industry, there’s no argument for people who want
to make a difference… These pictures don’t do anything, how can I do anything for this child to
make her better off? There are people work in these slums, wonderful people [who try to help
victims of sex trafficking]. Give agency to them.

On a final note, I should say that, again following Chesterton’s note, I hope this doesn’t turn out to
be another tragic story, like that of Kevin Carter’s (both were awarded Pultizer’s, Carter in 1994 and
Datta in 2016). Datta needs to change profession, I think that is pretty clear, and then forgive himself,
maybe go on to do some therapy and carry on a different and better life.

On another note, this should be enough to open the industry’s eyes to the need to follow their own
code of ethics. But, then again, it’s never enough. The problem seams to be an overall lack of
seriousness. They set a code of ethics and some guidelines to help them highlight some authors
and photographs, in detriment of others, but they end up just glimpsing at the images, not taking
into account their own rules. 

Blog at WordPress.com.
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A Breakdown of Ethics in the Fine Art of
Photojournalism-Time to See Reality

PUBLISHED MAY 8, 2017 BY ROB JOHNS

It’s been a tough week for photojournalism with rising star Souvid
Datta on the ropes and the industry left reeling from what the
British Journal of Photography described as the ‘scandal of the
season.’

PetaPixel broke the original story on 03 May, alleging Datta had
Photoshopped a character from a Mary Ellen Mark picture into his
own work. Social media quickly melted into a frenzy and it wasn’t
long before more allegations of plagiarism began to surface,
including criticism of the industry. He has since admitted
plagiarising the work of other photographers including Daniele
Volpe, Hazel Thompson and Raul Irani.

ROB JOHNS PHOTOGRAPHY
News and Views about Photography



But this isn’t a simple story of ‘foolish’ photoshopping as Time
magazine would have you believe. Duckrabbit published another
story raising a far more serious question about the ethics of his
work and importantly, the use by LensCulture of a picture of a child
being raped to promote a photography competition run by
Magnum photos.

The issue of ethics is not only central to the Datta story, it is the
very cornerstone of photojournalism or at least it should be. Get
that right and you’re less likely to transgress in other areas such
as plagiarism which begs the question exactly what sort of
training was Datta receiving? Did his mentors not impress ethics
upon him? To me, that would be the obvious place to start for
anyone entering the profession.

For an industry that deals with every aspect of human life,
photojournalism appears to be worryingly lacking in both ethics
and compassion. Practitioners will inspire you with powerful
words claiming to bear witness, tell the story, the truth, empower,
offer dignity, hope, empathy, compassion, seek change,
communicate, give a voice to and so the list goes on. Two words
come to my mind, smoke and arse!

But what lies behind the photojournalists vocabulary? Who’s
offering a coherent example of how to do things? Traditionally, it’s
the people at the top who give talks, write articles, review
portfolios, sit on jury’s, win awards, offer masterclasses and work
for the big agencies and magazines that lead the way. They are the
role models, the influencers who countless thousands look to for
direction. They are the people who lead by example and help to
shape the industry.

Sadly, the profession is littered with casualties. Only last year
Steve McCurry came under the spotlight when evidence emerged
of his work being subjected to excessive image manipulation. He



claims that he’s no longer a photojournalist but describes himself
as a ‘visual storyteller.’ Isn’t that the same thing as a
photojournalist? Come on Steve, what am I missing here?

Like I said, many photojournalists appear to be better at spin than
ethics. Anyway, it was the production assistant who did it,
according to Steve, who no longer works for him, so that’s cleared
that up.

Italian photographer Paolo Viglione spotted the dodgy photoshopping at an exhibition in Italy.

One of the biggest inspirations in my life has been Sebastião
Salgado but he too has had his ethics questioned. In 2012, his
Genesis project came under fire when it became known the
London exhibition at the Natural History Museum was being
sponsored by Vale, a Brazilian mining company that has been
voted the corporation with the most contempt for the environment
and human rights in the world.

The Natural History Museum in London had no qualms about being in bed with Vale despite their
appalling record on human rights and the environment.



Despite this, the Natural History Museum defended Vale’s
involvement, saying that Vale and the Genesis exhibition had a
mutual concern with ‘the balance of human relationships with our
planet.’ A spokesman said: ‘We believe the challenge is to work
responsibly to find a balance between use and protection of
natural resources, and that Vale is working in a reputable way.’

In 2015, Brazil suffered the worst environmental disaster in its
history when the Fundao dam burst killing 15 people including
children and causing 32 million cubic metres of mineral waste to
flood the landscape and contaminate the River Doce. Who was
responsible? Yep, the dam was owned by Vale and BHP Billiton. So
much for the Natural History Museum’s statement about Vale
working in a reputable way. Ethics are such a disposable
commodity.

As far as I know, Salgado has never commented about Vale
sponsoring his work. I’m all ears Sebastião if you want to have
your say.

What I find increasingly disturbing about photojournalism is the
print sale market particularly under the guise of fine art. There
appears to be no filter to determine what is appropriate and what
isn’t. Going back to Salgado, his work, Refugees at the Korem
Camp, Ethiopia, 1984, is currently being offered for sale by Beetles
and Huxley for $16,000 for a 24” x 35” print, add vat and you’re
looking at a hefty price of $19.200 for one print.

How does real human suffering become a high value fine art object? Would holocaust pictures
ever be acceptable as fine art images? What code of ethics is being applied here?



I don’t want to discuss the epic beauty of his work or the tonal
quality but I do want to bring the focus back to the content as
that’s what appears to be missing in the majority of discussions.
People have stopped seeing what the picture really shows. It is
important to understand that the 1983-1985 Ethiopian famine was
the worst in a century claiming the lives of some 1 million people
and making countless others destitute. Those of you old enough
to remember may recall the 1985 Live Aid concert, where the pop
world came together to raise as much money as possible to help
save the lives of millions of people on the brink of death.

The family featured in Salgado’s photo are real, they are not
models but people facing the most brutal of circumstances living
in a refugee camp with an uncertain future. The child at the front
looks like he or she is ready to collapse, barely able to stand up
and unable to look at the camera.

I asked Beetles and Huxley if they have an ethical policy in place or
a programme of giving back. They said, ‘no, we do not have an
official policy, we are a tiny business. I certainly don’t think that
anything we sell is unethical, if that’s what you’re suggesting?’

So here we are in 2017 and guess what, Ethiopia is still facing a
crisis from another famine. Did Salgado’s work make any
difference and who really benefitted from it? I can’t help but
wonder what happened to the family featured in his photograph
and how would they feel knowing that a Western photographer has
been selling ‘fine art’ prints of their suffering for $20k a print. Is
there not something quite obscene about all of this?

Yes, I know Salgado can’t solve the Ethiopian famine on his own
but I find it both ironic and vulgar that photographs of starving
people can become objects of fine art. What kind of morals and
terms of reference are at work here? Would any pictures of
starving jews in concentration camps ever be appropriate as fine
art? Can someone explain how human suffering can even become
fine art?

I asked Beetles and Huxley if any of the profits from Salgado’s
work go back to the people in the photograph or towards any food
programmes in Ethiopia. I was told, ‘there is no official distribution
of funds from Salgado to the people in his photographs as that
would obviously be impossible to manage across all of his work.



He and his wife are incredibly charitable and while I can’t tell you
the exact programmes they support, I am sure that they have
considered such ideas in the past. Very famously, for example, he
has ploughed a lot of money into rebuilding the rainforest around
where he lives in Brazil.’

Well I’m thrilled to know Salgado has a lovely garden rainforest
around his family home again and of course, that justifies selling
pictures of people on the brink of death as fine art. Suddenly, I’m
feeling so much better about this.

I came across Ami Vitale on a webinar sometime back which led
me to research her work. She’s a well respected photojournalist
who’s won a ton of awards, she’s also a Nikon ambassador and
regularly works for National Geographic. I found a black and white
picture of a young girl on her website, Adema Balde from Guinea
Bissua in West Africa. It struck me how sad she looked, her eyes
starring back at me, full of sorrow. I read the caption and was
upset to read that she died later that year trying to escape an
arranged marriage.

Adema Balde lived a short life burdened with poverty and abuse
and died escaping from the wretched circumstances she was born
into. I was surprised to find Ami offering the image for sale as a
fine art print with the option of having it signed for added kudos.

How is it appropriate to sell pictures of a dead child as fine art? Would it be acceptable for Ami to
do that if the child was from her own community?

The picture is also for sale on Alamy with an incomplete caption
and without any restrictions and no mention of the fact that the
child died. Other images include a girl crying from the brutality of
female genital mutilation and a close-up of the knife used to



commit the atrocity. The same pictures are also for sale on Vitale’s
website as fine art prints.

The picture shows a girl who’s just been circumcized but the caption on Alamy simply reads,
‘tears run down a child’s cheeks.’ Ami claims to find ‘the disregard for original purpose,

unnerving.’ How is the original purpose supposed to be maintained when the accompanying
caption itself is incorrect? This is the responsibility of the photographer. Also, no restrictions

have been placed on the picture to ensure original purpose is maintained.

Ami has written an interesting article, Safeguarding Truth in
Photojournalism, it’s about what she did when she discovered
‘misappropriated’ use of some of her pictures for the
#BringBackOurGirls campaign when Boko Haram kidnapped 250
girls in Nigeria in 2014. She offers some useful advice about how
photographers can monitor and gain control of their work in the
digital age when pictures posted online can be stolen so easily
and expresses outrage about how her subjects had been misused
in a way that Westerners would not tolerate.



This picture of a girl who’s recently been circumcised actually contravenes UNICEF ethical
guidelines for photographing children. The image is for sale as a fine art print. Would a picture of

a Western child in these circumstances be acceptable material to be sold as a fine art print?

She says, it’s not about race, but about changing the rules where
the developing world is concerned. “It’s not a black or white issue,”
it’s about applying the same standards across the planet.”

I wonder if Ami had told Adema Balde that she was going to be
selling her image as fine art prints for hundreds of dollars? Is this
not reducing the life of a human being to a commodity to be sold
for profit without any moral or ethical considerations. A
commodity for rich Western art buyers to trade or mount on a wall
like a hunting trophy from some perverse safari.

How is it even tasteful or appropriate to offer for sale a
photograph of a dead child. Adema Balde deserves the same
dignity and respect we would expect had she been our own
daughter. Have I got this wrong?

The absurd collision of suffering as a fine art object in a contemporary environment.



And then there’s Ron Haviv, co-founder of VII photo agency, a big
name in the industry who doesn’t see anything wrong with working
with Lockheed Martin and BAE systems, two of the biggest
weapons manufacturers in the world. Duckrabbit have produced
several detailed posts about this which you can read here.

A picture sold to Lockheed Martin used as an advert features what
looks like tracks with fire and smoke in the distance illustrating a
direct hit on a moving target. The advert is for a weapons system
known as a small diameter bomb used by aircraft. Yep, you read
that right, Ron Haviv supplied his work to be used for an ad for a
bomb. This is the man who travels the world documenting victims
of war and suffering. What is going on in your head Ron?

A photo taken by Ron Haviv sold to Lockheed Martin that was used to to make an advert
for a bomb.

Replying to Duckrabbit, Ron said, his commercial agent had sold
the picture to Lockheed Martin and they exercised their right to
add smoke and text. I can see what Ron’s doing here, he’s
distancing himself from the transaction and passing the buck to
his agent, similar to what Steve did, who blamed his production
assistant. But wait, you can exercise control over how your work is
used. You have every right to refuse a sale for whatever reason.
Ron knows this already so I’d be interested to know what code of
ethics he subscribes to.



Despite trying to distance himself from the picture sold to Lockheed Martin by blaming his
commercial agent there’s no denying it’s Ron’s work. It’s featured in his book, Afghanistan: The

Road to Kabul.

Call For Change

So are the people at the top providing strong leadership in the area
of ethics? Are they suitable role models to follow? What can they
teach us about ethics?

Interestingly, Steve McCurry is still working in the industry. I’m not
sure if Salgado has retired to his garden, Ami is National
Geographic’s darling and appears to have found a new direction
focussing on wildlife and travel while Ron Haviv continues to
shoot stories for big name clients. These are all experienced
people. Surely, they should know better. Perhaps we just have low
expectations or aren’t really bothered about ethics.

Returning to Souvid Datta who sparked this whole debate. He’s
owned up and admitted to plagiarism. As for photographing
‘Beauty,’ well he’s taken a line from leading photojournalists and
said she asked him to photograph her that way.

I think it’s time to call to account the practices we all employ as
photographers including the professional, ethical, moral and
commercial frameworks we work within. I want to encourage a
wider discussion about how we curate and use pictures in the
photography industry and challenge current practices and terms
of reference which I feel are exploitative of the very people we
claim to support.

Change has to be industry wide and global if we are to have any
hope of offering real dignity, hope and respect to the weakest and
most vulnerable people in the world, often powerless and without
a voice.



Finally, if it’s acceptable for established photojournalists to make
poor judgements and demonstrate questionable ethics and still be
embraced by the industry then why is it right for Souvid Datta who
is young and relatively inexperienced to be thrown out? Is he a
scapegoat to pacify the public, to pretend everything is ok in the
photojournalism industry. It smells like hypocrisy to me?

15 May 2017 – Update: Response from Ami
Vitale
Share this:
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Michael Preston

Great article – very well written and so, so true.

As a photographer, I feel so lucky to have had you as my teacher
when I was first starting out. I learnt so much that has stuck in my
head and I’m definitely a better photographer from the experience.

MAY 13, 2017 

Rob Johns

Thank you Michael, that’s very kind. I’ve always believed
humanity has to come first.

MAY 13, 2017 

Gerard

Really very well written & there is nothing to disagree with here.
Thank you

MAY 13, 2017 

Gerard

Really well written I wholeheartedly agree with everything you
write. Thank you.
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shan bhattacharya

You have really summed up the sentiment in this great artcle by
this sentence – “A commodity for rich Western art buyers to trade
or mount on a wall like a hunting trophy from some perverse
safari.” Images of poverty and plight certainly invokes a sense of
exoticism in the Westerner’s eye, thereby creating this market.
Now it seems like several photojournalists from the subcontinent
have also inherited that Western gaze and are continuing to serve
that market.

MAY 13, 2017 

Rob Johns

I was so moved when I saw the picture of Adema Balde and
read the caption, those words were the only way I could
sum up how I was feeling. I knew it was wrong but was
staggered others couldn’t. Adema Balde deserves dignity,
she was never an object but a child.
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Tom Blaser

Thank you thank you thank you
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Rob Johns

You’re most welcome. Thank you for your support. Things
need to change.
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aditya

interesting
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aditya

interesting but I would like to point out its NOT THE AESTHETICS
but the MARKETABILITY of the image by shock value …….

MAY 14, 2017
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Tom

Thanks for the article. The Salgado and Vitale images I think bring
up the greatest dilemmas going through the mind of many
photographers… that of documenting someone other than
themselves, which will often be someone less well off, and then
having the possibility of someone like Beetles and Huxley wanting
to sell that print for a lot of money. Is it ethical? As you’ve
presented it here with the Salgado example… well clearly it feels
very uncomfortable. I know many that have accused him of being
greedy, simply because he is rich from selling prints like this. But
most young photographers aren’t. I gave up a long time ago on the
idea of being able to afford to live in my home city of london (albeit
a ridiculous example among cities for rising house prices). If
someone suggested they would sell some of my photographs (of,
among others, people affected by Leprosy, Bangladeshi stone
miners, Syrian refugees, Armenian prisoners) for a high price, well
I’m not sure what I would do. (In fact I don’t believe people would
want my work privately on their wall, but the theoretical question
remains). When I take personal work to magazines or online
media, few want to pay anything of significance if they do at all.
I’ve discovered my great love on this earth is to get to know people
completely different from myself. I would love to spend the rest of
my life collaborating with them to tell their story. But is it always
unethical for me to make money from selling a private print of
them? Or is there a line where the amount becomes obscene? I’m
asking these questions quite genuinely, even knowing that they
may never apply to me…

MAY 14, 2017 

Tom

I should emphasise that I am really glad I read this article…
and whole-heartedly agree on your points… hence my
dilemma!
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Rob Johns

I think the question that needs to be asked first is, what are
the terms of reference being applied to the fine art market?
Who is deciding what is appropriate and what isn’t? Like I
said in my article, would any pictures of people in
concentration camps ever be deemed suitable for the fine
art market? The answer is overwhelmingly no. Ask yourself
why, then apply those same values to people suffering in
refugee camps and determine why it’s justified to treat
them any differently.

MAY 14, 2017 

maria lopez

It strikes me to see that in the end, it always comes down to the
photographer ego: ‘it’s been a struggle…”, this and that…poor me…

I’m no photographer. I’m a visual anthropologist (yes there is such
thing). And as such, I want to say to photographers and image
producers: either you come up with narratives that respect the
subject (hint= do not deny agency over the discourse about
themselves, do no deny dignity) + tells something interesting
(hint= interrogates the interrelations that make up the
complexities you should be interested in) , or you don’t shoot. It’s
that simple.

Bonus if your narrative contributes to change the world/ the root
causes of violence ( we are still waiting for one to do so, maybe
Smita Sharma’s way of working will)

Double Bonus if your narrative questions the politics of
representation (if you don’t know what that is: again, do not shoot
and go educate yourself).

Same for mediocre editors, jurys and gatekeepers.

The rest is egoes and dust.
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Robert

“He claims that he’s no longer a photojournalist but describes
himself as a ‘visual storyteller.’ Isn’t that the same thing as a
photojournalist? Come on Steve, what am I missing here?” 
Do you you sincerely not understand the difference or are you
playing innocent just to make a point? A visual story teller can use
any device (fiction/reality) to tell a story. Photojournalism is a
Visual story telling but not the other way necessarily.
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Rob Johns

Hence my comment, what am I missing here?
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Robert

If Steve claims to be a Visual storyteller, he is not
bound to rules of photojournalism. He can
manipulate the images with photoshop till his heart
bleeds pixels.
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Rob Johns

Yes, I want to know more. It’s not enough for
him to say he’s a visual storyteller because a
photojournalist is also a visual storyteller.
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Etienne Bossot

Very well written. The same is happening in every field of
photography, and I have been deceived for numbers of years by
the “elite” and “leaders” of Travel Photography. I wrote an article a
few days ago about the ethics of travel photography. 
http://www.picsofasia.com/2017/05/16/ethics-travel-
photography-2/

MAY 17, 2017 

Photojournalism Ethics: Response from Ron Haviv - ROB

JOHNS PHOTOGRAPHY

[…] a Reddit AMA session. You may recall I had some questions for
Ron Haviv from my post about the breakdown of ethics in
photojournalism. Duckrabbit have in the past tried to ask Mr Haviv
about the same issue which you can read here. […]

JUNE 6, 2017 

© 2017 Rob Johns. All rights reserved
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Dark days for photojournalism
May 14, 2017

British-Indian photographer, Souvid Datta, has confessed to doctoring
images and stealing work, after he was caught Photoshopping material
captured by legendary photographer, Mary Ellen Mark, into his own photo.

But the people who broke the story say photojournalism faces a bigger issue,
as Datta’s light-fingered approach has garnered more outcry than a much
uglier matter –  another controversial and widely-published image by Datta
‘shows the rape of a minor’.

Datta picked up a camera and labelled himself a photojournalist in 2013.
Since then he’s been a rising star, earning a large number of prestigious
grants including a Getty Images Editorial Grant, a Magnum
Photos/LensCulture award, an Alexia Foundation award, a Pulitzer Centre
Grant and the Visura Photojournalism Grant.

Time estimates he’s received over US$30,000 in grants over three years.

On May 3 Petapixel exposed the young photojournalist for unethical conduct
after a tip from Shreya Bhat, a social worker involved in the Indian sex
industry.

Bhat noticed an Indian transvestite in a photo taken by Mark in 1978 had
miraculously appeared in one of Datta’s photos from 2014, holding the same
pose – but captioned with a different name.

Datta’s controversial photo series, In the Shadows of Kolkata, documented
violence among sex workers in Sonagachi, India. It was his first project, and
many after followed a similar theme of sex work and human trafficking.

‘Something was strange and it honestly did not take me long to figure that a
part of the image had been Photoshopped out of Mary Ellen Mark’s work,’
Bhat told PetaPixel. ‘I just rubbished it off thinking it’s a juvenile photographer
nicking the work of someone legendary.’

Datta admitted to Time Lightbox he doctored a number of images in the
photos series from 2013, and also came clean about stealing work from other
photographers.

A screenshot from Petapixel showing the
two cropped images side-by-side.

—
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Strangely, Time didn’t ask him about the photograph showing an under-age
prostitute with a client, despite publicity for the image being the precursor to
Bhat reporting the manipulation.

Datta blamed his doctoring and stealing on a lack of ethics as an uneducated
photojournalist.

‘I didn’t know anything of photographic ethics (back then), about the existence
of a serious photojournalism industry or how best to investigate topics as a
journalist,’ he said. ‘But I did come from a background of visual arts and I felt
compelled to make images of my experiences in Kolkata, having been
especially moved by the stories of the girls I met in Sonagachi.’

He explained that in the doctored photo, the original subject did not want to
be photographed. He captured the image anyway. Fortunately for him, Mark’s
subject looked similar to the woman, so he copy and pasted it as an
‘experiment’ – he was just learning Photoshop.

‘The damning mistake came in uploading that image onto my blog,’ he said. ‘I
did this without accreditation or acknowledgment that it had been tampered
with and that it included elements of [Mark’s] image. I wrote the caption as if
Asma (the woman who didn’t want to be photographed) herself was in this
image, not a woman from someone else’s work. In effect, I lied.’

Datta claims to have later learnt about journalism ethics and responsibility, and
felt ashamed for his action, but instead of confessing he tried to bury his lies.

It worked for a while, although until he was caught the doctored images
continued to be published. Perhaps he’s more sorry he was busted, and
there are crocodile tears in this confession. He paints himself as victim:

‘Being a freelance photojournalist today is to live in an uncertain world of fierce
competition — not only regarding photographic skill, but also of networking,
self-promotion, business acumen, sincerity and flair,’ he said. ‘I certainly won’t
speak for others, but I have been affected by these industry pressures more
than I would have ever liked to admit; resorting to extreme, foolhardy
measures in the insecure hope of standing out.’

The photographer has, quite deservedly, been slammed for his actions.

The National Press Photographers Association (NPPA), a representative body
for visual journalists, issued a statement saying what Datta did is ‘inexcusable
and not only betrays the trust that others placed in him but in an age of “fake
news” undermines the public trust in our profession’.

NPPA president, Melissa Lyttle, reminds photojournalists to read its code of
ethics.

The Alexia Foundation, an organisation which promotes photojournalism
projects through grants and scholarships, awarded Datta US$500 in 2013
and has now launched an investigation to determine its course of action
against him.

It has taken over four years for the photographer to be caught out, in which
time he built a career primarily on long-term projects documenting human
trafficking. He fears his legitimate work will lose credibility and the ‘real’ stories
will not be trusted.

‘I do not know what will happen to me or the stories I have followed. My
credibility has been fundamentally challenged, and I understand the serious
implications of that in an industry where credibility counts for everything,’ he
said. ‘I will say that for the work I have done as a serious photojournalist, and



most of all for this (other, later) project investigating women trafficking in India, I
have given my utmost to uphold principles of respect, journalistic insight,
compassion, perspective and perseverance.’

Photojournalism faces ‘bigger problems’ 
It’s alarming Datta enjoyed a rising career that was founded on
dishonesty. But for Bhat, and Benjamin Chesterton – another individual
instrumental in breaking the scandal – there’s a bigger issue.

Datta’s career unravelled after LensCulture, a US photo magazine, promoted
a competition it was running alongside Magnum Photos with a photo taken by
the photojournalist.

The photo shows a teenage sex worker ‘visibly distressed’ looking straight at
the camera with a naked man on top of her. The caption for the photo said
the 16-year old girl was forced to have sexual interactions with a ‘client’ in the
red-light district of Kolkata.

Essentially, the duo says LensCulture and Magnum used a photo of a rape to
promote the photo contest.

‘I’ve seen some moral bankruptcy in photojournalism, but this is the most
extreme,’ wrote Chesterton, co-founder of Duckrabbit, a film production and
training company. ‘This is a photo of a child sex slave being used to promote
a for-profit competition by Magnum — the most prestigious photo agency in
the world.’

The girl’s face was clearly visible, her name stated, and her history of being
trafficked at the age of 12 recounted, reports British Journal of Photography
(BJP). This is a violation of practically every journalistic code of ethics, and is a
crime in many countries.

‘Here’s a photographer who is making public a photograph of a 16-year-old
(minor) sex worker with a client on top of her, looking visibly distressed. Does
he not realise that it isn’t “sex work” any more, but “rape” that he is
documenting?’ Bhat told BJP. ‘Him being in the room, photographing the
client with the minor sex worker makes him party to the rape. Does he not
realise these commonplace things?’

Chesterton says the controversy surrounding Datta is a poor reflection of the
photo industry. The fact that ‘people are losing their shit’ over the doctored

An edited version of LensCulture’s promotion. The original featured the
entire photo. Source: Duckrabbit.
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image, yet showing less concern over a widely-circulated rape photo says it
all, he says.

The rape photo has been published and awarded multiple times – a gross
oversight by picture editors and other notable figures in the industry,
Chesterton says.

The photo was part of a series which won a Getty Images Grants for Editorial
Photography, and a 2016 Visura Photojournalism Grant. How it didn’t ring any
alarm bells for those selecting the grantee, and from those viewing the image,
concerns Chesterton.

LensCulture editor, Jim Casper, said publishing the photo was a ‘big mistake’
that he ‘regrets deeply’, and has publicly apologised for it.

Magnum has remained silent.

Most other organisations have rescinded awards given to Datta.

Datta is the latest photojournalist to be caught doctoring images.
Photojournalist story-teller extraordinaire Steve McCurry was caught
manipulating photos, World Press Photo Contest sparks controversy each
year, and even Australian photojournalists ‘retouch too much‘.



Foto's topfotograaf Datta: onethisch en
manipulatie

CULTUUR

Joke de Wolf –  13:05, 5 mei 2017

▲ De gewraakte foto, uit de serie 'In the Shadows of Kolkata Radhika'. Onder de oudere vrouw op een andere foto, die in het

werk van Datta werd gemanipuleerd. © TRBEELD

Zijn reclamefoto met Indiase sekswerkers kreeg veel kritiek. En
de beroemde fotograaf had bovendien iemand gefotoshopt.

Het plaatsen van één foto op Facebook heeft fotografenplatform LensCulture veel
kritiek opgeleverd, de veelbelovende en gelauwerde fotograaf Souvid Datta (1990)
kostte het zijn reputatie. Vorige week vrijdag plaatste LensCulture een foto van
Datta. 
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De foto toont een 16-jarig meisje dat in een bordeel werkt en, zoals het bijschrift
aangeeft, op dat moment seks heeft met een klant. Het meisje is herkenbaar in beeld,
van de klant is alleen de blote rug en het achterhoofd zichtbaar. Datta maakte de foto
in 2014 als onderdeel van een serie over sekswerkers in Calcutta. LensCulture zette
de foto online voor de reclamecampagne voor de Magnum foto-awards, die het
platform samen met het bekende foto-agentschap Magnum organiseert.

Datta verdween na deze ontdekking van plagiaat van de
internetradar

De kritiek kwam snel: filmmaker Benjamin Chesterton schreef op zijn populaire
weblog Duckrabbit dat LensCulture 'kindermisbruik als gebruiksartikel' sleet.
Mensenrechtenactivist Robert Godden liet weten dat de foto in strijd is met meerdere
ethische principes die zijn opgesteld door Unicef over het interviewen van kinderen,
zoals het toestemming vragen aan de ouders, en het onherkenbaar maken van de
geportretteerde. En ook Datta zelf liet weten niet achter deze manier van
reclamemaken te staan.

Op maandagochtend verwijderde LensCulture het bericht, en verklaarde dat de
fotograaf zorgvuldig en in nauwe samenwerking met de geportretteerde had
gehandeld, en dat het hun eigen fout was dat de foto zo haastig en zonder context was
gepresenteerd.

Toch was het verhaal nog niet af. Door de commotie kreeg hulpverlener Shreya Bhat
de fotoserie van Datta te zien. Zij werkt met de sekswerkers in Calcutta die Datta
portretteerde. In een van zijn andere foto's is een vrouw te zien die volgens Datta's
omschrijving een 'oudere sekswerker' was. Bhat herkende de vrouw en precies
dezelfde houding echter uit een heel andere foto: die van Mary Ellen Mark uit 1978.
Datta had de vrouw met Photoshop in zijn eigen foto gezet. Datta verdween na deze
ontdekking van plagiaat van de internetradar, en gaf pas gisteravond een verklaring
aan Time Magazine: hij was naiëf geweest, het was een jeugdwerk. En de échte
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oudere vrouw wilde niet op de foto.

Lees ook: Ethische dilemma's bij persfotowedstrijden liggen op de loer

De oudere vrouw op een andere foto, die in het werk van Datta werd gemanipuleerd. Screenshot van de website Scribbler.co ©
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Figuring Out the "Why" of Unethical Photojournalism

By Melissa Lyttle

I don’t even know where to start. It’s all so egregious. 

What I do know about most people who get caught is that it’s not their first offense. It’s the one that went too far after being emboldened by a series of
previously undetected but purposeful missteps. 

What I’m trying to figure out is the “why.” 

Google "Souvid Datta" now and it won’t be his many awards, grants and contest-worthy stories that come up first. It’s going to be how he went down in
flames. The first few pages of search results will include accusations that he’s a liar, a thief and untrustworthy. All things his name should be
synonymous with, given his admitted actions.

First, there was the child sex slave he photographed allegedly being raped, who he labeled a prostitute in the caption. Then there was LensCulture using
that image as a call for entries for a photo contest. This was widely pointed out on social media as the "commodification of rape," but the outrage
wasn’t there initially. LensCulture has since issued an apology (https://www.facebook.com/lensculture/posts/10155156609177368) for using the
photo which they took down several hours after posting it on Facebook. In their statement, they said “We condemn the lack of ethical standards used to
create the photograph in question.”

According to the NPPA Code of Ethics (https://nppa.org/code-ethics), visual journalists are supposed to treat subjects with dignity and respect and to
give special consideration and compassion to vulnerable subjects. As human beings, we have a moral obligation to do no harm. 

So here’s the deal; a child can’t make the decision to be a sex worker. It’s human trafficking. It’s rape. It’s wrong. By being there and observing it, you are
a complicit bystander approving the act, unless you choose to do something about it. Report it. Help get her out of there. Do something. Don’t just be a
passive observer. Or as my mentors instilled in me, be a human being first and a photographer second.

That incident was bad enough. The image turned my stomach, and it made me question Datta’s integrity and his morals.

It also, thankfully, made people question the rest of his work.

It’s no small irony that the person who exposed the plagiarism (https://petapixel.com/2017/05/03/photographer-souvid-datta-appears-plagiarized-
mary-ellen-mark/) in Datta’s image of another “sex worker” is Shreya Bhat, a social worker who actually works with the sex workers that Datta
photographed. She said she found his work exploitative. She also happens to be a big fan of photographer Mary Ellen Mark, who she respects because
Mark spent a lot of time photographing India’s red light districts in the ‘70s. She noticed a person in the background of one of Datta’s images who had a
strange similarity to a transvestite in one of Mark’s famous Falkland Road photos.

In the caption, Datta claimed that the woman’s name was Asma, a “veteran sex worker.” Upon further investigation, it turned out instead to be a bad
Photoshop cut-and-paste job. Her image from the Mark photo was inserted into Datta’s scene.

In an interview with TIME (http://time.com/4766312/souvid-datta/), Datta claims that Asma is a real person who didn’t want to be photographed, and
the cut and paste came from his desire to represent her in the photo.

That manipulation apparently was initially undetected by College Photographer of the Year judges. That image was in a photo story of his that won an
award of excellence in the Documentary category in 2013. The directors of CPOY have announced (https://www.cpoy.org/?
s=Home&utm_source=poyi&utm_medium=poyifacebookfridayapres&utm_content=SouvidDatta) that they are rescinding that award and have removed
his name and that story from the winners list. The CPOY directors pointed to their ethics statement that reads “digital alteration or any similarly
deceptive modification of entry materials is strictly prohibited.” They are also investigating three additional awards he won over the three years he
entered the competition and are in communication with Datta.

Then, to make matters worse, another incident showed that there was really no limit to the depth of Datta’s deception.

Photographer Daniele Volpe wrote a Facebook post (https://www.facebook.com/daniele.volpe.566/posts/1908197796109484?pnref=story) saying that
he’d discovered several of his images had been lifted and reposted as Datta’s own work. One of Volpe's images of a genocide survivor posted as Datta’s
photo had a different caption, calling the subject “Juan Carlos” and describing that he’s standing where the “lush green hills meet rising slums that
collapse onto one another.”

In this time of “fake news” and fighting the seemingly constant erosion of the public’s trust in the media, I hope Datta never works in our profession
again. I certainly don’t want people thinking that’s what a photojournalist does. I don’t want my name or my work ever called into question by the
association of my profession with these acts.



Time magazine’s Olivier Laurent spoke to Datta who reflected on his “damning mistake” by admitting that it was the tip of the iceberg. Laurent writes:

“But that manipulation wasn't the only one. He now confesses that there are other images from that project that were also altered using post-
production techniques, and he says he also "appropriated photos" from colleagues like Daniele Volpe, Hazel Thompson and Raul Irani, and lied in order
to conceal those actions.”

Datta goes on to apologize, to say he lied. To admit to not understanding the weight of what photojournalists do.

“Validation and exposure are things I continue to struggle with today as a freelancer, but earlier I did seek after them more actively,” Datta said.

Words he uses to describe his own actions are abhorrent, short-sighted and irresponsible.

I, of course, have theories on why this happened: A foolish desire to get ahead, delusions of grandeur, blinded by awards and recognition, total
ignorance, stupidity, greed, a lack of morals, no awareness or education about ethics and no sense of right from wrong. They all contribute to an ego
with the desire to succeed. 

Volpe, the photographer who discovered that Datta had misappropriated his photos, wrote on his Facebook page; “I underestimated the gravity of what
he did. … In this industry, people want to be on the top quickly, and fragile people, like Datta, want to take a shortcuts to get it.” He added that he believes
the entire photography profession has responsibility for creating a “necessity to trick.”

And Volpe is right. The honor system is not working. 

Editors need to edit, look at whole takes, scrutinize work, ask questions and be gatekeepers. Contests are starting to demand raw files, but
manipulation on the front end, like staging scenes, is still being awarded. People are applauding work that exploits without questioning the realities.

For Datta, I'm glad to see his awards being rescinded. The Alexia Foundation terminated its relationship with Datta
(http://www.alexiafoundation.org/blog/2017/05/04/on-honesty-and-integrity-statement-on-the-removal-of-souvid-dattas-work-from-our-website/) and
removed his work from their site after a review, stating “We demand that our grant recipients respect and adhere to the highest standards of
photojournalistic ethics.” There will an asterisk next to Datta’s name as an Alexia grant recipient indicating his transgressions. I applaud this, and wish
others would send a similar message.

I’d like to see him repay grant money he received. I wish I could go back in time and take his spot from last year’s Eddie Adams Workshop and give it to
a photographer who was more deserving, harder working and who had honest intentions.

I’d like to see public apologies to his subjects and to the photographers whose work he misappropriated. I’d also like to see him and photographers like
him not get work in the future. I’d like him to understand the gravity of the situation and the harm in presenting fiction as truth. I’d also like him to go
away. 

Moving forward, the stain he’s left on this profession and the depth of his journalistic transgressions should bar his work from any publication that
claims to have integrity — and hopefully serve as a lesson to others as exactly what not to do.

Update 5/6/2017: An earlier version of this article incorrectly stated that Datta’s disputed photo was part of his CPOY portfolio that had been named a
runner up in 2014. The image was part of a photo story given an award of excellence in 2013 and that award has been rescinded. Directors are
reviewing Datta’s other CPOY awards with his cooperation.
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How Photojournalists 
Cover Sexual Violence 
Against Women

May. 10, 2017

A few years ago, I began documenting human trafficking and forced labor in the United States
from a criminal justice perspective by looking at cases that had been successfully prosecuted and
photographing the evidence. I wanted to place the viewer squarely inside these crimes through the
objects used to convict criminals and, in doing so, communicate the mechanism of control and the
underlying motivations of profit and power that drive perpetrators and imprison victims.

By getting into the perpetrator’s head rather than focusing on the victim’s body, which is the more
typical visual approach in photojournalism, I could tell stories of trafficking without placing a
harmful, intrusive gaze on those who have already suffered greatly. And I decided to concentrate
on cases in the United States because human trafficking is an under-reported story here, and many
Americans imagine trafficking happens in faraway places. In addition, the Trafficking Victims
Protection Act of 2000, and its reauthorization in 2013, changed the criminal justice landscape for
the better, with laws that enable prosecutors to go after traffickers more aggressively and provide
legal asylum to immigrant victims.

I offer this work now as an example of a different way of seeing after the photojournalism
industry’s most recent ethical scandal, this time involving a U.K. photographer Souvid Datta, who
built a name for himself photographing scenes inside Kolkata brothels. Mr. Datta, a rising star, had
made a picture of a trafficked 16-year-old girl, whom he called “Beauty,” and showed her in bed
with a man on top of her committing rape. In his quest to capture the victim’s facial expression —
to better reveal her pain, he said — he stood over the rapist, which added another dimension of
domination to the image.

He entered this picture in the Magnum Photography Awards 2017 contest run by Lens Culture, a
popular pay-to-play offer that promises emerging photographers, who pay an entry fee of up to
$60, exposure to industry professionals. Lens Culture used the image on its social media platforms



to promote the contest, which outraged members of the photojournalism community. Lens Culture
offered a mea culpa and removed the post and the image.

But incredibly, it wasn’t the depiction of underage rape that destroyed Mr. Datta’s career.

Rather, it was revealed that Mr. Datta had previously inserted a face from one of Mary Ellen Mark’s
Mumbai brothels series into his own work. This transgression and other acts of plagiarism, which
he explained away as ethical lapses by an inexperienced journalist, caused widespread outrage and
sent his previous patrons — the Pulitzer Center for Crisis Reporting, the Alexia Foundation and
Magnum, among them — scrambling to distance themselves.

But now a few voices are asking broader questions about representation and why Mr. Datta’s work
and approach was so appealing in the first place. Why are stories of vulnerable and suffering
women and girls, often with pleading or blank expressions and seen in faraway lands, praised and
rewarded by American and European grant makers, portfolio reviewers and editors? Is there
another way to tell stories of important issues of human trafficking, forced labor and sexual
violence without focusing on the bodies of vulnerable women?

For several months I pored through Department of Justice files, spoke to federal and state
prosecutors, victim advocates, survivors and Homeland Security agents to find cases of trafficking
and forced labor where perpetrators were convicted at trial. Most cases never reach this stage.
Felons take a plea, and the evidence is never made public.

The work was tedious and frustrating. Sometimes I would find a prosecutor willing to talk, only to
learn that the evidence was destroyed once the case was closed. Several months of research allowed
me a short time inside various conference rooms where I photographed a rubber mallet used by
Donell Baines to clobber women in Manhattan; a ledger where girls trafficked from Togo logged
their tips while slaving in braiding salons in Newark and East Orange, N.J. On its cover was the
Statue of Liberty.

In Pound Ridge, N.Y., I found Joseph Yannai’s shabby computer, wrapped in evidence tape, with
dust and fingerprints on the screen. Mr. Yannai, a food writer, assumed a fictional female persona
online to lure unsuspecting foreign women to work as editorial assistants out of his home. Once
there, he terrorized them and forced them to do his sexual bidding. He claimed he was “a dirty old
man,” but otherwise innocent. He was sentenced to 11 years.

In Chicago I photographed a weapon along with the jewelry line of Alex Campbell, the first
trafficker to receive life in prison. He fashioned himself a cowboy and created a horseshoe logo
which he tattooed onto his victims. It’s not uncommon for sexual traffickers to brand their victims
— sometimes even tattooing bar codes into their skin, much in the same way plantation owners in
the Antebellum South branded enslaved African-Americans to track their human inventory.

These crimes are characterized by violence, fear, intimidation and psychological manipulation,
which is also revealed in texts recovered as evidence. These are the rules of labor which traffickers



force captives to write: “If I tell you something more than 2 times, you will take a swim and meet
Newport,” meaning the trafficker will pour scalding water on the woman and burn her with
cigarettes. The F.B.I.’s Memphis office had pictures of the scars.

One of the most revealing pictures in the series was one I did not make. It was given to me by an
Assistant United States Attorney and shows a family of four against a blue background. The father
has his arms around his wife on one side and his daughter on the other. Another daughter, much
smaller, is placed front and center. All their eyes are covered with black strips, which the
prosecutor added to the photograph to protect their family’s identity. The oldest daughter had been
trafficked from Mexico to Tennessee where she was repeatedly raped. Bravely, she testified against
her captors and received a special visa for trafficking victims.

They are smiling. The image is of the family reunited.

Nina Berman’s work was funded by a grant from Lexis Nexus as part of the NOOR Project on

Modern Day Slavery. She is an associate professor at Columbia University Graduate School of

Journalism.

Follow @nytimesphoto on Twitter. You can also find Lens on Facebook and Instagram.
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I wish you’d listened to your heart
:ULWWHQ�E\�%HQMDPLQ�&KHVWHUWRQ

Noor’s Nina Berman writing on NYT’s Lens blog:

Photojournalist Sandra Hoyn talking to Cosmopolitan about her work in Bangladesh featuring children sold and forced to have sex:



Photos from the series published in the Washington
Post here. Faces of children blacked out by me, but were there in original photographs.

Who has awarded pictures from this body of work:

2017    Sony World Photography Awards, first place category daily life: “The Longings of the Others”

2017    POYi – Pictures of the Year International, 3rd place category portrait: “The Longings of the Others” 

2017    Hellerau Photography Award, finalist: “The Longings of the Others”

2017    Canon New Talent Award: “The Longings of the Others”

2017      IPOTY – International Photographer of the Year, winner category editorial: “The Longings of the Others”

2016    Magnum Photography Awards, winner category photojournalism: “The Longings of the Others” 

2016    IPA – International Photography Awards, first place editorial photo essay: “The Longings of the Others” 

2016    tifa – Tokyo International Foto Awards, first place editorial photo essay: “The Longings of the Others”

2016 Lugano Photo Days, open call winner: “The Longings of the Others”2016

2016 Direct Look photo contest, 2nd place: “The Longings of the Others”

2016    Px3 – Prix de la Photographie Paris, silver category portrait: “The Longings of the Others”2016

2016 mifa – Moscow International Foto Awards, 2nd place category photo essay: “The Longings of the Others”,

2016 ND Awards, first place editorial photo essay:”The Longings of the Others”2016

2016 LensCulture Portrait Awards, finalist: “The Longings of the Others” 

2016    Kolga Tbilisi Photofestival, shortlist: “The Longings of the Others”



Some of the pictures and captions

‘It is awe-inspiring to see how the photographer delves into the story’, the (Sony World Photography) jury said. The people in the photos seem to have forgotten all
about the camera.’ DW

“It wouldn’t be real if I didn’t show it”.  Sandra Hoyn

‘Sorry but it would. Very real’ – Robert Godden

Sandra I get why you did this.

But in all honesty I wish you’d listened to your heart.

……………………………………………………………………………………………

Essential reading:

Souvid Datta: Photography, plagiarism and the politics of grants by Suchitra Vijayan



Asim Rafriqui 
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 • Reply •

Robert Godden • a month ago

"'It is awe-inspiring to see how the photographer delves into the story', the jury said. 'The people in the photos seem to have forgotten all about the
camera.’"

The people in the photo are 14 or 15yr old girls prostituted in a Bangladeshi brothel. I imagine they wish they could forget many things, more than just
the camera.

The people who judged the competitions listed seem to have forgotten that this is not a sport to be inspired by, where we have bed-side seats as
spectators of suffering.
 4△ ▽

 • Reply •

maria • a month ago

see more

Yep. I met Sandra in Cambodia some years ago and she seemed a perfectly ok photographer. Her Orangutan in the operating theatre was great.

Then I saw her brothel pics on FB and I was like..hum...well...hello? processes? ethics? no reply. and today, the Datta scandal....

As a visual and social anthropologist, with some formal photo language training ; with a decade of work in high vulnerability places, having worked
both within development industry and also built visual projects in the Middle east and SE Asia, I truly think today that Photoland is simply, full of shit.

Photographer's egoes are big things, within a sector that feeds on endogamy and where a limited number of editors and "jurys" (with dubious
legitimacy but real power) run the game of what is to be seen/told.

In Photoland, anything goes, as long as it sells and propulses the person building the image to some kind of existence (I publish thus I am), prestige
(and job durability). I wonder if people in Photoland have even read Sontag, or have any kind of formal education in the humanities/journalism (not
photojournalism, which is not in itself a displicine, but a body of practices), beyond the basic technicalities of operating a camera.

We have built a fucked up world where voyeurism is disguised behind so-called morals and the journalistic truth. And we enjoy it. This is how we
consume the Other, how we make it an object, and exerce on him an added layer of violence.

shame on you all.

99% of these predatory practices, besides being profoundly boring and failing to explore or prpopose narratives to tell about the Other, with the

 3△ ▽

This comment is awaiting moderation. Show comment.
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Andrew Molitor  • a month ago

see more

> jasontanner

Getting people to change is complicated, but it's a pretty well studied area. I boil it down, personally, to "hit them in the heart, hit them in the
head, and make it easy" which is maybe boiled down too far. There's books out there you can read, Switch by Dan and Chip Heath for
instance (it's the one I read)

Anyways. In rough terms you motivate people intellectually "here is the law, here are the guidelines from these NGOs, you should follow them,
right?" and everyone nods.

Then you need to motivate them emotionally, which is entangled with their identity. I don't have an answer for how to do that, but without
powerful emotional engagement with the idea of change, they're not going to show up for the workshops.

FInally, make it easy. This means both making the degree of change pretty small (baby steps, baby steps) and making the barrier to doing it
low. This might mean a free workshop, or an online workshop. A session at an event they're already attending, scheduled in an already dead
time-slot.

Props to you for actually doing something, though. I think it's wonderful and amazing that you pulled this material together and designed
these workshops. As we're seeing, it's easy to handwring, it's easy to name and shame, and it's easy to say "WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT
THIS" over and over. Actually taking specific action to create the change is more like 18 months of R&D, and not a lot of people are stepping
up.

If I were you I'd think about how to repackage that work and get it out there another way. But keep banging the drum.

 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

jasontanner  • a month ago> Andrew Molitor

Thanks for the kind words Antonio. Not giving up on this yet, there's so much work to do.
△ ▽

Andrew Molitor  • a month ago> jasontanner
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Andrew Molitor  • a month ago

see more

> jasontanner

Welcome!

And what the hell, here's my straw-man proposal, which I'm sprinkling around the internets in evolving/varied forms pretty
widely. It's just a starting point, intended to be dissected, torn apart, and remade into something better.

Multiple fairly easy to obtain designations. You might turn your work into an online slideshow, followed by a short automated
test that verifies that you really did read the slides, and now you can put JTCEP (Jason Tanner Certified Ethical Photographer)
after your name, for the next year. Then you have to re-up.

Other people might do different things, resulting in different jumbles of letters. Everyone knows these things are easy to get, and
relatively "light weight", they don't make anyone into a saint. They just get people pointed in roughly some good direction.

Then nudge competitions and markets to start requesting or requiring "any one of the following designations" perhaps just to
enter certain categories, or if your entries cover certain subject matter.

The aim is just to push people, gently, toward these ideas, these actions. Everyone knows it's easy, it's light-weight, and it
doesn't mean that much. But it's a nice fig-leaf everyone can use. Initially.

Long term, the goal is to create the *identity* of the ethical photographer. "This is how we work, this is how we see ourselves",
but it's done in baby steps. An easy online test this year, 2 or 3 years later it's harder, but you can also do it through a

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Saeed • a month ago

The discussion about consent is essential. But the way this conversation has turned proves Nina's point perfectly: people don't understand what
"consent" means. Underage children cannot legally (or, I would argue, morally) consent (to either sex or, in this case, being photographed) because
they're underage. That's the essence of the problem with the images of underage prostitutes. Other works might be disturbing, yes, or seem troubling
(like Marine Wedding) but adults are able, legally, to consent, and generally more equipped emotionally to understand what their consent means in
this age of rapid image dissemination. Sure, even the consent of an adult can be complicated, and this needs to be considered in any work you do.
But in the "consent" debate we cannot compare an adult to a child.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Antonio Olmos • a month ago

Why is it ok to show people being blown up, shot, wounded drowning, starving, frightened, murdered, intimidated , in fact all forms of violence?. We
show people in countless ways suffering and yet Sexual Violence is a red line. I am merely arguing that we are heading toward a situation where
photographers are being asked not to be witnesses but to be police and social workers. And are we talking just about minors who are sex workers?
Aren't all sex workers in some form or another slaves? Are all forms of slavery then out of bounds for the camera. If I went to the Dominican Republic
and photographed sugar cane workers who were obviously being exploited would I be wrong to photographed them.? Should what I actually do be
to go to the police and report the unjust working conditions? If there are minors working in the sugar cane fields should I not photograph? I ask these
questions because I want to know because the ethical lines everyone seems to be drawing up on the hoof after the Datta scandal seems to be
shortsighted. What all of you are saying is that Donna Ferrato and Mary Ellen Mark were wrong and unethical because they documented behaviour
that was illegal and instead of photographing it they should have ran to the police and reported it. This is a dilemma. It has always been out there,
when it it right to put the camera down and help someone in need. But then if you are not photographing why are you even there in the first place?
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Alex Cruceru • a month ago

"The Longings"? Those f*****g pricks!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Andrew Molitor • a month ago

see more

This part of the community continues to side-step the issue, preferring to imply that it's all because photographers and weak and the system is
corrupt. Both of which are 100% true, but that's not the root of the problem.

The problem is that these are the pictures that work, these are the powerful images that tell the story. They are exploitative, also. These two things are
not contradictory. (sentence edited from the original without, I hope, changing the essential meaning:) Nina Berman can write about how to avoid
photographing people, and she can imply (I think) that the result can be just as good, but she's also the one who shot the well known, excellent, and
powerful "Marine Wedding" piece.

Which is exploitative as *hell*. Yes, she has permission, yes, yes. Yes to all those remarks.

No, I am not claiming that "Marine Wedding" is in any way equivalent to photographing the rapes of underage kids. My point is more nuanced than
that.

Still, when Nina Berman is given a choice between shooting, I don't know, wedding rings, marriage certificates, and patient charts, and shooting the
man himself, chose to shoot the staggeringly disfigured man. The piece derives its power from the fact that we can see the man, and we see his
wounds, we see his suffering, we see his lot in life. Ecce homo, as it were.

This is powerful.

So confront the root problem, which is that the pictures which most powerfully tell these stories are not always the pictures that should be taken.

△ ▽

Robert Godden  • a month ago> Andrew Molitor

"The problem is that these are the pictures that work, these are the powerful images that tell the story."

What evidence do you have that these type of photos have more impact ("work") than other, arguably less exploitative and stereotyped,
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 • Reply •

What evidence do you have that these type of photos have more impact ("work") than other, arguably less exploitative and stereotyped,
photos do? Or that photos are needed at all to have impact on these issues? What evidence is there that having a photo of a child being
raped is necessary in order to counter sex trafficking of children into brothels? 
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Andrew Molitor  • a month ago> Robert Godden

There is ample evidence from, say, eye tracking studies of art that show us that what people look at first in visual art is people, faces
specifically.

ETA: I don't think photos are always necessary at all. Radio and written essays work beautifully without them. The point is, if you're
going to take some pictures, some concepts are going to have more power than other concepts.

And sometimes the more powerful ones are the ones you shouldn't take. 
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Robert Godden  • a month ago

see more

> Andrew Molitor

The question we are asking is, "Is there any evidence that shocking, sensationalised photos of abuse are more effective than
other types of photos in driving change?". By driving change we mean mobilising the public or decision makers to take action.
Studies that show how someone's eyes track the content of a photo is interesting, but it doesn't answer that question. That just
tells you how they look at a photo and what content they prioritise when viewing it. That doesn't tell you whether it motivates
them to take action, let alone whether it motivates them more than other types of (less shocking) photos. What there is evidence
for, from several studies, is that stories about individuals are more effective in getting people to engage with charities (e.g.
donations, activism) than stories about larger communities or general situations. In addition, there are studies that show stories
that connect with people emotionally motivate them to engage more with charitable campaigns than more deliberative thinking.
This could lead us to take the position that more personal, in-depth accounts from those who have suffered abuse may be more
effective at engaging audiences than photos of the actual abuse where the voices of those pictured are absent. We are not
saying that shocking photos have no place, but we need to be mindful of how we use them. We have not seen any evidence
that proves shocking and sensational images / stories are more effective in mobilising people to take action than other types. In
the absence of such evidence it is legitimate to ask when is it appropriate to make such images and show them to people? This
is an important question given the ethical problems that the production and dissemination of these type of images raise,
especially in relation to children.

 1△ ▽
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Andrew Molitor  • a month ago> Robert Godden

The question you are posing is not the question that I am posing, alas. Nor is it the question that most of the markets for
photojournalism are asking. They are asking "will this picture shift newspapers, magazines, or web hits?"

What I am personally interested in is related but not the same "how well does this tell the story?"

Again allied, but again different, is your question.

But, seriously, I am not even going to get in to a debate about the differences between pictures with people in them and
pictures without people in them. Go look on ninaberman.com and count the pictures with people in them versus pictures
without. Go look... well, anywhere.

Photojournalism is roughly 100% pictures of people. Either photojournalists are all idiots, or there's something about pictures of
people. Me? I think they might just be on to something.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nina Berman  • a month ago> Andrew Molitor

"Nina Berman can write how we should just take pictures of mallets"  
I'm open to engaging in discussion about ethics and approaches, but I ask you to find another way of talking to me and talking about my work
that isn’t so condescending and intentionally insulting.

The aim of the NY Times series was not to make a manifesto that proclaims all photographers from here on in should now photograph in this
way - rather it was an example of how I chose to tell the story of these crimes through the evidence which offers insight into the motives and
methods of control used by the perpetrator. Obviously the pictures with the words didnt' work for you. I did photograph survivors but in the
end I didn't include those pictures, choosing instead to go with the one given to me by the AUA because their identities were concealed. It has
been my experience that consent is not as clear as it seems but is often quite fluid regardless of whether someone signs a release or not. In
this internet space where pictures are traded and tossed around, and repurposed and maligned, I am extra cautious having seen cases where
pictures come back to harm people.

As for the Marine Wedding image. This was an image that was part of a 10 year sustained body of work on the impact of the Iraq War on
American veterans wounded in that war. That was the story I was telling so of course I focused on the individuals wounded and how they
navigated through life as disabled veterans. I don't see how this relates to violence against women, forced labor and sex trafficking, or stories
where photographers are documenting crimes of rape progress.
△ ▽

Michael Webster  • a month ago> Nina Berman

" It has been my experience that consent is not as clear as it seems but is often quite fluid regardless of whether someone signs a
release or not."
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 • Reply •

That's a subtle, powerful point, one I grapple with in some of my work. I get the sense that most people think gaining consent is more
of a "gotcha" than any kind of moral or ethical responsibility towards the subject.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Andrew Molitor  • a month ago> Nina Berman

Hmm. I'm not sure I mean it as insulting as such, but perhaps I do, and I accept (obviously) that you feel insulted. I will go and edit my
original remark to try to find some words that say the same thing with less subtext.

As for "Marine Wedding", of course it does not relate directly, but similar ethical concerns about agency and exploitation arise.

I think it can legitimately be called out as "here is a complex and potentially fraught case in which the photographer made the right
choice" and I would like to hear what your thoughts were with regard to the ethical choices you made in photographing, and publishing
photographs of, Sergeant Ziegel.

I cannot imagine this was an easy call to make, and I cannot imagine that in the light of the subsequent events you have not had call to
review your choices, and possibly to second guess yourself. This would be, while potentially painful to share, incredibly valuable to the
current discussion.

ETA: The current discussion, which seems to be locked into a loop of: "we need to talk about this", "look, it's easy, just don't take the
unethical pictures", and "OMG here's another terrible person", repeat. 
△ ▽

 • Reply •

maria • a month ago

see more

ep. I met Sandra in Cambodia some years ago and she seemed a perfectly ok photographer. Her Orangutan in the operating theatre was great.

Then I saw her brothel pics on FB and I was like..hum...well...hello? processes? ethics? no reply. and today, the Datta scandal....

As a visual and social anthropologist, with some formal photo language training ; with a decade of work in high vulnerability places, having worked
both within development industry and also built visual projects in the Middle east and SE Asia, I truly think today that Photoland is simply, full of shit.

Photographer's egoes are big things, within a sector that feeds on endogamy and where a limited number of editors and "jurys" (with dubious
legitimacy but real power) run the game of what is to be seen/told.

In Photoland, anything goes, as long as it sells and propulses the person building the image to some kind of existence (I publish thus I am), prestige
(and job durability). I wonder if people in Photoland have even read Sontag, or have any kind of formal education in the humanities/journalism (not
photojournalism, which is not in itself a displicine, but a body of practices), beyond the basic technicalities of operating a camera.

We have built a fucked up world where voyeurism is disguised behind so-called morals and the journalistic truth. And we enjoy it. This is how we
consume the Other, how we make it an object, and exerce on him an added layer of violence.

shame on you all.

99% of these predatory practices, besides being profoundly boring and failing to explore or prpopose narratives to tell about the Other, with the

△ ▽
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LensCulture and the commodification of rape
:ULWWHQ�E\�%HQMDPLQ�&KHVWHUWRQ

Where to begin?

Magnum Photos and LensCulture are running a photo competition. One of those where you give them lots of money and in return if you’re one of  the lucky ones
they give you ‘exposure’.

Let’s just cut to the chase. There’s no way of dressing this up.

In order to promote the competition LensCulture used a photo of a trafficked child sex slave being raped.

Yes, you read that right.

No, this is not some kind of sick wind up.

I’m not going to post the picture here but in it the photographer is stood over the rapist. We see his naked back and the back of his head.  We can see the girl’s face.
She’s looking away from the camera, obviously distressed, but she is fully identifiable. Her name is ‘Beauty’ (you can see it here where the photo has been altered to
protect the girl’s identity).

Only the rapist is given the privilege of anonymity.

The text wrapped around the photo urges you my photography friends to not ‘miss out’ on ‘recognition’ by entering the Magnum Photography Awards:



 

The post had been shared widely before it was taken down (only at the photographer’s request who  specifically told LensCulture not to use the photo).

Magnum also featured more of Datta’s project on the header of the competition website.

Can someone explain the mentality at play here? Is it because photographers look at the picture and think:

‘Oh look there’s a child in a cage crying.  Maybe if I enter a picture of a trafficked child being raped or caged up and crying I can also get myself exposure.’

 

Pure and simple this is the commodification of child rape.

Does the photography world get any more fucked up than this?

In the UK, taking and sharing this photo would be a criminal offence. It’s a criminal offence even to name survivors of sexual crimes unless they have expressly
given permission, and in this case, a vulnerable child is not able to consent.

It’s my guess that if human rights activist (formerly of Amnesty) Rob Godden hadn’t pointed out how indecent the use of the image was it would still be being shared
on Facebook. At the time of writing LensCulture have offered zero response. They were totally disinterested in the many comments on their post pointing out how
abusive the image is.

So let me put it straight to  Jim Casper (Editor), Kamran Mohsenin (CEO) and Laura Sackett (Creative Director), what else am I to presume other than that your
company has an horrendously warped and racist relationship with the world? One in which you are only able to see photos, photographers and the people in their pics
as objects of profit.

Did anyone at LensCulture consider that the children of ‘Beauty’ might need protecting from the trauma of seeing pictures of their Mother forced into sex spread
across the internet?

And what is going on in your heads that LensCulture would seek to profit from a picture of a child sex slave being raped?
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On Honesty and Integrity: Statement on the Removal of Souvid
Datta’s Work From Our Website
By Alexia Foundation

Posted on 05/04/2017 by Alexia Foundation

The Alexia Foundation has long been a leader in helping photographers pursue their passion to develop serious documentary photographic projects. We
have proudly funded student and professional photographers for more than 27 years.

One of those students was Souvid Datta who received a student Award of Excellence Grant in 2013. The grant was $500 in cash and up to $1,500 to
attend an educational workshop. Through a series of recent developments Mr. Datta has admitted that he manipulated many photographic images and
that he stole images from other photographers and incorporated them into his own.

The founders and the board of directors of The Alexia Foundation have removed Mr. Datta’s images from the foundation’s website and they will not be
reposted.

“The Alexia Foundation stands for honesty and integrity in the stories we fund,” said Dr. Peter and Aphrodite Tsairis, Alexia Foundation co-founders. “We
demand that our grant recipients respect and adhere to the highest standards of photojournalistic ethics. That is why we have terminated our relationship
with Mr. Datta and have removed his project from our website and files. In addition, an asterisk will be placed next to his name on the list of Alexia grant
recipients indicating these transgressions.”

“Honesty, integrity and compassion are what distinguishes the kind of documentary photography we support. Any question of ethical violations goes to the
core of this noble profession we love. It stirs doubt and erodes public trust. We cannot allow questions of doubt to linger and we cannot support work that
has even a suggestion of doubt,” said Dr. and Mrs. Tsairis.
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This entry was posted in competition, photographers by Alexia Foundation. Bookmark the permalink
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Andrea Birnbaum
on 05/04/2017 at 11:09 pm said:

“Honesty, integrity and compassion are what distinguishes a photojournalist from a photographer.”
As an honest, compassionate person with integrity who is also “just” a photographer, I take great
offense that you claim that these qualities distinguish a photojournalist from a photographer. Surely
you did not mean to be so insulting.
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Pingback: Updated: Souvid Datta Admits to Manipulating 2013 Photo | PDNPulse

Alexia Foundation
on 05/04/2017 at 11:16 pm said:

No offense was meant. The text has been updated.

Panos Skoulidas
on 05/06/2017 at 5:43 pm said:

??? So a photographer does not need to be honest ??? Geez

michael Stetson
on 05/05/2017 at 9:36 am said:

I don’t know, but from my visual assessment I would even have some doubt about this year’s
recipient. Not necessarily her deception, but perhaps something else. How did her very good work
receive the merit of excellence? Did the judges know before her work visually and promote it,
knowing who created what kinds of imagery from their previous judging experience? Yes, at least
one of the judges knew her work from another contest and website. Shouldn’t that judge have
recused themselves from the judging process in order to ensure that the process was as objective
as possible? And why doesn’t the Alexis Foundation create safeguards against these kinds of
abuses?

Alexia Foundation
on 05/05/2017 at 2:50 pm said:

We have a policy of insisting that judges recuse themselves if they know the photographer
and/or the work. Specifically, at this year’s competition, Mike Davis publicly reminded the
judges of this requirement at the outset of the judging.

Kino
on 05/05/2017 at 1:46 pm said:

And with that us mere photographers hope the Alexa Foundation obsessive and often titilating
focus on women and girls as victims comes to an end. It is unconscionable that while minors as
victims of sex crimes are protected from photographic exploitation in the west to have this
obsession devolve into the celebration of kitsch restaging and even copy pasting to continually
supply more “journalistic” material is revolting. Where are the photos of the girls in Scotland fallen
victim to prostitution gangs? Nowhere thank goodness. But the coverup by authorities of the
state? Why is Alexia Foundation incentivizing a gaze of victimization and exploitation and then
funding such kitsch? The photos should stay up as a wall of shame that every future jury for Alexia
Foundation may think twice whether “journalistic showing” of victimization is not part and parcel of
exploitation. I recommend soul searching for those that recognized “talent” when they saw it based
on past exposed nightmare that looked the part but had been resold and shopped as a dream that
still made the dollars flow. Full disclosure – I applied the same year to this focus on women and
crafted my submission expressly rejecting the exploitive gaze of victimization written into the call.
This episode clearly shows that robbing photographic subjects of agency or capturing those that
have none does not guard against the manufacture of propaganda. The opposite is true.

Alexia Foundation
on 05/05/2017 at 4:45 pm said:

The work by Mr. Datta that we had on our site did not have victims of sex trafficking. It was
done before he began to focus on issues of trafficking.

Nonetheless, we thank you for your deep empathy for the victims of sex trafficking and the
thoughtfulness you bring to your own work on this issue.
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Md. Akhlas Uddin
on 05/06/2017 at 6:20 am said:

It is significant decision. Thanks to Alexia Foundation.

Alexia Foundation
on 05/06/2017 at 1:16 pm said:

Thank you for your support.

Maggie Steber
on 05/06/2017 at 5:16 pm said:

Thank you so much for the stance you have taken and publicly announced on Souvid Datta. I have
posted your announcement on my FB page. I think your actions might make people pay attention
but this certainly should be an ongoing conversation and the Alexia Foundation could and should
lead it. I’m still irritated at Time Magazine for interviewing him, although I also think it was good for
anyone thinking of ever repeating his actions, to see the embarrassment and public humiliation this
man is going through. So I’m torn about that even as I read the interview. I spent an hour with him
looking at his work last year at Visa Pour L’Image. I was amazed at the access he seemed to have
procured on the sex trade. But some of his coverage seemed almost too good to be true. Thank
you for taking the strongest public stand on this issue. Maggie Steber

Alexia Foundation
on 05/07/2017 at 12:22 pm said:

Thank you, Maggie. I am heartbroken about this abuse of the profession we all love. -
Aphrodite

Panos Skoulidas
on 05/06/2017 at 5:43 pm said:

Geezus .. better late than never but still… late

zee
on 05/09/2017 at 10:22 pm said:

What has happened has left me disgusted at the way Datta has taken liberties so brazenly but also
at the inability of the judges or editors to notice it. But I applaud your immediate stance. At the
same time I would also like to point out that although such heartbreaking stories as girl/child
abuse, trafficking, sex slaves, forced into prostitution at a very young age are stories that need to
be told, would the same story coming out of Western Europe garner such attention, such
accolade? Did Souvid Datta had to come to India only to gain fame? For Alexia Foundation that
should also be a question. The exploitation of poverty, abuse, rape,violence, are the only theme
that seems to impress the judges to grant funds and awards. I am a photographer but not a photo
journalist and I would like to believe I work with honesty, compassion and integrity. And I will not be
as famous a Datta because my themes do not focus on victim stories. I’m not disputing the
importance of such themes but the language, geography, ethnicity all comes into play at times to
decide which is the more important ‘victim’ story to focus. I hope we in the photography
community will really wake up and learn something from this horrible episode.
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This is a screenshot of an online promotion by LensCulture for the Magnum 2017 photo competition, using photographs by

Souvid Datta taken of girls in the red light district of Kolkata. The photo that was used has been blacked out.

LensCulture/Courtesy of DuckRabbit

On April 28, the magazine LensCulture posted a photo of what appeared to be a man
raping a girl who looks like a young teenager.

The magazine — which has nearly a million Facebook followers — was using the photo
to promote a competition in partnership with Magnum Photos, which cost $60 to
enter 10 photos. "Don't miss out!" the post said, a few sentences above the photo.

The caption said the girl is 16 and is being forced to have sexual interactions with a
"client" in the red-light district of Kolkata, called Sonagachi.

ǾŇ ǺİŘ ŇǾẄ
ŇPŘ 24 Ħǿųř Přǿģřǻm Șțřěǻm



The girl is on her back, looking up at the camera, with a naked man on top of her. Her
face is in full view. Her identity is not concealed.

Based on the content of the photo and its caption, the photo violated UNICEF's ethical
guidelines on reporting on children by showing her face, which makes her identifiable,
according to human rights activists.

The agency writes: "Always change the name and obscure the visual identity of any
child who is identified as a victim of sexual abuse or exploitation."

The photo infuriated human rights activists and photojournalists.

"I've seen some moral bankruptcy in photojournalism, but this is the most extreme,"
says Benjamin Chesterton at Duckrabbit, a film production and training company,
who first wrote about the photo. "This is a photo of a child sex slave being used to
promote a for-profit competition by Magnum — the most prestigious photo agency in
the world."

The incident also brings attention to a broader issue in photojournalism, Chesterton
says: How the Western media depicts — and often demeans — young women and girls
in poor countries.

"This is the elephant in the room: how we view the suffering of distant others," says
human rights activist Robert Godden of Rights Exposure, which helps nonprofits and
governments create effective and ethical campaigns. "What if this photo series was
taken in the U.S. or the U.K. — would the girl have been presented this way?"

He adds, "Another good question to ask is: If this was a family member of mine, would
I want them portrayed like this?"

Amid a barrage of protests from readers, photojournalists and human rights activists,
LensCulture took down the photo hours after it was posted.

Ǻț Ẅħǻț Pǿįňț Đǿěș Ǻ Fųňđřǻįșįňģ Ǻđ Ģǿ Țǿǿ Fǻř?



"But at this point, the magazine said nothing," Chesterton says. "There was no
statement, no acknowledgment of the absolute human rights abuse of that young
woman, of that child."

Two days after the image first went up, LensCulture issued an apology on Facebook for
making a "serious mistake in judgment" in presenting the photo "out of context."

But the magazine defended the photo and its photographer, Souvid Datta:

We'd like to emphasize that we believe the work of the photographer was carried out
with great ethical care and in close collaboration with the subject portrayed; by
contrast, our own posting was hasty and presented the situation without proper
context.

Datta did not respond to NPR's email request for an interview.

Within a few days of the controversy's start, the validity and ethics of some of Datta's
other work came under fire.

Datta has been a highly regarded photojournalist since starting his career in 2013. He
has won several prestigious awards, including ones from Getty Images and Magnum
Photos. And his work has appeared in The New York Times and National Geographic.

On Thursday, Datta admitted to Time to doctoring images. The photo of the girl led to
a closer look at Datta's other work, which led to accusations of plagiarism.

He admitted to taking a portion of a photo from influential photographer Mary Ellen
Mark and inserting it into his own work without attributing it to her. He also admitted
to taking other people's photographs and submitting them in photo competitions.

At that point, LensCulture changed its view. On Thursday, May 4, the magazine's CEO
Kamran Mohsenin told NPR that they no longer believed the photo was "taken with
great ethical care."

"Clearly that picture, in particular, is not appropriate in any context," Kamran says.

Shortly after LensCulture spoke with NPR, the magazine issued a new apology on
Facebook:



"We condemn the lack of ethical standards used to create the photograph in question,
and we apologize for publishing the photograph (which should never be published
anywhere)."

Renowned photojournalist Donna Ferrato agrees that the photo is not appropriate in
any context.

"There's no editorial value at all to this image. It's sensational, and it's incredibly
damaging to the victim," says Ferrato, who did groundbreaking work documenting
domestic violence in the U.S.

"When I first saw the photo used in the ad by LensCulture, I was really devastated,"
she says. "It disgusted me that there are two men in the room with this young girl.
There's the 'client,' paying to have sex with her. And behind the client, stands the
photographer, who has been paid, through grant money, to take photographs of the
girl being used.

"All this photo says is, 'We men are in power, and we can do anything we want. The
photographer can do anything he wants,' " Ferrato adds.

Last week, Datta, the photographer, posted a comment about the photo and the
controversy to his Facebook page, which has been taken down.

In the statement, he said he was "horrified" that the photo was used to promote a
competition. And the girl in the photo "is now an adult and has given her consent to
use her photo."

Datta also defended the image of the girl:

She asked me to photograph this interaction — fully aware of my intention to publish
this story widely in an attempt to create constructive awareness ... Where some see the
image and point to the anonymity of the client and apparently undignified exposure of
an underage girl, I see the astounding resilience of a young woman who takes
ownership of her reality — unlawful, deplorable and bleak though it is — and
determines to be more than what her circumstances have forced upon her. I see a
woman who wants to speak directly to viewers, saying if you actually want to
understand my perspective "then look into my eyes and see what I feel."
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Human rights activist Godden doesn't agree with Datta's choice of showing the girl's
face in the photo. He says that shocking photos such as this one aren't helping girls in
Sonagachi, trapped as child sex slaves.

"Protection of children is always top priority," Godden says. "If this photo was
exposing a practice that was unknown or hidden, then you could possibly justify
exposing a child's identity to document what's happening."

Such an exception was made recently with child and adult slavery issues in the fishing
industry in Southeast Asia and construction in the Middle East, Godden says.

Another example is Nick Ut's iconic war photo, showing a 9-year-old girl, naked,
running away from a napalm attack in Vietnam. Historians credit that photo with
changing the public's opinion about the war.

In the case of child slaves in Sonagachi, Godden says, the problem has been well
known to activists and governmental officials for years.

"Human rights activists have been working on this issue for decades," he says.
"Awareness is not the problem, in my opinion. Now it's about technical support to
these girls and countering corruption in those country. It's not about shocking
photos."

mǻģňųm pħǿțǿș șǿųvįđ đǻțțǻ ŀěňșčųŀțųřě



Photographer Souvid Datta
Appears to Have Plagiarized
Mary Ellen Mark

 MAY 03, 2017   MICHAEL ZHANG
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Alexia Foundation
about a month ago

Over the past week, a number of serious ethical allegations have arisen

about the work of Souvid Datta.

Mr. Datta received a student Award of Excellence Grant from The Alexia

Foundation in 2013. The award gives a cash grant of $500 and up to $1500

to attend an education workshop. The deadline for the submission of final

projects is a year from receipt of funding. At his request and because of the

long term nature of his work, we granted him several extensions. To date,

we have yet to receive his final project yet.

Because of the serious nature of the allegations against Mr. Datta, we have

commenced an investigation to determine the best course of action for the

Alexia Foundation to take.

138 6 15
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poppaneedsanap • a month ago

pretty clear cut case here. Not a stylistic homage but a direct rip. Bye bye a-hole..
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 • Reply •
pretty clear cut case here. Not a stylistic homage but a direct rip. Bye bye a-hole..

 44△ ▽

 • Reply •

samthor  • a month ago> poppaneedsanap

a "direct rip" woud be posting the exact same image and claiming it as your own....
"plagiarizing" would be posting the exact same image and claiming it as your own...
this is a reference. most likely the courts would give the defendant a pass.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

imajez  • a month ago> samthor

Nothing to do with courts. This is about veracity of documentary work which
was misleadingly captioned.
 2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Ikonov  • a month ago> samthor

Not a reference. Stealing. Also you call a direct rip and plagiarizing the
same. Got it.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

@Hello.Mikee  • a month ago> samthor

You must be crazy if you think taking ones work, pasting it on your own with
no credit or explanation and taking all the praise for it is "reference" The
woman in the altered photo is the same exact image from the original hence
making it plagiarism. You don't copy a paragraph word for word from one
essay and place it on yours and call upon a reference. This is definitely a
lesson in how to ruin your reputation.
 2△ ▽

 • Reply •

samthor  • 25 days ago> @Hello.Mikee

that is what i said....... a direct rip is not referencing.... but, thanks for
taking the time to read my comment and explaining it back to me....
you have really impressed me with your expertise and reading
comprehension. keep up the good work.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

@Hello.Mikee  • 25 days ago> samthor

Still wrong though. You're saying this is a reference and it's not. He
stole something and passed it off as his own. So no, not a
reference... maybe you should re-read your own comment and you're
welcome.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Juha Bly  • 24 days ago> samthor

H.Mikee's reading comprehension is fine, but Sammy's general
comprehension needs work. Sammy is then ok to move to the next
grade.
△ ▽

Alan Aurmont • a month ago
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 • Reply •

Alan Aurmont • a month ago

Before even reading the article, as soon as I saw the photo, I thought: "There's clearly
something wrong with that woman's head. It looks weirdly unnatural. Looks
photoshopped, I mean badly photoshopped. Her head looks like a hologram projected by
that bright TV screen, or as if it were painted on the closet door."

BUSTED IN INDIA™
 36△ ▽

 • Reply •

Problypropylene  • a month ago> Alan Aurmont

Looks like a Banksy painted in the corner.
 10△ ▽

 • Reply •

William Yu  • a month ago> Alan Aurmont

lol, I honestly thought that was a mirror or something reflecting behind the
photographer, and thought that was weirdly strange. So that's suppose to be a live
person standing there...
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

8tackOnTit  • a month ago> Alan Aurmont

I was wondering why that lady basically has a halo around her head! Plus the real
girl to the left has sunlight reflecting off her hair which is why the image was flipped
since the shine was on the left side of the originals hair. I guess it was less work to
create an artificial reflection on the correct side lol
 2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Roberto  • a month ago> Alan Aurmont

I agree. At first glance, I thought it was a poster on the wall, or something like that.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Ikonov  • a month ago> Alan Aurmont

And more perplexing is how did he manage to get on 'Masters of Photography'. All
those awards from copying others shots? Pathetic garbage foundations. Maybe
was affirmative awarding action.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Shai Yammanee • a month ago

I lose all respect for anyone who plagiarises work.  
 32△ ▽

 • Reply •

Brian Kennemer  • a month ago> Shai Yammanee

yeah, I think it's safe to say he's finished with anything resembling documentary
work.
 6△ ▽

 • Reply •

Brian Kennemer • a month ago

Well that TV show should be interesting now. Likely already filmed and ready to show on
the 25th.
 6△ ▽
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 • Reply • 6△ ▽

 • Reply •

ranblv • a month ago

ripping off is bad, but that is also such a crappy photoshop job.
 15△ ▽

 • Reply •

Chris Gregory  • a month ago> ranblv

Seriously, it looks like somebody hung a cheap print of Mark's photo on the wall.
 6△ ▽

 • Reply •

Andrew Iverson  • a month ago> Chris Gregory

At first glance, that's what i actually thought was going on.
 10△ ▽

 • Reply •

Skreee  • a month ago> Andrew Iverson

Me, too.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Rob S  • a month ago> Andrew Iverson

same. I thought it was a poster
△ ▽

 • Reply •

slightly upset cow  • a month ago> ranblv

It reminded me of the original doom game, where you walk up to the posters on the
wall and see how little depth they have.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

IlMascheratoreCommentato • a month ago

Stupid! I can only think this. How, Why and What... every questions has one only answer:
stupid.
 5△ ▽

 • Reply •

x_x • a month ago

Steve McCurry, Round 2?

edit* I should have stated he didnt steal but he did do some aggressive Photoshop and got
caught. Right or wrong, depends on how you see it. This situation is different. Apologies
for not being more clear
 4△ ▽

 • Reply •

Zos Xavius  • a month ago> x_x

When did Steve mcurry steal images and paste them in?
 2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Brian Kennemer  • a month ago> Zos Xavius

No but he staged for sue.
△ ▽
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 • Reply •

Zos Xavius  • a month ago> Brian Kennemer

who cares? staging is far more common than you think
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Brian Kennemer  • a month ago> Zos Xavius

Lots of unacceptable things are common. It doesnt make them
acceptable.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Robert Thompson  • a month ago> Zos Xavius

McCurry was also known as a "photojournalist" (with the implied
standards of veracity), but later states his work was more "artistic" or
"editorial" (therefore, nothing wrong with a little PS), but was vocal
about "not using" photoshop (

- go to 07:08 to see him declare an image shouldn't be
"photoshopped") I guess he lives by the "do as I say, not as I do"
rule...

▶

△ ▽

 • Reply •

SillyThings  • a month ago> Zos Xavius

Steve got in more trouble for photoshopping than just posing people,
thought it wasn't this egregious. He was caught editing out things like power
lines, or moving people around in the image and then presenting the work as
documentary. He didn't steal other people's work though.
 3△ ▽

 • Reply •

Zos Xavius  • a month ago> SillyThings

my point exactly
△ ▽

landshark123  • a month ago> Zos Xavius

When you aggressively Photoshop (esp after claiming for years that
you didn't), its a reputation killer.
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 • Reply •
you didn't), its a reputation killer.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Zos Xavius  • a month ago> landshark123

McCurry's reputation will forever be tarnished now yes. I have no real
evidence that he manipulated photos as a photojournalist. All the
examples were his own work, and frankly that does not bother me
nearly as much. I think a lot of people might feel the same way but it
will forever leave a question mark on many of his images for sure.
Datta's reputation is now a dumpster fire and he will rightfully never
recover from this or at the least ever regain any of the recognition he
once had. That's how it should be frankly.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Linus Wärn  • a month ago> x_x

So what did Steve do? Pose people perhaps.
 2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Eric Kayne  • a month ago> Linus Wärn

https://petapixel.com/2016/...
△ ▽

 • Reply •

spartandude  • a month ago> Linus Wärn

He did some photoshop cutting of distracting elements from his images. Got
caught with some PS artifacts and when the originals surfaced. They
arguably made better/more artistic images and I would rather have the
edited versions on my wall for aesthetic reasons. The beef with him is his
representation of his images as factual/true rather than art.
 2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Hector  • a month ago> spartandude

I understand that the photoshopped images were being sold as
ornamental prints, not presented in journalistic context.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

hdc77494  • a month ago> Hector

Yeah, and NG even did a bit of work to Afghan Girl. I could care less
that Steve did some editing on the wall art he sells. Most of his
published stuff was processed and edited by the publication for
documentary print, and steve took some license with stuff he
personaly sold. I really don’t see the ethical violation.
 2△ ▽

Marcos  • a month ago> hdc77494

It seems McCurry is unwilling to publicly embrace this attitude while
secretly indulging in it - claiming he would never dream of
manipulating an image beyond toning. I fully agree with you, I don't
think what he did was unethical, but it looks like he doesn't have the
courage of his convictions to make a case for it.
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 • Reply •
courage of his convictions to make a case for it.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Davin Ellicson  • a month ago> Linus Wärn

No. Steve McCurry routinely photoshops his images. A goddamn fraud.
 1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Linus Wärn  • a month ago> Davin Ellicson

Everybody uses PS.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Adam Woodhouse  • a month ago> Linus Wärn

Yes, but that guy used it to change the message a photo sent to the
public.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Kirk  • a month ago> Adam Woodhouse

"Change the message?" How so?
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Adam Woodhouse  • a month ago> Kirk

If I remember correctly and this is about the photographer I think it is
... the changes would result in a drastically different understanding of
what was happening in the scene. But if this is a different
photographer where the photoshop changes were more subtle, then
my comment isn't relevant for this person.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Bo Dez  • a month ago> x_x

Steve McCurry did nothing like this.
 3△ ▽

x_x  • a month ago> Bo Dez

i clarified my original statement. I was more referring to using PS and getting
caught, not the outright theft of an element of an image and appropriating it
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Report: Why Souvid Datta’s image the� is the least of the
problem

written by Diane Smyth

A screen grab of PetaPixel's site, showing the 03 May story that first exposed Souvid Datta's image theft

He's guilty of stealing other photographers' images - but, say two of those instrumental in

busting him, the real problem is the irresponsible way he depicted young sex workers

and a photo community which apparently didn't notice

It’s the scandal of the season – a young Anglo-Indian photographer Souvid Datta has been

caught stealing other photographers’ images and claiming them, or elements of them, as

his own.



The story broke on 03 May, when PetaPixel published a story alleging Datta had taken a

gure included in an image shot by Mary Ellen Mark on Falkland Road, Bombay 1978, and

copy-pasted it to one of his own shots. Datta then renamed the person Asma and claimed

Asma was a veteran sex worker friends with a 17 year old fellow sex worker, who he also

named and who is also clearly identi able in the photograph.

The article included damning and pretty inarguable compare-and-contrast shots of the

two images, and by 04 May, Time LightBox editor Olivier Laurent had managed to get an

interview with Datta in which he confessed to this and other misdemeanours – such as

taking images by Daniele Volpe, Hazel Thompson and Raul Irani and passing them o  as

his own, and cloning and restitching multiple components of his own images together.

“I foolishly doctored images,” stated the photographer, who until this scandal was a rising

star in photojournalism, awarded a Pulitzer Centre Grant and the Visura Photojournalism

Grant in 2016, and the Getty Grant for Editorial Photography in 2015, and nominated for

Magnum’s Graduate Photographer Award this year (a nomination which has now been

revoked).

“Being a freelance photojournalist today is to live in an uncertain world of erce

competition — not only regarding photographic skill, but also of networking, self-

promotion, business acumen, sincerity and air,” Datta added. “I certainly won’t speak for

others, but I have been a ected by these industry pressures more than I would have ever

liked to admit; resorting to extreme, foolhardy measures in the insecure hope of standing

out.”

The case and Datta’s interview have caused a furore on photography and photojournalism

sites and social media, with many commentators expressing outrage at the photographer’s

basic lack of integrity, and what they interpret as his self-seeking attitude in the interview.

But for two of the people instrumental in breaking the story – Benjamin Chesterton and

Shreya Bhat – the real problem is not Datta’s light- ngered approach, or the problems

inherent in writing false captions. It’s his portrayal of women involved in the sex industry,

who by his own account are under 18, and a photo industry which apparently didn’t

register a problem with it.

Datta has worked on this topic for years, but Chesterton and Bhat’s concerns were sparked

by one image in particular. It’s a shot that shows a 16 year old under a drunken client – her

face clearly visible, her name stated in the accompanying text, and her history of being

tra cked, at the age of 12, at the time recounted on Datta’s site (his site is now password

protected).



“When I read his [Datta’s] caption and realised that the girl is 16 years old, I was amazed,

amused and repelled, all at the same time,” says Bhat, who works with those involved in the

sex industry in India, and who responded to BJP’s questions via email. “Here’s a

photographer who is making public a photograph of a 16-year-old (minor) sex worker with

a client on top of her, looking visibly distressed.

“Does he not realise that it isn’t ‘sex work’ anymore, but ‘rape’ that he is documenting?” she

continues. “Him being in the room, photographing the client with the minor sex worker

makes him party to the rape. Does he not realise these commonplace things?”

“For me it’s a re ection on the photo industry,” Chesterton, co-founder of the DuckRabbit

lm production company and site, tells BJP by phone. “People are losing their shit about

cloning a bit of an image with a photograph – which is not a crime, though it’s a stupid and

ridiculous thing to do – but they’re not losing it over a rape.”

Chesterton rst raised questions about this image in a post on the DuckRabbit site on 30

April titled LensCulture and the Commodi cation of Rape [republished on PetaPixel on 01

May) which expressed outrage about a particular use of this shot – the fact that

LensCulture used it in a Facebook post promoting the competition it runs with Magnum

Photos, stripped of nearly all of its original context, and with added calls to action re

entering the award.



“Where to begin?” wrotes Chesterton. “Magnum Photos and LensCulture are running a

photo competition. One of those where you give them lots of money and in return if

you’re one of  the lucky ones they give you ‘exposure’. Let’s just cut to the chase. There’s no

way of dressing this up.  In order to promote the competition LensCulture used a photo of

a tra cked child sex slave being raped.”

LensCulture had published the post on 28 May and, its editor Jim Casper tells BJP, “as soon

as understood problems we removed it, not before a lot of justi ed concerns were pointed

out”. “We made a bad mistake by selecting that image on a facbook post and we regret that

deeply,” Casper continues. “It’s an image we never should have published, and it was a

double mistake to use in connection with a photo competition. We feel very bad.”

The organisation has also released a statement taking responsibility for the post,

apologising for it, and exonerating Magnum from any responsibility. Magnum Photos was

unwilling to comment to BJP, instead referring us to the LensCulture statement; for

Chesterton, that’s not enough. “It’s like there’s no one there with lights on,” he tells BJP. “It’s

your competition – you have to say ‘We’re outraged and putting new systems in place’.”

And, he adds, this use of Datta’s work is not even the primary problem. For him, the issue

is the fact that Datta has made work in which young, tra cked sex workers are clearly

identi able, and named in the accompanying captions – and that these images have been

widely seen and even published, for example by the Hu ngton Post in 2014, with no

apparent concerns. “It’s like they [the picture editors] have all seen it, but they haven’t seen

it,” he tells BJP. “They’re not seeing the people in the picture.”

“These are important stories and images of them are important,” he continues. “I’m not

saying these stories should never be shot. But it in our country [the UK] it is a crime to

identify any one who has been sexually abused. They can only be named if they waive the

right to anonymity. In this image [used by LensCulture] we see someone who is still legally

a minor, who was kidnapped and sold [into sex work] at the age of 12, servicing 10-14 men

per day. She is not in a position to say ‘do that for me’ [and waive her anonymity].

“There’s this idea you should be able to photograph anything,” he adds. “But this

photography doesn’t threaten people who work in [and control] this industry, there’s no

argument for people who want to make a di erence…These pictures don’t do anything,

how can I do anything for this child to make her better o ? There are people work in these

slums, wonderful people [who try to help victims of sex tra cking]. Give agency to them.”

“You don’t need to capture an underaged girl in the act of sex with a client to be able to tell

her story,” agrees Bhat. “Because this has repercussions that might do more harm to the girl

in the future than her ‘story’ from the past.”



A social worker now based in Bangalore, Bhat has worked with those involved in the Indian

sex industry for years in Kolkata, Bombay and Bangalore. She has no background or

interest in photography, she says (“Zero”), and yet she was the one to realise Datta

had li�ed Mary Ellen Mark’s work. Bhat came across that image three years ago in the

article published by Hu ngton Post, which she was reading because she was working with

women in the same district.

“When I came across the picture in question, I started to look more closely, not because I

thought it was doctored, but because the woman in the background looked familiar,” she

tells BJP. “Like I had seen her somewhere else, either for real, or in another photograph.

On an impulse, I switched over to Mary Ellen Mark’s gallery. I had checked her work a

while ago, cause she covered the Falkland Road red light area of Bombay in India in the

70s…

“I had looked through every bit of her work in the past and started doing that again, image

by image. Until I came to the photograph Souvid had nicked the woman from. It was

totally coincidental that I would spot it out of a 100 pictures she has on her gallery! Can

you imagine? I couldn’t!!!”

Shocked enough to mail two colleagues about it, she didn’t take her revelation further at

the time – there was no point in contacting Hu ngton Post, she thought, as she was

reading the article three months a�er its January publication; it would have been “a

pointless exercise” to contact Datta, she thought, later adding that “for me, he was just

another juvenile person my age doing unethical things”.

But when a friend recommended she read Chesterton’s post on LensCulture and the

Commodi cation of Rape on PetaPixel this week, she realised it was the same photographer

and, “quite angered by him using an underaged girl’s image with a client on top of her,

without even bothering to cover her identity”, contacted both PetaPixel and Chesterton on

the same mail.

“I was a little too sure the email would either go into their spam folder or would go

unnoticed,” she tells BJP. “But I received responses from both of them immediately and all

of us were discussing the possibilities of the Photoshopped part being a cutout or a

painting together on the same email. In about two hours’ time or so, the story had been

published on PetaPixel.”

For Chesterton, Bhat is “the picture editor of the year”; for her it’s less about her, or this

particular case, and more about a whole culture in documentary photography. In a

Facebook post on 05 May she stated that “Photojournalists are NOT allowed to mess with

women in sex work by building false sob stories about their dreary helpless lives and earn



awards. Not a Magnum Photography Award for certain. Not photojournalists based in UK

coming to India on an annual visit to capture the dirt and poverty here.”

Writing to BJP, she expands: “I, personally, am done with such work. It’s empty. It’s hollow.

It’s just an attempt to scratch the surface”. “What I do wish for though, is that people stop

treating certain countries as playgrounds to experiment with/improve their skills

(photography, in this case),” she adds.

“It’s so easy to walk into India and build emotionally gutting stories around the images you

capture, wherein [the] limited attention of the viewer is actually directed towards the

quality of your work. We have a lot of poverty and naked kids and colour, to make an

image look beautiful.”

Chesterton agrees. What Datta has done is “awful” he says – but then there are also

the picture editors who have “have all seen it, but they haven’t seen it”, and the people who

are “losing their shit about cloning a bit of an image with a photograph…but they’re not

losing it over a rape”.

He wonders how it can happen, speculating that seeing hundreds of images per day

deadens picture editors’ sensitivity, giving them an “image fatigue” that drives them

to “ticking boxes – access, misery, girls, bad guys” rather than really looking. Bhat says

there may be something in it, noting that: “A�er this work of Souvid [including the Mary

Ellen Mark gure] was pointed out to people, there were tons of people (via comments)

stating that it’s obviously Photoshopped, in a very shoddy way.

“But that’s because your attention was directed to that ONE picture. People fail to realise

that. If you’re skimming through 12 pictures in a series, you’ll probably not notice

something strange about that one woman in the corner. Because you’re looking at all the

other pictures that seem just usual and processing the stories behind these pictures.”

For both, though, it’s not the Photoshopped woman that’s the problem in that particular

image – it’s the clearly identi able 17-year-old, who Datta and many of those other

commentators knew was a minor, and yet failed to protect. “The system has to co operate

on this,” says Chesterton. “How do we deal with the pictures we show? It’s an argument

about being responsible, a world where we’re kind to one another.”

And true to his word, he even spares some pity for Datta. “It’s sad,” he says. “He has a

Pulitzer [Grant], that will have to go back, he said he was working for National Geographic –

all of that has now gone, down the drain. I would have a pint with him, he needs help. He

needs to take some time to nd out what kind of person he wants to be.”
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Central Government Act
Section 228A in The Indian Penal Code

232 [228A. Disclosure of identity of the victim of certain offences etc.—

(1) Whoever prints or publishes the name or any matter which may make known the
identity of any person against whom an offence under section 376, section 376A,
section 376B, section 376C or section 376D is alleged or found to have been
committed (hereafter in this section referred to as the victim) shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two years and
shall also be liable to fine.

(2) Nothing in sub-section (1) extends to any printing or publi cation of the name or
any matter which may make known the identi ty of the victim if such printing or
publication is—

(a) by or under the order in writing of the officer-in-charge of the police station
or the police officer making the investigation into such offence acting in good
faith for the purposes of such investigation; or

(b) by, or with the authorisation in writing of, the victim; or

(c) where the victim is dead or minor or of unsound mind, by, or with the
authorisation in writing of, the next of kin of the victim: Provided that no such
authorisation shall be given by the next of kin to anybody other than the
chairman or the secretary, by whatever name called, of any recognised welfare
institution or organisation. Explanation.—For the purposes of this sub-section,
“recognised welfare institution or organisation” means a social welfare
institution or organisation recognised in this behalf by the Central or State
Government.

(3) Whoever prints or publishes any matter in relation to any proceeding before a
court with respect to an offence referred to in sub-section (1) without the previous
permission of such Court shall be punished with imprisonment of either description
for a term which may extend to two years and shall also be liable to fine.
Explanation.—The printing or publication of the judgment of any High Court or the
Supreme Court does not amount to an offence within the meaning of this section.]
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Mary Ellen Mark’s photo (L) and Souvid Datta’s manipulated image

Plagiarism is not a new phenomenon in photography or
photojournalism. Call it ‘inspiration’, ‘motivation’ or ‘reproduction’, it

CULTURE



has been seen over the years; copying another person’s work is far
from uncommon. But the recent controversy surrounding
photographer Souvid Datta and his manipulation of images brought
out just why this is such a grave concern, and photography
institutions across the world have been forced to sit up and take
notice of it once again.

In the 1990s, when I first picked up photography, there was a thin
line between fine art photography and photojournalism.
Photojournalists would never venture into the world of montage work
or ‘cut and paste’, which in photojournalism is regarded as
manipulation. This was a no-go zone. In 2006, Reuters photographer
Adnan Hajj altered a photograph he took of a bomb blast during the
Israel-Lebanon conflict. He manipulated the density of the smoke
caused by the blast to make it look gorier and more intense. Once this
became public, a debate around a photojournalist’s duty to document
the truth gained propensity. Reuters had to pull all images taken by
Hajj from circulation.

Renowned photographer Steve McCurry, who is known for his
saturated colour images, found himself entangled in a major
controversy after it was found out that he used Photoshop to alter
images (https://thewire.in/36155/exposing-steve-mccurrys-photoshopped-

world/) and their composition post production. The photographic
community was outraged. McCurry had to render a public apology.
His images, widely circulated by Magnum Photos, are still published
and can be found in museums around the world.

So what did Datta do that surpassed all other forms of plagiarism in
the world of photojournalism? Until his doctored work was caught, he
was the cynosure of all eyes in the photography community. He has
received several big awards, like the Getty Images Editorial Grant, the
Alexia Foundation Award, the Visura Photojournalism Award and the
LensCulture/Magnum Photos Award. But curiously enough, no one is
questioning the judging standards and guidelines of these celebrated
distinctions.

Three years ago, Datta began a photographic project on sex workers,
beginning from Sonagachi in Kolkata. Datta picked up a person from
photographer Mary Ellen Mark’s famous picture from two decades
earlier, tactfully placed it into one of his own images and claimed the



entire work to be his own. Nowhere did he credit Mark or mention
that the image had been edited to add another person. What he did
was nothing short of theft of Mark’s work.

Another industry colleague, Daniel Volpe, also had concerns when
Datta used his images in a similar manner, pasting bits and pieces of
it onto his own work without credit. But Volpe did not publicise the
matter before. This is what Volpe says Datta did with his images:

Daniele Volpe
about a month ago

I'm not Mary Ellen Mark but also I have an issue with that "colleague".

Last november, a close friend of mine just warn me about a couple of my

pics (below) posted on Souvid Datta's Facebook feed. I asked to several

photographer if someone knew him, if they thought that the correct way was

to do it public. I took my time and my intention was write him directly, a

private message, to ask about that. Weeks passed without writing to him

and I underestimated the gravity of what h... See More

264 94 134



Datta would probably have blatantly carried on in this manner had it
not been for Shreya Bhatt, a human rights activist and self-
proclaimed follower of Mark’s work, who noticed what he had done.
She then approached PetaPixel, a photography blog/e-zine, who
cross-checked and published her allegations
(https://petapixel.com/2017/05/03/photographer-souvid-datta-appears-plagiarized-

mary-ellen-mark/).

Ed Kashi, a National Geographic photographer and a partner at VII
Photos (which gives photography grants to many young talents), told
The Wire, “With the recent news of Souvid Datta’s work being found
out as fraudulent, especially at a time where demagogues and
authoritarian regimes around the world are gaining power by
denigrating the media, we must be more vigilant than ever to these
ethical lapses in our industry. I am somewhat surprised that the
judges did not notice Mary Ellen Mark’s seminal imagery contained
in his submissions. I am also disgusted by the amount of fraud and
unethical behaviour that is occurring in the photojournalism
industry. Is it a reflection of the desperation of our times, or the
inhumane competition that drives so many young photographers to
‘make it’, or is it just a case of a few bad apples in an otherwise
dedicated group of professionals?”

I cannot help but recall some of the relevant lines by Susan Sontag in
her book – Susan Sontag On Photography – here:

Abbas – a Magnum photographer and a specialist in covering
politico-religious issues – has always emphasised that legwork is an
important part of photojournalism. To him, a photojournalist should
be in the field capturing issues, not sitting in front of the computer
and editing images. His words, and Sontag’s, are well worth
remembering for today’s photojournalism.

“A photograph is not just the result of an encounter between an
event and a photographer, picture taking is an event in itself,
and one with evermore peremptory rights to interfere with, to
invade, or to ignore whatever is going on … This in turn makes
it easy to feel that any event, once underway, and whatever its
moral character, should be allowed to complete itself- so that
something else can be brought into the world, the photograph.”



In documentary photojournalism, there is no fixed formula to capture
an image. It is about what story you want to narrate of a particular
event. The situations are involuntary and the photographer has an
invisible role. Post-production work is only permitted to the extent
where you do not enhance the image but only rectify its sharpness,
while the original composition is maintained. The moment you do a
‘surgery’ of any kind on an image, it falls out of the category of
photojournalism or documentary photography. Anything beyond is
plain “manipulation” and should be scrapped immediately.

From the Battle of Iwo Jima images in 1945 to the recent photo of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi inspecting the Chennai floods in 2015,
manipulation of images has been practised far and wide.

When ethics is taken away from photojournalism, it becomes
redundant and undermines its historical value. In documentary
photojournalism, the aim is to chronicle events for generations to
see and understand.

The biggest unanswered question from Datta’s case is how none of
the judges who saw his work, including photo editors, photographers,
editors and art historians, could not see (or chose to ignore) Mark’s
work embedded in his. He was repeatedly given grants to carry on his
‘fictional’ work under the wrap of photojournalism.

It is time that organisations like the World Press Photo Academy,
Magnum Photos, Alexia Foundation and the Pulitzer
Academy institute strict guidelines and make sure that
the photographers they award abide by them.

What to read next:
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bdebre • a month ago

What is the Iwo Jima reference? If you mean Joe Rosenthal's iconic
'Flag Raising' you have been misinformed.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Photugrapher • a month ago

Our (Un-Plagiarised) Photos Point to an Industry That Needs
Higher Standards.  
https://www.duckrabbit.info... 
http://raiot.in/souvid-datt... 
Lets not get carried away.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Anjan Basu • a month ago

In the post-truth world, where alt-news has stolen a march over
humdrum, uninteresting 'truth', Datta's is the way to go. He is in
august company, too. Donald Trump, Arnab  
Goswami and Sambit Patra will instantly recognise in Datta a
kindred soul.
△ ▽

Barry78 • a month ago

Just to clarify, Datta didn't get a Magnum Photography Award via
LensCulture - that was an error in the rather lightweight Time
interview. However he did get a Magnum prize via Ideastap and
was selected among the Magnum 30 under 30 some years ago.

Back to the topic, the visual literacy of editors is clearly an issue,
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W hen photographer Souvid Datta admitted last week to having manipulated
and infringed on a number of images over the span of his career, the
scandal set off a series of reactions that has shaken the photojournalism

industry. Not only have half a dozen organizations rescinded awards and grants they
conferred to the photographer, but the renewed focus on his work has also called
attention to a graver transgression that is prompting a call for a re-examination of some
practices across the profession.

In April 2015, Datta — a Mumbai-born and London-raised photographer — was working
on a project about the red-light district in Kolkata, India, when he took a picture of a 16-
year-old girl being raped while working as a prostitute. Anyone under 18 is considered to
be a minor in India, and the publication of a sexually explicit image of a minor is illegal
there according to the Protection of Children From Sexual Offences Act of 2012.

Datta has said that the girl asked him to photograph her in that situation. “[Her] words
were powerful, but troublesome,” he told TIME last week after criticism mounted over
the use of the picture to promote a grant. “I mulled it over for a few days but then it
began to dawn on me. How could I tell this story without at least once being willing to
show what takes up most of her day?"

But, explains Peter N. Bouckaert, Human Rights Watch’s Emergencies Director, whether
or not the girl asked to be photographed — something that cannot be independently
confirmed — is irrelevant. “[It’s] an image that portrays extreme violence against a child.
It’s not about consent at that stage," he tells TIME. "It really crosses the line to
photograph her being raped."

Local activist Shreya Bhat, who played a crucial role in exposing this issue, was shocked
when she read the girl's age in a caption accompanying Datta’s photograph. Taking a
picture of someone so young in that situation isn't "documenting sex work," she says,
but photographing rape — a crucial difference. “Maybe the others saw it simply as a
photograph that tells a story, [but] many of us saw it as someone documenting
something illegal, in a rather insensitive fashion," she says, "and not taking

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTROVERSY

Shaken Photojournalism Industry Questions Itself
After Souvid Datta Scandal
Olivier Laurent
May 09, 2017



responsibility [for] any of it by calling the 16-year-old responsible and accountable,
instead.”

Since his last interview with TIME, Datta has declined to comment further. “Following
advice from my legal counsel, I am in the process of reviewing my archives,” he says.

Cash Prizes

Anyone reading the caption could see — as Bhat did — that the girl was only 16. And yet,
in the two years since Datta took the picture, many established photo editors,
photographers and organizations saw the image. And, often, they responded by
encouraging Datta's work, not by questioning his judgment. Some of these experts sat on
juries that awarded Datta with cash prizes and grants; TIME estimates that Datta
received more than $30,000 from such sources over the last three years.

The image was one of several identifying the 16-year-old girl to be included in Datta’s
winning application for the 2015 Getty Images Grants for Editorial Photography, which
comes with a $10,000 prize. Some of these images were also used to promote the prize’s
announcement.

It was part of Datta’s portfolio for the 2016 Visura Photojournalism Grant Award, which
comes with a $5,000 cash prize — the terms and conditions of which dictate that the
photojournalist produced the work, without manipulations, and secured all necessary
permissions. In his submission, Datta said that he had model releases for the
protagonists he photographed and that he had made them “fully aware of my intentions
with this investigation,” he told Visura. The organization’s founder, Adriana Teresa
Letorney, tells TIME she was thus blindsided to learn of Datta’s actions. “We worked
with the information we had, and the reality is there was no reason to question the
validity of what was presented to us,” she says. “We all genuinely believed him to be
honest and forthright.”

The photograph was used to promote a LensCulture award that ran in association with
Magnum Photos; Datta also won a Magnum 30 Under 30 award and an IdeasTap
Magnum Photos Photographic Award. LensCulture declined TIME’s requests for
comment, but called attention to an apology released on May 4. “We at LensCulture
made a terrible mistake in judgment last Friday by publishing an image depicting sexual
violence against a young girl on our Facebook page,” the statement read. Magnum
Photos was unable to comment at the time of writing.



The Aftermath

The controversy has since forced many organizations to reassess their procedures.

Getty Images pulled down the work from its website and is now considering its next
steps. The Pulitzer Center, which awarded a travel grant to Datta to support his work on
sex trafficking in south Asia, has also withdrawn its support, cancelled an invitation for
Datta to speak at an event and moved to reinforce its procedures in the future. The
Center's senior editor, Tom Hundley, says that in the future he will speak with grant
applicants to make sure they fully understand the ethics statement to which they're
agreeing. Visura has suspended its $5,000 Photojournalism Grant as it works to figure
out a way to prevent something similar from happening in the future. The Alexia
Foundation, which gave Datta a $500 cash prize in 2013, has put into place new
procedures for its awards scheme, requiring raw or unprocessed images from all its
finalists. “It is too bad that a few people’s dishonest actions affect so many honorable
people,” says Mike Davis, Alexia Chair at Syracuse University’s Newhouse School.

Maggie Steber, a photographer and a judge for the Visura grant, says she feels duped by
Datta’s actions. “I think those of us who have been around for a long time put our hopes
and dreams for the future of photography into these young people coming up. Souvid
broke a trust," she says. "Even if that was not his intention, he broke a trust and it cannot
be repaired so easily." Steber believes she and her co-jurors “might have asked some
tougher questions of Souvid’s work because of the access and the similarities to the work
of Mary Ellen Mark,” she adds. “I put my trust in his work and in him and I am ashamed
to have done so because I see how wrong I was."

Six other judges from various juries did not return TIME's requests for comment. Two
asked for more time before commenting.

But the problem of photo manipulation and plagiarism cannot necessarily be solved by
changing contest conditions. Those processes can't control "an individual's decision to
lack transparency," says Visura's Letorney — and, as the Pulitzer Center's Hudley puts it,
every profession has "its share of cheaters. Journalism—and photojournalism—is no
exception."

Bouckaert agrees that one of the sad lessons of what happened with Souvid Datta is that,
though "most photographers I work with work very hard and adhere to very high ethics,”
lapses can pass unnoticed amid success.



As a result, the industry needs to come up with safeguards against possible problems.
That means, he says, that Datta should not shoulder all the blame alone. Rather, the
industry needs to examine the "culture and environment that exists out there for
photographers who try to establish a name for themselves.”

The Girl in the Picture

As for the photograph of the rape, the problem exposed by the photographic
community's response to Datta's image may be even harder — and more important — to
solve.

Nina Berman, a Noor photographer, believes the photograph should never have been
shown in the first place. “I don't think editors would have considered publishing a
photograph of a 16-year-old being raped, or even an adult woman being raped,
especially shot from the point of view of the rapist, if the girl or woman had been living
in the U.S. or Europe,” she tells TIME. “And when a human-trafficking victim is forced to
have sex, that is rape."

The decision to publish and praise an image of such a crime is not unrelated to the
current photojournalism economy, says photographer Donald Weber. He believes that
this situation calls attention to the effects of consolidation of the media landscape and
its effects on photographers, who know that the way to break into a tough industry is to
trade independence for visibility. “The awards and the prizes are a quick way, a cheap
way, an easy way to acquire this visibility. And photo editors, top photographers,
curators are all on these juries. It becomes a self-referencing spiral,” he says.

"Spectacular" and "graphic" images can be perceived as a way to stand out in a crowded
ecosystem, says Fred Ritchin, the Dean of the International Center of Photography. That
means there's a market for “the brown body, the black body, the female form, the sexual,
even though it’s abuse," he says.

That means this issue is not just about Souvid Datta, nor is it just about rape. It's also
about images of deprivation, disaster and war — stories that are crucial to tell, stories
that are part of the reason why photojournalism exists, but stories that require good
judgment and a sound ethical mooring.

“People publish bombs going off and destruction, but they don’t necessarily publish
essays that look at why we have a war, who’s controlling it, what are the economics,
what are the political issues,” says Ritchin. “I think we’re making an enormous error by
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supporting the more visual and spectacular as opposed to the more thoughtful. And we
make that mistake over and over again.”
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Souvid Datta: Photography, plagiarism and the
politics of grants
1. Souvid Datta’s work independent of the current controversy of plagiarism and

the absolute disregard for ethics is deeply orientalist and euro-centric. You
might ask how a brown man photographing, brown-bodies can be orientalist? 
Eurocentrism has “become naturalised common sense”. It is not just a
culmination of education for erasure, it is also a point of view from a place of
immense privilege. Here Datta follows the same tropes of, “representing the
other”, “bearing witness” and creating a body of work meant for the West, it’s
grants and privilege of being accepted by its gatekeepers.

2. Now coming to the gatekeepers. Many of whom, who have supported his work,
opened doors for him and have been instrumental in his success are
complicit. Dutta is no exception. He is the rule. For every thoughtful editor, who
continues to support work and talent, there are hundreds who are ignorant. I
have heard some of the most ignorant, racist and prejudicial comments from
some of the most revered editors and photographer in the “business”. The most
talented photographers I know have not been lucky with the grants game, only
because they refuse to pander to the templates that win awards. They would also
not know how to. Some of the best work I have seen on brothels
is “Ceilings” by Ritesh Uttamchandani. I still remember how he thought about
space and how he wanted to photograph it. He is undeniably one of India’s best.
But his work is yet to travel like Datta’s work did.

3. Datta’s work as always been problematic, that is independent of the recent
plagiarism charges or the ethics of photographing a tra�cked minor being
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raped. The fact that his work got to travel tells you all you need to know about
the nature of what constitutes the photographic industry today. Datta sold snake
oil to those who wanted snake oil. Also, note that the editors or the various grant
committees’ did not nd his plagiarism.It was Shreya Bhat who had previously
worked with survivors of sexual abuse in Sonagachi and who was a fan of Mary
Ellen Mark who brought this to PetaPixel’s attention.Bhat is perhaps the kind of
editor we need, but do not have. Someone with ethics, who has worked on
contentious and di�cult issues on the ground, brought this to light, and actually
knew Ellen Marks body of work.Between these are all the organisation that have
funded and supported Datta’s work: “They include the PDN 30 in 2017, the
Pulitzer Centre Grant in 2016, the Getty Grant for Editorial Photography in 2015,
PDN Annual in 2015, and Magnum Photos 30 Under 30 Award in 2015.”

4. Complicity works in many ways. For a group that consistently claims to bear
witness and tell the truth, many photographers tend to toe the o�cial line. While
they complain, bitch and moan in private, very few are openly critical of acts that
are often unethical. A year ago, Manick Katyal, another photo editor was outed
for sexual abuse and harassment. Yet many kept their silence for years in fear of
“rocking the boat”. Even if they knew nothing about his abuse, they still went
along with this arbitrary patronage. How did Katyal a third-rate photographer
and second-rate editor manage to garner so much clout so soon? How did he go
from shooting substandard images in 2008 to curating and working with some
the ‘best in the business”? Who enabled him? Everyone complained in private but
continued to support his work in public. Very few spoke out against him.

4. Others have commented how this one image would be the end of Datta. But it’s
not just one image. Datta has a long history of posting others work as his. He
stole from Daniele Volpe. In Volpe’s own words:
“Last november, a close friend of mine just warn me about a couple of my pics
(below) posted on Souvid Datta’s Facebook feed. I asked to several photographer if
someone knew him, if they thought that the correct way was to do it public. I took my
time and my intention was write him directly, a private message, to ask about that.
Weeks passed without writing to him and I underestimated the gravity of what he did.
Not for me or for my pictures but for the people who believes in our work, that
believes in us and open their home doors for us.”

5. But again as I have said before, Datta is simply an outcome of a very rotten
system. The greatest and the most revered war photographer of all time – Capa’s
work is also mired in lies and misattribution. His most famous work is now
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considered an absolute fabrication. But Magnum continues to milk Capa, and a
generation of photographers continues to quote this rubbish, “if your photo is
not good enough, you are not close enough” or something along these lines.
Visual literacy is scant among photographers today. Far too many of them
produce beautiful images without understanding history.

6. But lies can also take other forms, Kouledka’s work on Israel and Palestine is
nothing short of removing Palestinians from their land visually. It did not
photoshop Palestinians out, but how do you reconcile this erasure? In
2010Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting, who have funded Datta, also funded
Marco Vernaschi and published pictures of exhumed dead Ugandan
child. Similarly, Lynsey Adario’s Afghanistan work is very problematic, to say the
least. All these works have garnered widespread acclaim and praise with very
little critical analysis.Asim Ra qui has written extensively about it, but Asim is
also an exception.

7.  The New York Times – Lens – Photography blog recently published, “In Nepal, a
Monthly Exile for Women”. Towards the end the editor’s note says the following:
” Editors’ Note (April 17, 2017) After publication of this article, questions were raised
about the circumstances under which several photographs were taken.Because of

incorrect information provided by the photographer, a portrait of Saraswati, a

16-year-old mother of a newborn, was accompanied by an inaccurate caption.

e caption asserted that Saraswati was “forced to stay in a closed dark room” with
her child, that “she was not allowed to clean herself” and that she “was forced to cook”
in the room while her newborn “coughed from the smoke.” Actually, mother and

child left the room — where the door was often open — when her husband cooked

meals, and waited outside until the smoke cleared. Moreover, Saraswati also

went outside twice a day, including in the morning to wash herself. Another

image, of Saraswati being taken to a hospital on a stretcher, did not mention

that the photographer and an associate paid for the stretcher. Had editors

known this, the image would not have been used. Both images have been removed

from the slide show.” 

Where do we draw the line between “inaccurate caption” and fabrication? Should
the editors at New York Times have allowed this piece to run even after they
found out about the serious ethical breach in the way the story was presented
and photographed? Who holds whom responsible? Rather what is the redressal
mechanism for people whose stories have been “inaccurately captioned”?
Again Datta is not an exception.
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Photography, Plagiarism. Bookmark the permalink.

8. Finally, let’s not forget how platforms like LensCulture, and PDN have pro ted
and made money from slush pile entries and charging photographers fees even
to have their work looked at.

9. In 2012 when I was at the Eddie Adams Workshop I asked one of the guest
speakers, “Who he thought was the Susan Sontag of our generation? Who was
theorising or rather trying to understand the visual culture of our time?”. The
gentlemen quickly said “Photographer photograph. Their work is on the eld.
Why do you need anyone writing about it.” Second, how very white the whole
workshop was. Here mostly white photographers, almost all of them who wanted
to bear witness couldn’t tell apart the only two black photographers in the
workshop. One was South African other African American and both looked
nothing like each other.
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OPINION

Souvid Datta’s photos of sex workers have
many problems – plagiarism is just one of them
If the price of freedom is eternal vigilance, the price of freedom of expression must be eternal

vigilance over expression.

by  Jatinder Marwaha

Published May 08, 2017 · 11:30 am

Poetic licence, the liberty to disregard facts, has never been limited to text or poetry. Film is always

faking it – even documentary films transpose shots and sequences across time. A painting is often

about idealised figures, objects, landscapes, not just an element of fantasy. Music renders emotion

via story via emotion again. When it comes to photography though, we have an expectation of truth.

Photographs are expected to do something no other means of expression can. Photographs are

credible. They are records of the present, they are immediately historic facts. We will believe it if we

see it.

We will believe the toil of glistening ebony peasant women in Janah’s photos. We will believe the

luminous sensual eroticism of Mapplethorpe’s flowers. We will believe the grandeur of Prabuddha’s

shadow-streaked landscapes. We will believe, even feel, the horror in Nick Ut’s photo of the

Vietnamese child after a napalm attack.



Photographs are true, honest, and real. And journalism photos more so than all other photographs.

So, when anyone messes with that truth, honesty, reality, then all of us should rightfully be outraged.

In the digital age it is easier than ever before to doctor images, but it is even easier for anyone to get

caught doing it. Souvid Datta learnt this the hard way. An award-winning photojournalist, Datta was

caught out doctoring images by replicating the work of other photographers. In one image – from a

series on the violence in Kolkata’s sex industry – he transposed a character from a photograph that

the legendary Mary Ellen Mark took in the 1970s. There was no disclaimer that the work was not

completely his.

Broken systems

It is a sign of the times that when a compatriot found himself under the spotlight for deceit, I felt

little more than passing disgust. So much has been eroded from the sacred monolith we knew to be

ethical photography. Perhaps it was never sacred, nor a monolith – though it ought to have been

both.

Datta’s downfall comes not long after Steve McCurry’s plunge from grace. Datta at least had the

decency to come clean, show contrition, and apologise in an interview with Time magazine.

McCurry first blamed his underlings, and then made excuses about being only “a visual storyteller”

after a lifetime of reaping accolades for being a great photojournalist.

What troubled me more than Datta’s bald-faced plagiarism was the callousness of Magnum and

LensCulture. Two of the “biggest organisations in the photographic community”, they advertised a

competition for photographers with an image from Datta’s Kolkata series that essentially shows the

statutory rape of an underage girl. The image shows a man lying on top of a teenage sex worker. You

can only see the man’s back. But the girl’s face is naked before Datta’s camera.

A photojournalist is both a photographer and a journalist, as my teacher, guide and legendary

picture editor Bob Lynn declared in 1998 – so we must work twice as hard as both. He asked that we

zealously guard the integrity of our photograph. He taught us that hard, intelligent work is worth

more than cheap tricks. Picture editors and photojournalists, he said, are charged not only with

reporting news, but also informing people about their world, and sometimes, educating them about

injustices and burning issues – through their photographs and accompanying captions.

Few understand those maxims, or the responsibilities of the photojournalist, anymore. In 2001,

while giving a talk to photojournalism students at Syracuse University in the US, I explained the

ethics of image adjustment as “anything you could do in the darkroom, you may do with Photoshop.

But no more”. The instruction was quite simple: no addition or subtraction of an element, be it a

lamppost, tree, cigar, rickshaw, football player, or political enemy. None.

The 18 young photojournalists looked back at me quizzically: they had no idea what a darkroom

was.

History could have been a guide for them, as it for us today. Felice Beato reenacted scenes of the

aftermath of the Indian Mutiny, Ansel Adams printed photographs like no one before or after,



Yevgeni Khaldei brought a Soviet flag made from tablecloths to raise over the Reichstag, Eugene

Smith found his electronic flash to be “available” light at Minamata. But these are interesting cases

for debate. They occupy the rich palette of graytones between white and black. Faking the truth,

betraying the integrity of the image, stealing shamelessly, copying outside of fair use – those just

occupy the black region.

So what compels some photographers to deceive, plagiarise? In my opinion, they do so for base self-

interest. Add to that ignorance of ethics, absence of a moral compass, and careless disregard for the

value of true labour, and we have entered the badlands.

Integrity of the image

Jodie Steck, my mentor and another great picture editor who led the picture editing team at several

news organisations, including at the Associate Press’s New York headquarters, demanded that we

hold ourselves to the highest standards. She said we may fail sometimes but we may never fail to

correct ourselves, that picture editors through their anonymous service convey the truth that is its

own perfect reward. It was because of her that I came to understand that if the price of freedom is

eternal vigilance, the price of freedom of expression must be eternal vigilance over expression.

The Associated Press ruthlessly fired anyone who manipulated images – still, it happened more than

once. Early this century, Reuters laid off senior picture editors and promptly found that the new,

inexperienced replacements were transmitting doctored images. I worked at both these venerable

agencies and watched many other organisations too go down bleak paths, simply to save money. The

apprenticeship route was broken, training programmes were abandoned. I wondered how we

would go forward: without good mentors providing an ethical foundation, without experienced

picture editors, who would teach the new crop of photojournalists right from wrong.

Voicing the unpopular opinion and staying true, even if hurts self-interest. Making good judgement

calls as a picture editor. Guiding photographers to do great stories without doctoring images.

Preserving the integrity of the story and the photographic moment. Taking photographs with

humility, compassion, respect and without seeking to alter or influence events. All these come from

good teachers. All these make for good photojournalism.

The writer is a former picture editor and photojournalist who worked at the Associated Press, Reuters

and as an independent consultant for nine years.
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The Ambiguity of Pressing the
Shutter – Ethics in
Photojournalism

The myth goes that Crazy Horse refused to be

photographed, believing the image would steal his soul.

In truth, the apocryphal tale has no historical evidence.

But taking photos is intrusive, and most people would

agree upon some near universal norms regarding

photography (e.g. taking photos of children in public).

For photojournalists the ethics of photography are part

and parcel of the job, and when to take a photo is a major

component of those ethics. The issue boiled over again

last week with the controversy surrounding disgraced

photojournalist Souvid Datta whose shoddy plagiarism
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of a Mary Ellen Mark photo eclipsed a prior discussion of

his photo of an alleged rape (“alleged” because we have

no reason to believe the veracity of his captions or

whether he staged a scene).

But questions regarding the rape photo remains central

to the discussion of ethics. NPPA President Melissa

Lyttle wrote, “According to the NPPA Code of Ethics,

visual journalists are supposed to treat subjects with

dignity and respect and to give special consideration

and compassion to vulnerable subjects. As human

beings, we have a moral obligation to do no harm.”

But the reality on the ground is often rife with ambiguity.

A Historical Perspective

On August 6, 1945, the US detonated the rst atomic

bomb over Hiroshima which indiscriminately killed

approximately 145,000 people within four months (half

those deaths occurred on the day of the bombing). On

the ground, photojournalist Yoshito Matsushige took the

only known photos from the day.

In a 1986 interview for the Hiroshima Peace Memorial

Museum, Matsushige said, “I saw [all this destruction]

and I thought about taking pictures – so I got my camera

ready – but I just couldn’t do it. It was such a pitiful

scene…But these children, any moment they would start

dying. It was so hard to take pictures of them.” After

twenty minutes, Matsushige mustered the courage to

take two frames. “I felt like everyone’s gaze was xed on

me. And they were thinking that I wasn’t helping anyone,

I was just taking pictures.” 



Upon hearing that biographer/photographer Howard

Bingham refused to take a photo of friend Muhammed

Ali after a devastating loss to Joe Frazier, legendary

photojournalist David Burnett thought to himself “that is

exactly when you HAVE to take a picture,” but over time,

he’s come to believe that “the line gets fuzzy much more

quickly than you’d expect.”

The signi cance of his words shouldn’t be taken lightly.

Burnett was famously standing on the same dirt road as

Nick Ut, when Ut took one of the most famous photos of

all time – a nude child screaming from napalm burns. The

Pulitzer Prize-winning photo of Kim Phuc shifted public

sentiment despite its graphic and gruesome content,

which was notoriously censored from Facebook. But

even Ut put his cameras down telling Vanity Fair, “I took

almost a roll of Tri-x lm of her then I saw her skin

coming off and I stopped taking pictures. I didn’t want

her to die. I wanted to help her. I put my cameras down

on the road.”

Six months prior to the “Napalm Girl” photo, Burnett

found himself unable to take a photo. While

photographing the India-Pakistan war in December

1971, Burnett came across a Pakistani detainee in the

town of Kulna whose fate was almost a certainty. “I

walked across the room and took my camera up to

photograph one of the prisoners. His expression melted

into the most frightened face I had ever seen. He must

have known exactly what his situation was, and no doubt

was hoping this foreigner – me – would be his savior.

There was really nothing I could do. But at the same

time, as we looked at each other, I lost whatever

journalistic energy had propelled me to that moment. I

couldn’t take his picture.”



Photo by Ketevan Kardava

On March 22, 2016, a bomb ripped through the Brussels

Airport. Reporter Ketevan Kardava photographed one of

the victims – Nidhi Chaphekar, a Jet Airways ight

attendant – in shock and with her clothing partially

blown off her body. Critics pounced on the exploitative

nature of the image. On the Huf ngton Post, Sandip Roy

wrote, “Kardava is doing what is her job, to document a

tragedy, possibly at risk to her own life. The media is

doing what they think is their job – nding an image that

drives home that tragedy. The only person who has no

choice in this is the person in the photo splashed around

the world.” Yet, the quick circulation of the image

allowed Chaphekar’s family to know she was alive.

More recently, Syrian activist and photographer Abd

Alkader Habak put down his camera to help victims of a

bus convoy bombing. “The scene was horrible —

especially seeing children wailing and dying in front of

you,” Habak told CNN. “So I decided along with my

colleagues that we’d put our cameras aside and start

rescuing injured people.”

But at the same scene, photographer Muhammad

Alrageb felt the compunction to take photos telling

CNN, “I wanted to lm everything to make sure there

was accountability.”

The intricacies of sex, violence and the gaze
of “others”



Tim Matsui has covered child sex traf cking in America

for many years with his “The Long Night” project, and

has grappled with many of the issues that confronted

Datta. “Since I mostly do slow stories, my metric is to

ask, am I being exploitive?” Collaboration is crucial for

Matsui, “In gaining access, I’ve had to ght a stereotype

about the media’s exploitive nature. The key, I feel, is to

not exploit someone in a vulnerable situation. It’s about

helping them tell their story, not taking it from them for a

better portfolio or clip.”

Syracuse Associate Professor of Newspaper & Online

Journalism Seth Gitner agrees that photos need to

advance a story, “There are other times when your

journalistic senses kick in and tell you – wait, this has

nothing to do with the story and has no journalistic

meaning, so don’t bother taking the photo –  but of

course when an editor who is on the sidelines hears

about what you may have missed – they may think

otherwise.”

Adjacent to the issue of when to take a photo, is who

should be taking it? More than one female commentator

has questioned whether men should be photographing

sexual traf cking, abuse and rape stories of women in

the rst place. One veteran photojournalist who wished

to remain anonymous told me, “Compare Datta’s work to

Stephanie Sinclair’s Child Brides, Yunghi Kim’s Comfort
Women, or Jodi Cobb’s Geishas. I think a woman would

have done [the Datta] story [with] a different approach.”

An outsider’s point of view can potentially sensationalize

rather than inform, and critics have bemoaned the

imperialist gaze cast upon “exotic” cultures. In an

interview with the Huf ngton Post, ESPN Senior Photo

Editor Brent Lewis emphasized the importance of

having black photographers photographing black

stories. “We are often represented as being poor, as if



being poor is a quality. When I was in Chillicothe, Ohio,

lots of African American’s were middle class. It is

nothing like Chicago. Every place is distinct. So I had to

dive into the history of this place. Too many people are

trying to tell our stories without understanding our

stories, I feel it is like my duty to go out there and tell our

story.”

Rapport and Respect

Many photojournalists cite the importance of building a

relationship between photographer and subject. Words

like “dignity” and “respect” often accompany

descriptions of how photographers should approach

their subjects.

Pete Kiehart has photographed extensively in the

Ukraine and France and explains that “I also work best

when my subjects understand why I’m photographing

them and when they’ve consented to being

photographed.” But Kiehart recognizes that breaking

news doesn’t always afford him that luxury.

When confronted with an ethically challenging scene,

there are no guides to consult, and no online forums to

query. Gitner says, “the relationship between

photographer and subject is exactly that –  between

photographer and subject – only the photographer can

be the one to make the decision ‘in the moment’

whether to shoot or not.”

Empathy and the Photojournalist

Would more photos from Hiroshima help us understand

the horrors of nuclear weapons? Should Burhan Ozbilici

have put down his camera at the assassination of

Andrey Karlov? Are we justifying photographing horrible

events, or do the photos really help build an

understanding of complex topics and stories. Burnett

says, “I have always felt that pictures, especially good

pictures need a bit of soul and humanity to accompany

technical talent. I think it is in that humanity that

photographers try and nd the balance. There is never a

clear line, it’s one you feel, and sometimes you’re right,

and sometimes – well – you’re just a photographer.”
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It’s tragic that Datta’s photo was the catalyst for the

current round of ethics discussions. And it should raise

alarms within the industry that it took two outsiders,

Benjamin Chesterton and Shreya Bhat, to raise the their

hands and force a moment of introspection. But let’s be

clear, ethics isn’t just a photographer problem. It took an

industry of contest organizers, judges, photo editors,

grant organizations, and publishers to allow

questionable content and an ethically-challenged

photographer to surface.

For every “obvious” scenario, there are dozens of

ethically ambiguous situations. Do you preserve history

at the expense of dignity? We will only gain clarity with

an on-going discussion – not a punctuated dialogue that

waits for egregious activity and a backlash of moral

outrage.

Next Post: Ok, We Get It. You Shot It With Your Phone.

Previous Post: Photographing Acclaimed Celebrity Chef

Wylie Dufresne

This article was written by

There are 4 comments for this article

¬ ŧ

Allen Murabayashi

Allen Murabayashi is the Chairman and

co-founder of PhotoShelter. He co-hosts

the "I Love Photography" podcast on

iTunes.

Paul Melcher
May 8, 2017 at 11:34 am

Thank you for this insightful post: Another

important issue here is that if the profession
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and/or the community is no longer capable

of securing the lines of ethics, it will fall onto

the responsibility of the legal system. And if

such, into the hands of politics, which can

ultimately be devastating for a democracy

and free speech. I had touched on this in the

case of Maya Vidon-White and French law:

http://blog.melchersystem.com/blaming-

the-witness/

Andrew Molitor
May 8, 2017 at 1:36 pm

A nicely nuanced piece. Thank you.

I am concerned that we’re going to get

locked into a loop of “we need to discuss

this” without actually getting anywhere.

Eventually everyone digs a foxhole and

starts throwing insults at one another. To be

honest, we’re already seeing this.

Therefore, a strawman proposal for what

might actually be *done*:

First, I propose that more and more detailed

rules and guidelines is not the answer. In the

rst place, the more detail you put in the

more you tend to bake in cultural bias, the

more opportunity you give for

photographers to hide behind the rules. In

the second place, ultimately, you’ve got to

trust the photographer anyways.

So, start there. The basis needs to be

trusting the photographer, and then trusting

the editors, and so on.

But it cannot be simply that. There needs to

be the perception that with that trust

comes an enormous responsibility, to Tell

The Truth. And it cannot end there. These

people need to be given the tools they need

to fully understand and exercise that

responsibility.



They need to understand all the points

you’ve made above, including but not limited

to:

– publication context matters, a picture

published in one way may be good, but bad

published another way. 

– who you are matters, perceptually and

actually. 

– who or what the subject is matters (dignity

and respect trumps all) 

– the story matters, and must be balanced

with all else 

– culture matters, what is OK in one culture

may not be in the context of another 

– on the other hand some things are

(probably) right, or wrong, regardless of

cultural context, regardless of publication

context, regardless of who the players are

And so on.

I propose a set of online training materials

intended to raise these issues to top-of-

mind. A simple slide deck, with a little test at

the end to prove you went through the deck.

Hit the major points, and then give a couple

hypothetical case studies, close with “What

would *you* do?”

I propose also alternative training, as many

as possible, espousing alternate viewpoints.

Dissent, examined and considered, makes

us all smarter.

Ultimately the goal is to equip our

journalistic community with a more nuanced

idea of what is, and is not, possible,

reasonable, ethical, True. Good. Not to

prescribe, but to enlarge, to seek some sort

of common ground.

Let our journalists collect relatively

straightforward “credentials”, jumbles of

letters they can place after their names,

renewed annually. Then let us judge their

work, and demand that they earn our trust

anew with every single picture.
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But let us not judge them incautiously, in

haste.

—-

If there is an idea, a sentence, anything in

here that makes sense, please copy it, use it,

remix it, rebut it, attack it, *without citation*.

I am sick to death of people seeking to

monetize this. I don’t want any more

damned followers, I am happy with the 12 I

have.

Of course, if you want to attack *me* then

cite away!

john macpherson
May 9, 2017 at 3:19 am

Good piece Allen. Can I add something you

didn’t mention:

You talk about the “Ambiguity of Pressing

The Shutter” – which is an important

debate. But that action inescapably leads to

another ethical conundrum: once that image

is made who then decides whether or not to

publicise it?

The photographer? 

The subject? 

The subject’s family? 

An editor? 

The commissioning organisation/employer?

Take a philosophical leap beyond the simple

take/don’t take conundrum and consider

this comment in Fred Ritchin’s book

Bending The Frame. For me this brings in a

powerful moral angle that more usefully

frames this debate. Ritchin quotes the

experience of Benjamin Busch, a US Marine

Corps Of cer twice deployed to Iraq:
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“I remember taking one photograph in

Ramadi, my only battle or aftermath

photograph though I could have taken many

I suppose. It was to try to remember the

conditions for what I felt, and later to see

the conditions and remember the feeling.

My friend had just been killed and his body

bag lay beside his burning vehicle. We could

not put it out and he was much smaller in

the bag than he had been moments before.

We hadn’t been able to get his dead gunner

out from underneath the wreckage yet and

the sun was going down, the shooting over.

We had lost whatever it was we had been

ghting, never knew it was waiting for us,

not sure now what it was even about. I was

waiting for a military tow truck to lift the ruin

and free the body, and there was a long

pause where we were left with nothing but

dust, re, and loss and I took a picture……..

In one more minute it would have been my

vehicle, my death. I may have taken the

image as a kind of exploration, premonition,

and escape from my own demise. A proof of

life in that I was not, myself, in the

photograph. That is what I would have

looked like. Small, charred, and left in a black

bag with some of my uniform melted to me,

my legs severed.

I still haven’t written to his wife. I show the

image in my exhibit sometimes, although I

have refused to sell it, with its victims

nameless. It is context for all of my war

images. So I don’t know anything, really. Just

that photographs can be observers too.

They can sometimes watch us.”

That’s an unsettling, disquieting notion: the

photograph itself as ‘observer’, an

unblinking and unforgiving eye on the living.

Simply bearing witness, ‘looking’ at us and

forcing us to do better.
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Daniel D. Teoli Jr.
May 9, 2017 at 12:24 pm

Great Article!

Well, you have to seek balance. If someone

is suffering you may want to take a 10 foot

shot and crop a little if all you have is your

wide angle.

I don’t understand the stealing of images to

Photoshop in your photo. OK, you want to

make an art composite piece? Fine, but be

upfront about it. Really sad.

It is a fact of photo life that many times if we

want to get the shot…it requires the photog

to be an asshole. There is no way round it

guys and gals. And I’m one of the best there

is with ‘hit and run’ candid work. But, many

times you can only be ‘so’ candid and still

get the shot.

https://danielteolijr.wordpress.com/2016/12/10/weegee-

talks-to-us-from-the-grave/

Post Comment
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Photographing the ceilings of the cleanest brothel of

Sangli

In 2011, I was asked by our editor to take pictures for a

story on the cleanest brothel in Sangli, a small town in

interior Maharashtra, known for its production of sugar,

turmeric and electricity. It is also known among

journalists and NGOs as the unofficial HIV capital of the

state. The union of those two words—cleanest brothel—

baffled me. The story had already been filed, only the

pictures had to be done. I boarded a bus from the stand

near my house in Bombay, unsure of what to expect

after the 11 hour journey.

I reached a day later than I was supposed to and

Deepak, a local journalist and the ‘contact’ who was to

take me there, had vanished. So I went sightseeing with

Uday Deolekar, an old photographer friend from Sangli.

Our wandering yielded another story. About Ashok

Awati, a bike mechanic on the outskirts of town, who

had built his own windmill from bike spare parts and

installed it on a eucalyptus tree trunk.

Deolekar happened to know Bandamma, the madam of

the brothel, and volunteered to take me there. I saw

Deepak there, eating boiled chana on an old bench. He

didn’t lift his head and so didn’t register my arrival. To

mess with him, I called his number. He looked at his

phone, shrugged and disconnected. This was followed by

a different kind of speechlessness a few seconds later

when we came face to face.

(https://www.addtoany.com/share#url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.openthemagazine.com%2Farticle%2Fphotographic%2Fto-

capture-a-brothel-s-heart&title=To%20Capture%20a%20Brothel%E2%80%99s%20Heart%20%7C%20OPEN%20Magazine)
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Bandamma’s brothel is at Dussehra Chowk. It’s hard to

describe the place. It could pass for a slum settlement in

Bombay. An aerial shot would show its twisted plus-sign

shape, as if written by a drunk labourer trying to tot up

his day’s earnings. The brothel is pink and gets a new

coat of paint every year. It is flanked by engineering

workshops on one side and the bank of a lake on the

other.

Bandamma gave me a free run of the brothel. The

women, some young, some old, some with babies, some

not, were open to my presence. As the story said, it

didn’t really look like a brothel.

The assignment broke many of my assumptions about

commercial sex work and women involved in it. I shared

dinners and sweets with them. Some women had regular

clients, who would buy groceries and daily items for

them and it was not ‘all’ about the sex. On a busy

Saturday night, a Bengali girl from Calcutta—‘naveen

maal’ (new item) is how the men referred to her—had a

particularly heavy shift. She entertained 17 clients in the

space of the three hours that I observed her. Some

would say it is inhuman, but that discussion is best left

to another day.

While I was waiting for ‘moments’, Deepak asked me if I

wanted to shoot some of the women while they were at

it. I refused. He frowned. He asked if that was not what I

really wanted. I had to explain that such direct images

wouldn’t work for the story. He said this was what all

that goras liked to shoot, assuring me that I would not

have to pay since I was a local. He gave up eventually,

and sped off a few minutes later to cover a local

politician’s press conference.

His offer got me thinking about not just the way

photographers are perceived but how to not state or

shoot the obvious. We owe it to our subjects, who open

their doors and lives to us, to find better, sharper ways

of telling their stories. Sometimes there is no alternative

to stating/ shooting the obvious. But more often than

not, we are just unwilling to scratch the surface, to
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probe. We make images that bring us awards and money

but contribute nothing new to the understanding of the

subject.

Drawing on my own experience of staring at a ceiling for

over seven months while recovering from an accident, I

photographed the only thing these women see every day,

without fail, with a million thoughts in their head or not

—their ceilings.

I began to notice the finer details, some ceilings had a

picture of a family member, some had a parent’s ashes

hung in a small green pouch, some just a red bulb, some

accompanying walls were used to dry clothes, most had

posters of actors. Actors photoshopped next to the

woman in different poses, superimposed on different

backdrops like the Taj, the Gateway of India... The beds

were bent in the middle, with stuffy mattresses and

pillows in dire need of a wash. To photograph the

ceilings, I stuck to my 16mm lens. In a few rooms, I

wedged the camera on their pillows on self-timer; in

most, I lay down myself. The beds felt hard, very hard on

my pampered back. It was tough explaining to everyone

what I was doing, so I gave up. I’d just enter a room, ask

everyone to vacate after having a cordial chat, lock the

door from inside, do my photos and move over to the

next.

Communication was an issue since most of the girls

were from Karnataka and spoke only Kannada.

Bandamma ran Hindi classes for them in the evening.

There were many poignant moments during those

classes. The one I loved most was when the daughter of

one of the women came from school in her uniform and

red ribbons and sat next to her mom who was learning

to write my name in Hindi on a slate with a broken piece

of chalk. The moment that jarred most with me was

when a man made an offer to the young Bengali girl

while a former sex worker, probably in her sixties,

prayed to an idol in the background. Some of those

images went with the writer’s story. The series of images

of ceilings didn’t work for the story and I chose not to

file them at all.
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Someday I wish to go back and photograph the rest of

the rooms. And sample some more karanjis one of the

women gave me on my first day there. In an absolutely

partial-to-me world, I’d have loved to have both

photographic versions published in the same issue of

our magazine. After all, every story does have many

sides to it.

-- Text by Ritesh Uttamchandani
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05.05.17 – a note from the producers of Master of Photography

Since filming on Master of Photography was completed, Souvid Datta has admitted in an interview with Time

(http://time.com/4766312/souvid-datta/) that he dishonestly doctored and appropriated images in the past.

Souvid was selected to take part in our programme on the basis of a portfolio of work he submitted as his

own in October 2016, and our producers are satisfied that these works were original.

However, Master of Photography is a celebration of originality and authenticity in photography, and Souvid’s

behaviour is in total opposition the values that the programme seeks to promote. Whilst filming on the series

is now complete we are currently looking at how we reflect this matter on the programme.

Souvid Gillian 

+
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http://www.columbiamissourian.com/news/local/cpoy-responds-to-souvid-datta-photo-scandal-sees-opportunity-
to/article_d176bb0c-364e-11e7-a8d2-1b65d5cb4d66.html

CPOY responds to Souvid Datta photo scandal, sees
opportunity to reiterate ethics
CLAIRE MITZEL May 12, 2017

COLUMBIA — A fabrication by a U.K. photojournalist has led to reviews of his other work and

a worldwide discussion about photojournalism ethics, including within the College

Photographer of the Year competition at MU. 

Souvid Datta photoshopped a woman from a photo by award-winning photographer Mary

Ellen Mark into a photo of his own and won several contests and grants for the photo series

that included the photo.

Datta took a series of pictures of women who worked at a brothel in Kolkata, India in 2013.

One woman at the brothel did not want to be in the pictures. Instead of leaving the photos as

YOUNGRAE KIM

Visitors watch as judges go through still images during judging at CPOY 71 on Nov. 10 at the University of
Missouri. Souvid Datta, a winner from CPOY 68, is under review for altering a winning image.

CPOY responds to Souvid Datta photo scandal, sees opportunity ... http://www.columbiamissourian.com/news/local/cpoy-responds-...

1 van 5 22-06-17 17:30



they were, he used Photoshop to insert a woman into them from a photograph taken by Mark.

The altered image went undetected for several years, and Datta won multiple awards for his

brothel series. He also won awards and grants for other photos. Seen as a young rising star in

the photojournalism world, the U.K. photographer also won several College Photographer of

the Year awards, judged annually at MU.

CPOY co-directors Jackie Bell and Rita Reed, who are also MU photojournalism professors,

rescinded Datta's award for the 68th annual competition. The organization is reviewing three

other awards he received.

They said they "rst heard about the plagiarism in emails from former students. Soon after,

Time Magazine published an interview with Datta in which he admitted to the fabrication.

Between the obvious plagiarism and his admission to it, CPOY decided to rescind his award.

Bell and Reed also posted a message about the importance of ethics on CPOY's website,

emphasizing that "digital alteration or any similarly deceptive modi"cation of entry materials

is strictly prohibited."

Bell pointed out that image manipulation isn't a new phenomenon; it happened when

darkrooms were used, too. But as technology has grown more sophisticated, the ethics about

manipulation have become more speci"c.

"There were things we did in the darkroom that would not be tolerated in Photoshop, the

appearance of things, like the bleaching and the darkening, that went to extremes," Bell said.

"So I think we may be catching more because we're more intense about our ethics values and

statements, and we're trying to talk about it more."

Bell said CPOY revised its ethics clari"cation statement two years ago to be more speci"c

about what is allowed and what is not. The statement is not published on the CPOY website,

but students see it along with the rules when entering their photos into the competition, she

said.

Reed said there are some categories that allow digital manipulation, such as the illustration

category, and that is clearly stated. But the category Datta won in — documentary — prohibits

manipulation.

Photoshop makes manipulation more seamless and harder to detect, Reed said, but

photojournalists talk more about ethics and manipulation than in the past.

"I think the greater danger, or something to be concerned about, is the proliferation of

cameras and the ability for people to do citizen reporting using their iPhones without a
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grounding in photojournalism ethics," Reed said. Bell and Reed pointed out that Datta had no

formal education in photojournalism.

In an interview with Time Magazine, Datta said he altered photographs before he knew about

journalistic ethics.

"I didn't know anything of photographic ethics, about the existence of a serious

photojournalism industry or how best to investigate topics as a journalist," Datta said in the

Time interview.

Following the controversy, the National Press Photographers Association posted a statement

on May 4 by President Melissa Lyttle, emphasizing its strong commitment to ethical visual

work.

"We believe what Datta did is inexcusable and not only betrays the trust that others placed in

him but in an age of 'fake news' undermines the public trust in our profession," the statement

said.

Datta told Time that after learning more about ethics, he was embarrassed and hoped the

photos would never resurface. Datta acknowledged that the rest of his work is under scrutiny

and might not be seen as legitimate because of his errors.

"Second chances aren’t always deserved and I know it’s up to me to earn mine and "ght to

regain any credibility, within or outside of this "eld," Datta said in the interview. "I let a lot of

people down by hiding these past mistakes, and parts of me betrayed the trust of those

closest and most supportive of me. I am sorry for this, truly."

Datta said he also plagiarized other photos between 2013 and 2014 that "include elements of

stitching and cloning, sometimes rehashing components from multiple frames."

Bell noted that more people are working on their own as freelancers — without the oversight

of editors and managers — so they don't always have someone to tell them whether they

should publish a photo.

"So people are alone, competition's tough, they don't have the mentors and the editors they

used to have ... and I think it makes it harder," she said.

Datta was stripped of accolades for the plagiarism, but he was also strongly criticized for a

photo he took of a minor being raped.

Indian activist Shreya Bhat discovered Datta's plagiarism after seeing news stories about

controversy related to one of Datta's other photos, an image of a teenage girl being raped. The

photo had been used in an April 28 advertisement for a photo contest hosted by Magnum
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Photos and LensCulture magazine, and a human rights activist raised concerns about the

explicit photograph being used in an advertisement.

In looking at Datta's other images, Bhat found that one of his photographs' subjects looked

similar to one in a photo Mary Ellen Mark took in an Indian red light district in 1978. Bhat

reached out to photography blog PetaPixel, which veri"ed her "ndings and published a story

about it on May 3.

The story snowballed from there: After review, multiple organizations rescinded Datta's

awards, and another photographer has also accused him of plagiarism. The Alexia

Foundation, Pulitzer Center and CPOY all rescinded awards and removed Datta's images from

their websites, among other organizations.

LensCulture issued an apology for publishing the graphic photo and said it was reviewing its

standards for what should be published.

Because the photo showed the girl's face, it violated UNICEF's ethical standards for reporting

on children, though the website states "in certain cases, using a child's identity — their name

and/or recognizable image — is in the child's best interest."

Bell and Reed said the morality of choosing whether to publish a photo, like the one used in

LensCulture magazine for advertising purposes, is a more di#cult conversation than talking

about generally agreed-upon ethics such as plagiarism. They said the image was never

entered in the CPOY competition.

"I think what that situation does is give us a lot to discuss with our students in terms of access

and consent and what stories you pick and how you cover them and what methods you use ...

it helps in terms of education," Bell said.

Bell and Reed said each time an issue occurs with fabrication within the photojournalism

world, it gives photojournalists, CPOY and other organizations a chance for deeper thought

about ethics. 

"It always makes us become more introspective and look at our contests, our business, our

teachings and have conversations," Bell said.

Supervising editor is Katherine Reed.
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Ethical Guidelines

Principles for ethical reporting on children 

Reporting on children and young people has its special challenges. 
In some instances the act of reporting on children places them or
other children at risk of retribution or stigimatization.

UNICEF has developed principles to assist journalists as they report
on issues affecting children.  They are offered as guidelines that
UNICEF believes will help media to cover children in an age-
appropriate and sensitive manner.  The guidelines are meant to
support the best intentions of ethical reporters: serving the public
interest without compromising the rights of children.

Principles

1. The dignity and rights of every child are to be respected in every
circumstance.

2. In interviewing and reporting on children, special attention is to
be paid to each child's right to privacy and confidentiality, to have
their opinions heard, to participate in decisions affecting them and
to be protected from harm and retribution, including the potential of
harm and retribution.

3. The best interests of each child are to be protected over any
other consideration, including over advocacy for children's issues
and the promotion of child rights.

4. When trying to determine the best interests of a child, the child's
right to have their views taken into account are to be given due
weight in accordance with their age and maturity.

5. Those closest to the child's situation and best able to assess it are
to be consulted about the political, social and cultural ramifications
of any reportage.

6. Do not publish a story or an image which might put the child,
siblings or peers at risk even when identities are changed, obscured
or not used.

Guidelines for interviewing children

1. Do no harm to any child; avoid questions, attitudes or comments
that are judgmental, insensitive to cultural values, that place a child
in danger or expose a child to humiliation, or that reactivate a child's
pain and grief from traumatic events.

2. Do not discriminate in choosing children to interview because of
sex, race, age, religion, status, educational background or physical
abilities.

3. No staging: Do not ask children to tell a story or take an action
that is not part of their own history.

4. Ensure that the child or guardian knows they are talking with a
reporter. Explain the purpose of the interview and its intended use.

5. Obtain permission from the child and his or her guardian for all
interviews, videotaping and, when possible, for documentary
photographs. When possible and appropriate, this permission should
be in writing. Permission must be obtained in circumstances that
ensure that the child and guardian are not coerced in any way and
that they understand that they are part of a story that might be
disseminated locally and globally. This is usually only ensured if the
permission is obtained in the child's language and if the decision is
made in consultation with an adult the child trusts.

6. Pay attention to where and how the child is interviewed. Limit the
number of interviewers and photographers. Try to make certain that
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number of interviewers and photographers. Try to make certain that
children are comfortable and able to tell their story without outside
pressure, including from the interviewer. In film, video and radio
interviews, consider what the choice of visual or audio background
might imply about the child and her or his life and story. Ensure that
the child would not be endangered or adversely affected by showing
their home, community or general whereabouts.

Guidelines for reporting on children

1. Do not further stigmatize any child; avoid categorisations or
descriptions that expose a child to negative reprisals - including
additional physical or psychological harm, or to lifelong abuse,
discrimination or rejection by their local communities.

2. Always provide an accurate context for the child's story or image.

3. Always change the name and obscure the visual identity of any
child who is identified as:

a. A victim of sexual abuse or exploitation, 
b. A perpetrator of physical or sexual abuse, 
c. HIV positive, or living with AIDS, unless the child, a parent or a
guardian gives fully informed consent, 
d. Charged or convicted of a crime.

4. In certain circumstances of risk or potential risk of harm or
retribution, change the name and obscure the visual identity of any
child who is identified as:

a. A current or former child combatant,
b. An asylum seeker, a refugee or an internal displaced person.

5. In certain cases, using a child's identity - their name and/or
recognizable image - is in the child's best interests. However, when
the child's identity is used, they must still be protected against harm
and supported through any stigmatization or reprisals.

Some examples of these special cases are:

a. When a child initiates contact with the reporter, wanting to
exercise their right to freedom of expression and their right to have
their opinion heard. 
b. When a child is part of a sustained programme of activism or
social mobilization and wants to be so identified.
c. When a child is engaged in a psychosocial programme and
claiming their name and identity is part of their healthy
development.

6. Confirm the accuracy of what the child has to say, either with
other children or an adult, preferably with both.

7. When in doubt about whether a child is at risk, report on the
general situation for children rather than on an individual child, no
matter how newsworthy the story.

For more information, see "The Media and Children's
Rights" published by UNICEF/Mediawise

English [PDF]

Russian (PDF)
 (PDF documents require Acrobat Reader to view.)
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Association of Social Anthropologists 
of the UK and the Commonwealth 

Ethical Guidelines for Good Research 
Practice 

Preamble 
Social anthropologists carry out their professional research in many places around 
the world; some where they are 'at home' and others where they are in some way 
'foreign'. Anthropological scholarship occurs within a variety of economic, 
cultural, legal and political settings. As professionals and as citizens, they need to 
consider the effects of their involvement with, and consequences of their work for; 
the individuals and groups among whom they do their fieldwork (their research 
participants or 'subjects'); their colleagues and the discipline, and collaborating 
researchers; sponsors, funders, employers and gatekeepers; their own and host 
governments; and other interest groups and the wider society in the countries in 
which they work. 

Anthropologists, like other social researchers, are faced increasingly with 
competing duties, obligations and conflicts of interest, with the need to make 
implicit or explicit choices between values and between the interests of different 
individuals and groups. Ethical and legal dilemmas occur at all stages of research 
- in the selection of topic, area or population, choice of sponsor and source of 
funding, in negotiating access, making 'research bargains' and during the research 
itself conducting fieldwork, in the interpretation and analysis of results and in the 
publication of findings and the disposal of data. Anthropologists have a 
responsibility to anticipate problems and insofar as is possible to resolve them 
without harming the research participants or the scholarly community. They 
should do their utmost to ensure that they leave a research field in a state which 
permits future access by other researchers. As members of a discipline committed 
to the pursuit of knowledge and the public disclosure of findings, they should 
strive to maintain integrity in the conduct of anthropological research. 

To these ends the Association has adopted the following set of ethical guidelines 
to which individual ASA Members should subscribe. They follow the educational 
model for professional codes, aiming to alert researchers to issues that raise 
ethical concerns or to potential problems and conflicts of interests that might arise 
in the research process. They are intended to provide a practical framework for 
Members to make informed decisions about their own behaviour and 
involvement, and to help them communicate their professional positions more 
clearly to the other parties involved in or affected by their research activities. 

1. Relations With and Responsibilities Towards Research Participants 

The close and often lengthy association of anthropologists with the people among 
whom they carry out research entails personal and moral relationships, trust and 
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reciprocity between the researcher and research participants; it also entails a 
recognition of power differentials between them. 

• (1) Protecting research participants and honouring trust: 
Anthropologists should endeavour to protect the physical, social and 
psychological well-being of those whom they study and to respect their 
rights, interests, sensitivities and privacy:  

o (a) Most anthropologists would maintain that their paramount 
obligation is to their research participants and that when there is 
conflict, the interests and rights of those studied should come first; 

o (b) Under some research conditions, particularly those involving 
contract research, it may not be possible to fully guarantee research 
participants' interests. In such cases anthropologists would be well-
advised to consider in advance whether they should pursue that 
particular piece of research. 

• (2) Anticipating harms: Anthropologists should be sensitive to the 
possible consequences of their work and should endeavour to guard 
against predictably harmful effects. Consent from subjects does not absolve 
anthropologists from their obligation to protect research participants as far 
as possible against the potentially harmful effects of research:  

o (a) The researcher should try to minimise disturbances both to 
subjects themselves and to the subjects' relationships with their 
environment. Even though research participants may be 
immediately protected by the device of anonymity, the researcher 
should try to anticipate the long-term effects on individuals or 
groups as a result of the research; 

o (b) Anthropologists may sometimes be better placed than (at the 
least, some of) their informants to anticipate the possible 
repercussions of their research both for the immediate participants 
and for other members of the research population or the wider 
society. In certain political contexts, some groups, for example, 
religious or ethnic minorities, may be particularly vulnerable and it 
may be necessary to withhold data from publication or even to 
refrain from studying them at all. 

• (3) Avoiding undue intrusion: Anthropologists should be aware of the 
intrusive potential of some of their enquiries and methods:  

o (a) Like other social researchers, they have no special entitlement to 
study all phenomena; and the advancement of knowledge and the 
pursuit of information are not in themselves sufficient justifications 
for overriding the values and ignoring the interests of those studied; 

o (b) They should be aware that for research participants becoming 
the subject of anthropological description and interpretations can 
be a welcome experience, but it can also be a disturbing one. In 
many of the social scientific enquiries that have caused controversy 
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this has not arisen because participants have suffered directly or 
indirectly any actual harm. Rather, the concern has resulted from 
participants' feelings of having suffered an intrusion into private 
and personal domains, or of having been wronged, (for example, by 
having been caused to acquire self-knowledge which they did not 
seek or want). 

• (4) Negotiating informed consent: Following the precedent set by the 
Nuremberg Trials and the constitutional laws of many countries, inquiries 
involving human subjects should be based on the freely given informed 
consent of subjects. The principle of informed consent expresses the belief 
in the need for truthful and respectful exchanges between social 
researchers and the people whom they study.  

o (a) Negotiating consent entails communicating information likely 
to be material to a person's willingness to participate, such as: - the 
purpose(s) of the study, and the anticipated consequences of the 
research; the identity of funders and sponsors; the anticipated uses 
of the data; possible benefits of the study and possible harm or 
discomfort that might affect participants; issues relating to data 
storage and security; and the degree of anonymity and 
confidentiality which may be afforded to informants and subjects. 

o (b) Conditions which constitute an absence of consent: consent 
made after the research is completed is not meaningful consent at 
all. Further, the persons studied must have the legal capacity to 
give consent. Where subjects are legally compelled (e.g., by their 
employer or government) to participate in a piece of research, 
consent cannot be said to have been meaningfully given by subjects, 
and anthropologists are advised not to pursue that piece of work. 

o (c) Consent in research is a process, not a one-off event, and may 
require renegotiation over time; it is an issue to which the 
anthropologist should return periodically. 

o (d) When technical data-gathering devices such as audio/ visual-
recorders and photographic records are being used those studied 
should be made aware of the capacities of such devices and be free 
to reject their use. 

o (e) When information is being collected from proxies, care should 
be taken not to infringe the 'private space' of the subject or the 
relationship between subject and proxy; and if there are indications 
that the person concerned would object to certain information 
being disclosed, such information should not be sought by proxy; 

o (f) The long period over which anthropologists make use of their 
data and the possibility that unforeseen uses or theoretical interests 
may arise in the future may need to be conveyed to participants, as 
should any likelihood that the data may be shared (in some form) 
with other colleagues or be made available to sponsors, funders or 
other interested parties, or deposited in archives. 
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• (5) Rights to confidentiality and anonymity: informants and other 
research participants should have the right to remain anonymous and to 
have their rights to privacy and confidentiality respected. However, 
privacy and confidentiality present anthropologists with particularly 
difficult problems given the cultural and legal variations between societies 
and the various ways in which the real interests or research role of the 
ethnographer may not fully be realised by some or all of participants or 
may even become "invisible" over time:  

o (a) Care should be taken not to infringe uninvited upon the 'private 
space' (as locally defined) of an individual or group; 

o (b) As far as is possible researchers should anticipate potential 
threats to confidentiality and anonymity. They should consider 
whether it is necessary to even a matter of propriety to record 
certain information at all; should take appropriate measures 
relating to the storage and security of records during and after 
fieldwork; and should use where appropriate such means as the 
removal of identifiers, the use of pseudonyms and other technical 
solutions to the problems of privacy in field records and in oral and 
written forms of data dissemination (whether or not this is enjoined 
by law or administrative regulation); 

o (c) Researchers should endeavour to anticipate problems likely to 
compromise anonymity; but they should make clear to participants 
that it may not be possible in field notes and other records or 
publications totally to conceal identities, and that the anonymity 
afforded or promised to individuals, families or other groups may 
also be unintentionally compromised. A particular configuration of 
attributes can frequently identify an individual beyond reasonable 
doubt; and it is particularly difficult to disguise, say, office-holders, 
organizations, public agencies, ethnic groups, religious 
denominations or other collectivities without so distorting the data 
as to compromise scholarly accuracy and integrity; 

o (d) If guarantees of privacy and confidentiality are made, they must 
be honoured unless they are clear and over-riding ethical reasons 
not to do so. Confidential information must be treated as such by 
the anthropologist even when it enjoys no legal protection or 
privilege, and other people who have access to the data should be 
made aware of their obligations likewise; but participants should be 
made aware that it is rarely, if at all, legally possible to ensure total 
confidentiality or to protect the privacy of records; 

o (e) Anthropologists should similarly respect the measures taken by 
other researchers to maintain the anonymity of their research field 
and participants. 

• (6) Fair return for assistance: There should be no economic exploitation 
of individual informants, translators and research participants; fair return 
should be made for their help and services. 
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• (7) Participants' intellectual property rights: It should be recognised that 
research participants have contractual and/ or legal, interests and rights in 
data, recordings and publications, although rights will vary according to 
agreements and legal jurisdiction.  

o (a) It is the obligation of the interviewer to inform the interviewee 
of their rights under any copyright or data protection laws of the 
country where research takes place, and the interviewer must 
indicate beforehand any uses to which the interview is likely to be 
put (e.g., research, educational use, publication, broadcasting etc). 

o (b) Under the UK Copyright Act (1988), researchers making audio 
or video recordings must obtain 'copyright clearance' from 
interviewees if recordings are to be publicly broadcast or deposited 
in public archives.    Any restrictions on use (e.g., time period) or 
other conditions (e.g., preservation of anonymity) which the 
interviewee requires should be recorded in writing.  This is best 
done at the time of the interview, using a standard form. 
Retrospective clearance is often time-consuming or impossible 
where the interviewee is deceased or has moved away. 

o (c) Interviewers should clarify before interviewing the extent to 
which subjects are allowed to see transcripts of interviews and 
fieldnotes and to alter the content, withdraw statements, to provide 
additional information or to add glosses on interpretations. 

o (d) Clarification must also be given to subjects regarding the degree 
to which they will be consulted prior to publication. 

• (8) Participants' involvement in research: As far as is possible 
anthropologists should try and involve the people being studied in the 
planning and execution of research projects, and they should recognise 
that their obligations to the participants or the host community may not 
end (indeed should not end, many would argue) with the completion of 
their fieldwork or research project. 

II. Relations With and Responsibilities Towards Sponsors, Funders and Employers 

Anthropologists should attempt to ensure that sponsors, funders and employers 
appreciate the obligations that they have not only to them, but also to research 
participants, and to professional colleagues.  

• (1) Clarifying roles,  rights and obligations: Anthropologists should 
clarify in advance the respective roles, rights and obligations of sponsor, 
funder, employer and researcher:  

o (a) They should be careful not to promise or imply acceptance of 
conditions which would be contrary to professional ethics or 
competing commitments. Where conflicts seem likely, they should 
refer sponsors or other interested parties to the relevant portions of 
the professional guidelines; 
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o (b) Anthropologists who work in non-academic settings should be 
particularly aware of likely constraints on research and publication 
and of the potentiality for conflict between the aims of the 
employer, funder or sponsor and the interests of the people studied; 

o (c) Where some or all of the research participants are also acting as 
sponsors and/ or funders of the research the potential for conflict 
between their different roles and interests should be made clear to 
them. 

• (2) Obligations to sponsors,  funders and employers: Anthropologists 
should recognise their general and specific obligations to sponsors, funders 
and employers whether these are contractually defined or are only the 
subject of informal, and often unwritten, agreements. In particular:  

o (a) They should be honest about their qualifications and expertise, 
the limitations, advantages and disadvantages of their methods and 
data, and they should acknowledge the necessity for discretion with 
confidential information provided by sponsors and employers; 

o (b) They should not conceal personal or other factors which might 
affect the satisfactory conduct or completion of the proposed 
research project or contract. 

• (3) Negotiating 'research space': Anthropologists should be careful to 
clarify, preferably in advance of signing contracts or starting their research, 
matters relating to their professional domain and to control over the 
research project and its products:  

o (a) They are entitled to full disclosure of the sources of funds, 
personnel, aims of the institution, the purpose(s) of the research 
project and the disposition of research results; 

o (b) They are entitled to expect from a sponsor, funder or employer 
a respect for their professional expertise and for the integrity of the 
data, whether or not these obligations are incorporated in formal 
contracts. Even when contractual obligations may necessitate the 
guarding of privileged information, the methods and procedures 
that have been utilised to produce the published data should not be 
kept confidential; 

o (c) They should pay particular attention to matters such as: - their 
ability to protect the rights and interests of research participants; 
their ability to make all ethical decisions in their research; and their 
(and other parties') rights in data collected, in publications, 
copyright and royalties. 

• (4) Relations with gatekeepers: Where access to subjects is controlled by 
a national or local 'gatekeeper', researchers should not devolve their 
responsibilities onto the gatekeeper. Whilst respecting gatekeepers' 
legitimate interests, researchers should adhere to the principle of obtaining 
informed consent directly from subjects once access has been gained. They 
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should be wary of inadvertently disturbing the relationship between 
subjects and gatekeepers since that will continue long after the researcher 
has left the field. 

III. Relations With, and Responsibilities Towards, Colleagues and the Discipline 

Anthropologists derive their status and certain privileges of access to research 
participants and to data not only by virtue of their personal standing but also by 
virtue of their professional citizenship. In acknowledging membership of a wider 
anthropological community anthropologists owe various obligations to that 
community and can expect consideration from it. 

ÿ (1) Individual responsibility: Anthropologists bear responsibility or the 
good reputation of the discipline and its practitioners. In considering their 
methods, procedures, content and reporting of their enquiries, behaviour 
in the field and relations with research participants and field assistants they 
should therefore try to ensure that their activities will not jeopardize future 
research.  

ÿ (2) Conflicts of interest and consideration for colleagues: That there may 
be conflicts of interest (professional and political) between the 
anthropologists, particularly between visiting the local researchers and 
especially when cross-national research is involved, should be recognised:  

o (a) Consideration for and consultation with anthropologists who 
have worked or are working in the proposed research setting is 
advisable and is also a professional courtesy. In particular the 
vulnerability of long-term research projects to intrusion should be 
recognised; 

o (b) In cross-national research, consideration should be given to the 
interests of local scholars and researchers, to the problems that may 
result from matters such as the disparities in resources available to 
visiting researcher, and to problems of equity in collaboration. As 
far as is possible and practicable, visiting anthropologists should try 
and involve local anthropologists and scholars in their research 
activities but should be alert to the potential for harm that such 
collaboration might entail in some contexts. 

ÿ (3) Sharing research materials: Anthropologists should give consideration 
to ways in which research data and findings can be shared with colleagues 
and with research participants:  

o (a) Research findings, publications and, where feasible, data should 
be made available in the country where the research took place.  If 
necessary, it should be translated into the national or local 
language. Researchers should be alert, though, to the harm to 
research participants, collaborators and local colleagues that might 
arise from total or even partial disclosure of raw or processed data 
or from revelations of their involvement in the research project; 

o (b) Where the sharing with colleagues of raw, or even processed, 
data or their (voluntary or obligatory) deposition in data archives or 
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libraries is envisaged, care should be taken not to breach privacy 
and guarantees of confidentiality and anonymity, and appropriate 
safeguards should be devised. 

ÿ (4) Collaborative and team research: In some cases anthropologists will 
need to collaborate with researchers in other disciplines, as well as with 
research and field assistants, clerical staff, students etcetera. In such cases 
they should make clear their own ethical and professional obligations and 
similarly take account of the ethical principles of their collaborators. Care 
should be taken to clarify roles, rights and obligations of team members in 
relation to matters such as the division of labour, responsibilities, access to 
and rights in data and fieldnotes, publication, co-authorship, professional 
liability, etcetera. 

ÿ (5) Responsibilities towards research students and field assistants:  

o Academic supervisors and project directors should ensure that 
students and assistants are aware of the ethical guidelines and 
should discuss with them potential (as well as actual) problems 
which may arise during fieldwork or writing-up. 

IV. Relations With Own and Host Governments 
Anthropologists should be honest and candid in their relations with their 
own and host governments.  

• (1) Conditions of access: Researchers should seek assurance that they will 
not be required to compromise their professional and scholarly 
responsibilities as a condition of being granted research access. 

• (2) Cross-national research: Research conducted outside one's own 
country raises special ethical and political issues, relating to personal and 
national disparities in wealth, power, the legal status of the researcher, 
political interest and national political systems:  

o (a) Anthropologists should bear in mind the differences 
between the civil and legal, and often the financial, 
position of national and foreign researchers and scholars; 

o (b) They should be aware that irresponsible actions by a 
researcher or research team may jeopardise access to a 
research setting or even to a whole country for other 
researchers, both anthropologists and non-
anthropologists. 

• (3) Open research: Anthropologists owe a responsibility to their 
colleagues around the world and to the discipline as a whole not to use 
their anthropological role as a cover for clandestine research or activities.  

• (4) Legal and administrative constraints: Anthropologists should note 
that there may be a number of national laws or administrative regulations 
which may affect the conduct of their research, matters pertaining to data 
dissemination and storage, publication, rights of research subjects, of 
sponsors and employers, etcetera. They should also remember that, save in 
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a very few exceptional circumstances, social research data are not 
privileged under law and may be subject to legal subpoena. Such laws vary 
by jurisdiction. Some which may have consequences for research and 
publication in the U.K. are, for example, the Data Protection Act, law of 
confidence, Race Relations Act, defamation laws, copyright law, law of 
contract, and the Official Secrets Act; in the U.S.A. particularly important 
are the federal regulations governing human subjects' research, the Privacy 
Act, the Freedom of Information Act and the Copyright Act.  

V. Responsibilities to the Wider Society 

Anthropologists also have responsibilities towards other members of the 
public and wider society. They depend upon the confidence of the public 
and they should in their work attempt to promote and preserve such 
confidence without exaggerating the accuracy or explanatory power of 
their findings. 

• (1) Widening the scope of social research: Anthropologists should use the 
possibilities open to them to extend the scope of social inquiry, and to 
communicate their findings, for the benefit of the widest possible 
community. Anthropologists are most likely to avoid restrictions being 
placed on their work when they are able to stipulate in advance the issues 
over which they should maintain control; the greatest problems seem to 
emerge when such issues remain unresolved until the data are collected or 
the findings emerge. 

• (2) Considering conflicting interests: Social inquiry is predicated on the 
belief that greater access to well-founded information will serve rather than 
threaten the interests of society:  

o (a) Nonetheless, in planning all phases of an inquiry, from design to 
presentation of findings, anthropologists should also consider the 
likely consequences for the wider society, groups within it, and 
possible future research, as well as for members of the research 
population not directly involved in the study and the immediate 
research participants; 

o (b) That information can be misconstrued or misused is not in itself 
a convincing argument against its collection and dissemination. All 
information is subject to misuse; and no information is devoid of 
possible harm to one interest or another. Individuals may be 
harmed by their participation in social inquiries, or group interests 
may be harmed by certain findings. Researchers are usually not in a 
position to prevent action based on their findings; but they should, 
however, attempt to pre-empt likely misinterpretations and to 
counteract them when they occur. 

• (3) Maintaining professional and scholarly integrity: Research can never 
be entirely objective - the selection of topics may reflect a bias in favour of 
certain cultural or personal values; the employment base of the researcher, 
the source of funding a various other factors may impose certain priorities, 
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obligations and prohibitions - but anthropologists should strive for 
objectivity and be open about known barriers to its achievement:  

o (a) Anthropologists should not engage or collude in selecting 
methods designed to produce misleading results, or in 
misrepresenting findings by commission or omission; 

o (b) When it is likely that research findings will bear upon public 
policy and opinion anthropologists should be careful to state the 
significant limitations on their findings and interpretations. 

Epilogue 
THE REPUTATION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH WILL INEVITABLY 
DEPEND LESS ON WHAT PROFESSIONAL BODIES ASSERT ABOUT THEIR 
ETHICAL NORMS THAN ON THE CONDUCT OF INDIVIDUAL RESEARCHERS. 
THESE GUIDELINES ARE AIMED AT HELPING ANTHROPOLOGISTS TO REACH 
AN EQUITABLE AND SATISFACTORY RESOLUTION OF THEIR DILEMMAS. 
THIS STATEMENT OF IDEALS DOES NOT IMPOSE A RIGID SET OF RULES 
BACKED BY INSTITUTIONAL SANCTIONS, GIVEN THE VARIATIONS IN BOTH 
INDIVIDUALS' MORAL PRECEPTS AND THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH 
THEY WORK.  GUIDELINES CANNOT RESOLVE DIFFICULTIES IN A VACUUM 
NOR ALLOCATE GREATER PRIORITY TO ONE OF THE PRINCIPLES THAN 
ANOTHER. INSTEAD, THEY ARE AIMED AT EDUCATING ANTHROPOLOGISTS, 
SENSITIZING THEM TO THE POTENTIAL SOURCES OF ETHICAL CONFLICT 
AND DILEMMAS THAT MAY ARISE IN RESEARCH, SCHOLARSHIP AND 
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE, AT BEING INFORMATIVE AND DESCRIPTIVE 
RATHER THAN AUTHORITARIAN OR PRESCRIPTIVE.  THEY AIM TO ENSURE 
THAT WHERE A DEPARTURE FROM THE PRINCIPLES IS CONTEMPLATED OR 
WHERE THE PRIVILEGING OF ONE GROUP OR INTERESTED PARTY OR 
PARTIES IS DEEMED SITUATIONALLY OR LEGALLY NECESSARY, THE 
RESEARCHER'S DECISIONS SHOULD BE BASED ON FORESIGHT AND 
INFORMED DELIBERATION.  

?     
  
   

The Ethical Guidelines for Good Research Practice were adopted by the 
Association at its Annual Business Meeting in March 1999.  
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